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BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 0, 1915.

UdITUAKY.

The News of Belfast.
Charles E. Sherman has bought the
garage
his lot on High street,
recently built and
occupied by Louis S. Shiro, who has moved to
Boston.

Susan M., widow of the late James M. Craig,
^e,l »t 2 a. m., Dec. 7th at her home on High
after

on

brief illness with

pneumonia.
she had suffered with a
pr0in early youth
a

although always

.rivous trouble and

in deli*

The W. C. T. U. will meet
tomorrow, Friday
afternoon with Mrs. Clarence E.
FroBt, Cedar
street. All are requested to come
to
sew for the Waldo
County hospital.

the advanced age of
,:e health had reached
She was born in Belars and 3 months.
jj
.yvt. the daughter of the late Lemuel R. and
iusannah Hanford, the former of Lincolnville
t!ill the latter of Camden. From early youth
been a consistent and worthy member
(f)e had
the North Congregational church and for
Vears was the teacher of a boys' class in the
sUlulay school, making life-long friends of her
nUpils. She sang in the choir for years and

prepared

Clifford J. Pattee. who recently
underwent
an

|

operation
Tapley hospital, returned
Thursday but will not be able to atet the

home last
tend to

office work for

a

week

or

more.

Earl L. Talbot entertained the Thimble
Club, of which she is a member.
Wednesday
evening, Uec. lBt, to celebrate her
birthday;
ra.s a leader in all the activities of the church,
and the evening was Bpent with
sewing and
she married Mr. Craig in 1854 and they made
conversation. The guests presented
to
New
bridal
on
the
Mrs.
Orleans.
La.,
trip
.;v .:
Talbot with a fine toilet set. Ice
cream, cake
maiden trip of ship Western Chief, built by | and
cookies were served.
and commanded by Capt, John |
rt-r father
The B. C. T. Club, recently
Her husband built the Augustus Perry
reorganised, had
Mrs.

Cedar

a

of

:a,mer

Belfast.

The

funeral

will

In

of Manilla

occurred at

her

L., wife
home

a

the

recent

Belfast Home

Dest

wishes

cently

a

dollar

to

for

to "all

returned

sent

Aged Women, and
friends." She rePasadena from a two

home

to

have

already been engaged. Mrs. John O.
Black will have a lunch counter and the an-

weeks
San

tion.

take

vacation, most of which was spent in
Francisco at the Panama Pacific Exposi-

in

a

Four

a

husband and

"cr

son, Walter G.

daughters—Mrs. J.

three

>

one

H.

W.

Clark,

Peavey

of

this item was familiar with all of
cities—some of them more than half a
century ago—he asked the favor of reading
the paper, and then, the additional favor of
permission to print it in full in The Journal,
that our readers might enjoy it, and it will be
published in our next issue. It is a record of
personal experiences and personal impressions
told in the familiar style of a letter home, and
is Doth interesting and instructive.

terest in the

Andrews,

Burgess,
on

home for about two weeks.
better

;v

Saturday .out

and

He

lower

was

died in his

ap-

sleep,

:ully
born in Frankquietly.
Aug. 23, 1846, the son of the late Joseph
•iary Mudgeit Grant. He had lived in
*ty about 40 years and was a blacksmith
de.
Because of his youth his father obHe

was

his enlistment in the Civil

to

War, but

away from home and served the last
nths of the war in the 26th Maine, Co.
-rles

Baker, captain. He was a member
H. Marshall Post, G. A. R. He is
td by his widow, formerly Miss Alice A
y of Frankfort; by one daughter, Mrs
Herrick; (another daughter, Mrs. Lizorndike, died in this city in May, 1914);
brother, Adoniram Grant, and one sisi-nes G., wife of Willis E.
W’ight, both of
mas

ity;
■

•r

by six grandchildren, Harold and

Herrick, Mrs. Maude *», Wight, Mrs.
Ramsey, Mrs.Martha French and Harry
x;,and by three great grandchildren, Ruth
t. Merle and Hariand Ramsey. The futook place at his late home Wednesday
Rev. A. A. Blair of the Universalist

m

officiating.

'i-fh

The remains

receiving tomb

e

in

were

was un

Birth of

a

vestry.

a Christmas
A baked bean sup-

the

numerous

advertisements of holiday goods

placed

Grove cemetery,

i.rastus G. Cummings died Dec. 1st
in

Waldo,aged

born

in

81 years and 8

Waldoboro, the

son

at

his

months. He
of the late

C. and Mary Nash Cummings. He
an honest man devoted to his
family and a
llizen.
His wife died several years ago

in.t.ryBe
•us
1

fci his

:

daughter

Sarah has kept his home for
grandchildren, Grace Patternomas and Willie Patterson, and all
gave
aged father and grandfather the most
ughtful care and devotion, particularly in

:;ffi

and for his

.aet

days.

Mr.

Cummings

E.

of the Last

to

have these old
records

family

that have
time of

possible,
collecting

when

Quarter Cen-

son
not

973.8 An

families

many

in

town, who

records still in their posor other

1

be

John W.

possible

be

been

kept iri

settling
seen

the

and

in

the

Belfast

family
should,

copied by the per-

statistics;

but when this is

true copy of the records maymade and sent to Miss Newell. Anyone
a

having family

records which have not

called for will

confer

a

favor

by

yet been

communicat-

W hen
ing with Miss Newell, telephone 175 3.
this is not convenient the records may be left
with Mrs. J. C. Durham in Belfast.

was a

pensioner

the 20th Maine, was a memG. Davis Post, No. 64, of Brooks,
'-d attended the
meetings as long as he was
t,e- He
survived by two daughters, Sarah,
ivedat home, and Mrs. Charles H. Howira '•* Boston;
by two sons, Augustus W. and
served in

of Geo.

Alice

Holt of

represented,and

courteous

I

standing

Amherst,
caring

N.

by

basis.

will be determined

The

was

S.,
in his

Spear,f

his

declin-

1

..

A

1

N

by mailing

Poor's Mills.
been

|

given by

but there will be

fancy

articles and

Dec.

14th,

sale of

a

quilts,

amounts

fine

aprons and

supper, Tuesday evening,
If stormy, the next evening_

during

the

summer, and

boro, Mass., Monday

into

fell Monday morning while climbing
chair, breaking her arm.

with her

a

Mr. and Mrs

for

from

Hattie

housekeeping
time in a portion of her parand Mrs. L. S. Titcomb, Syl-

Miss

Morton L. Carleton
week

last

indefinite

an

ent’s

home, Mr.

and

came

are

$20,000—a large sum, surely,
remembered that ic is made up of

popularity

i

continued their

urged their friends to join, and thus the

memberships,

own

Himcrnr

W. W. Perry, Mr. and Mrs.
Emma Sherman of
Camden left by boat last Thursday fcr Boston
Mr. and Mrs.

Willis Williams and Miss

siipml tha

In

can

date by

that

;o

btcome

member at any time previous
making the first payment.
a

sailed from there

time she will

Buford for

yesterday on the transport
Panama. Mrs. Pratt yvill remain
here at the Joinson Homestead until about
Dec. 23d, when she will go to Now York.
Bhe
expects to sail about the first of January for
Panama.
Hart

Mr.

train

and

Mrs. George F. Hichborn left by
Monday for their home in Portland
after a two weeks’ visit with his sisters, the
Misses HioHhnrn. Church street.
They were
accompanied by his youngest Bister, Miss
Harriet 1).

Hichborn,
them in

with

who
their

w

ill remain

a

subject of the address by one of the
clergymen at the first union meeting of
churches this season, on Dec, 12th. will be
"Preparedness, National and Individual.
The

local

short

home.

The first of

SOCIETIES.

Pallas. P. M.. I. O O. F., have electpast captains Edward F. Littlefield, Arthur
tL Murch and Leon T. Shute trustees for the
coming year. There wili be a special meeting
Canton

ed

work,

A

clam stew will be

1

served.

Harold

officers of PenobEncampment of Odd Fellows will take

The annual election of the
scot

drove

to

Hawes

and Miss

Belfast last

Rev.

craft which make up the

:o

married

Fellows hall

be present.

Madam
and

At the annual

meeting of,Primrose Chapter,
D. E. S., last briday evening officers were
elected as follows: worthy matron. Miss Bertha
Wiley; worthy patron, Ralph I. Morse;
associate matron, Mrs. Cordelia H. Bruwn;
secretary, Miss Alberta Wadsworth; treasurer,
Mrs. Geneva H. Hills; conductress, Miss Alice
E. Simmons; associate conductress. Mrs. Essie
P. Carle. The remaining officers will be
apthe worthy matron elect. Light
i pointed by
refreshments were served and the degree was
conferred. The installation will take place in

j

1

at

and

the

wife for

who is

an

the

quaintances gladly welcome her

in

Baptist

McLaughlin, Stockton’s
liveryman, recently bought from
millionaire

nas

The

communication

Belfast

was inevitable that men of limited
capacity
should sometimes be found in administrative
positions. Col. Parkhurst is widely known as
a pleasing and effective speaker, and his address on this occasion was absolutely non-par-

it

tisan and made
tional

no

reference to State

politics. It was
plea to men of

a

or

na-

straightforward

and

all parties to see that
party, whichever it was, developed itself

earnest

their

sists of 12

companies

to the utmost of

company, and

of its

this strength

efficiency in the performance
public duties. Col. Parkhurst was warmly received and heartily applauded during and
at the close of his address. He returned to
Bangor by the Saturday morning train, but
will come to Belfast again later to call
upon
friends he was unable to see during this necesbrief
visit.
in
While
the city Col.
sarily
Parkhurst was the guest of Dr. and Mrs. W.
L. West in Franklin street, and with his host
was entertained informally at the home of
Rev. and Mrs. Haraden S. Pearl after the
meeting. At a brief business meeting of the
club Dr. West and Rev. Haraden S. Pearl were
elected to represent the club on the board of
managers for the proposed federation of the
Belfast men’s clubs.

few

companies

are

kept

up to

The plan
of Adjt-Gen. Presson, which has the approval
of the authorities in Washington^ to increase
each company to its war strength of 150 men
by forming platoons in towns and villages that
are not large enough to support a whole company. A platoon has 32 men. Two or three
of these in as many communities will be attached to a full company in a neighboring city.
Then, when the emergency rises, the company
will have its full 160 men without having to
add 85 raw recruits to its peace looting of 65
men.
The plan promises to be popular, and
many villages which could not maintain a full
company, even on a peace footing, will maintain a platoon with no difficultyas a

matter of fact.

the bride and groom left on the noon train for
"short trip to Boston and New York
The
groom iB a native of
Ohio, and of
late has been in the meat business in Los Angeles, where their acquaintance began. He
expects to engage in business in Belfast. The
bride is the daughter of the late Frank B and
Maria Winslow Knowlton, was
graduated from
the the Belfast High school in the class of
1896 and later took a course in the
Bangor
millinery school and was for Beveral seasons
employed as milliner in this city. She haB
a

Cleveland,

travelled extensively, making three
trips to
the Pacific coast. She is a member
of the
Monday Auction club, succeeding her sister
the late Mrs. S. M. R. Locke.
were the
They
recipients of many gifts, including a beautifully decorated wedding cake from Mrs. Eugene Sperry of Orlando, Fla., a Victrola with
many records, tables, cut glass, sterling, etc.
They will be at home, No. 46 Congress street,
Belfast, January 1st.;

no

col-

and

the

be

the

Reds

are continually coming
attending church, the
to

children

me

Wl.d Animals

"lne

who attend the Men’s

men

next

Your

in

interested
men

vs

bunday

enured

is

the

in

Tor uni
nouns

subject

discutseu

oein^

at
an

of Preat some

This subject will De Continued next
all men are cordially invited. The

Sunday

anu

is

Hour

and Ine

noon

place

is tne

Lniversahst

:hurch.
The services

the

at

wm

next ounuay

Congregational

ur

enurch
ca«.xx.4.ft

10 45; subject, lbe btieugih ol tee Weak.”
Bible school at 12 in.; young people's service
win unite
at b,30 p. m., anu at 7.50 this church

it

W'lth

the

Opera

othex churches

m the services in tne

Prayer

meeting this, iuursuay,
Aits. H. C. i'ltcner s,Cnuich

House.

evening at 7.80 at
street, conducted by Air, H. M. Prentiss, subject for the Forum next Sunday introductory
of the

presentation

general subject

oi

legisla-

tion.
At the Methodist church next Sunday mornwill speak on
ing Rev. Hoi ace B. sellers
“Following the Star.” Services in the Woods
schuolhouse in the aiternoun. atBp. m.. the
in chaige of
meeting of the Junior League,
Mrs. C. K. Reed, will be open to all between
the ages of 6

to

16.

The

subject

of the lhurs-

The Aletnodist

iay evening meeting will
Forward movement. Friday, at 7.80 p. in., sale
and entertainment under tne auspices ul Mrs.
Robinson’s Sunday school class, ine Young
at 7.80
People’s Bible class will meet Tuesday
be

m.

p.

the Junior
Eighty children were present at
social in the Baptist church, VN tunesuay evenentertaining, Dec. 1st, ana an interesting
ment was arranged ior tne occasion. Mrs, S.
A. Parker and Mr, Harry H. Upton gave sevAir. Upton
eral recitations and toid stories.
and Miss Bertha Z. Hayes sang a ujel and
Miss Edna Hopkins and Mr. Upton sang solos.
Mr. O. E. Frost lurmsheu ice cream, and me
the direction of
under
Ladies’ Bible class,
Ine enterMrs. J. G. Abom lurmsheu cake.

tai

tne entertained Lad a

nets anu

nappy

even-

ing.

Government.

The Baptist Lhukch
the monthly
the Baptist

calls a

Fasiok.

At

covenant and business meeting oi

last
ihursday evening
trust, Charles H. rwumbiy, i>.
B. Greenlaw, Miss Maude E. Mathews ana Mrs.
Iua W, Mahoney were eitcieu a committee to
nominate the cnuich oihceis ior Lht coining

chuicii

Messrs. O. E.

i

year. A call
was extendeu

to
to

the pastorate ol the church
Rev. J. WiiLur Kicnaroson

oi

btamioid, Conn.,

F.

bturtevant,

the

puipit

to succetu

iesigntd,

ccn initite

and

rtceivtu

Kev.

W

aiter

iuesuay nigtiL
Mr.

Kicbaru-

of acceptance ana it win be lean at
their business meeting this, Ihursuay,evening.
He will preach here the hist bunuay in Janu-

son’s

100
33
166
466
168
614
216
282

letter

iry.

LpmUnless the 19 clerical members
uean V ernuu,
sobal convention who buppurieu
wno snppoi teil l.ev. Ur.
or the 50 lay delegates
mass., uii day
William ti. Thayer ol faoulhburu,
in 1 oruaud
long Dec. let at the convention
move
or
-way. or
change then minds, or die,
It win be u
ol

in

some

the

.ung

other way break rank*,

15

report of the further proceedings we
are obliged to cefer.
The meeting adjourned
to Monday evening, Dec. 13th.

1

inaine

lay belore thele is anotner nlenop
the episcopal
elected. It is the policy ol
anu iay vole
-hurch that the two orueiB cleucai
must ooiu e.ecl
separately on a bishop but llieyvote. Tcsteiduy
;he same man by a majority
voted toi Dean
the otdets differed Tne clergy
lor Ur,
Vernon at tne ratio u£ 19 lor mm to tit
otner way,
the
voted
lhayer, while the laity
ko
50 going for Dr. Thayer and approximately
tor the dean. There were Borne lew Bcalleriug
l
Portland
re8at
roteejas will appear below,—
ui

The

Harry H. Slimpson of Portland was called
Belfast Tuesday to attend the funeral of
Walter W. Stimpaou.

there will

sermon

Universaiist

length-

ac-

57
54
87
08
02
12
General school purposes.
20
Transportation of pupils...
50
State road... 1,435 49
Garrison Hill account.
93 08
Little River bridge.
181 46
Miscellaneous. 613 05

to

wul he,

of the

Total.$10,073

the

or

sunuay

very much

with the inside-

Sewers.
Cemeteries.
Sidewalks...
Fire department.
Police department.
City team.

children are

paredness.

The

1

New scholars
the

ine

WEDDING bELLS.

that constitute the coast

artillery corps and of 12 companies that make
up the Second regiment of infantry. The last
named organization gets its drill in the armories and at a State encampment of two weeks,
while the artillery organization gets its real
training with the regulars in the fort9 of Portland harbor.
The peace footing is 65 men to a

aim

between

iUhject

[he

son

regular meeting of the city government
Davis-Kni wlton. The marriage or Louise was held Monday evening. Mayor Charles R.
Marian, daughter of Mrs. Frank B Knowlton, Coombs presiding. The roll of accounts was
and George Winslow Davis of Los
Angeles I
and passed, as follows:
Calif., took place at the bride's home on i read,
Congress street Tuesday, Dec. 7th, at 11 a m
Contingent.$ 592 91
Kev. Arthur E. Wilson of the First
Highways. 2,486 05
Parish!
City building.
107 09
Unitarian, church officiating and using the sinStreet lights.
gle ring service. Only the immediate family
403 65
Free Library.
and a few friends acre present. The bride
86 68
School contingent. 1,630 65
wore a travelling suit ol brown
oroadcloth
Free text books and supplies.
with blouse and hat to blend.
189 67
Light refreshSchool repairs and insurance.
ments were served after the
216 47
ceremony and

the

£uo.”

|

City

a nil

;n

j

Belfast in the
matter. The Maine National Guard, which
has been recognized in recent years as second
to none in the country in its efficiency, con-

are tree

contest

scnoul.

Golden

and the senators the desire of

id

auspices
Associa-

making itself manifest in tne attendunu interest in the Umvtrsalist
bunday

ance

Commandery. United Order of the
finely matched pair and sterling silver mountCross, elected officers for the ensuing
ed harnesses to complete the outfit.
The
year Dec. 2d, as follows: Noble Commander,
whole was sold at a sacrifice in
preference to
James C. Dexter; vice Noble Commander,
shipping back to New York. Mr. McLaughlin’s
Mrs. Inez M. Roberts; Worthy prelate, Mrs.
motto evider tly is, “show people the best if
j Cora Harvey; Herald, Basil Linton; Financial
you would succeed.”
i Keeper
of Records,
Fred
Waldo Brown
! Keeper of Records, Harold H. French; TreasOur merchants are beginning
preparations
j urer, Charles E. Sherman; Warder of the In- 1 for the display of their holiday g. ods. Have
seen the window
tier Gate, Mrs. Mary Black; Warder of Outer
you
display at “The Fad?’
!
plified in the government of Germany. With
Gate, George B. Salter; Past Noble Command- ! Trundy never means to be outdone in price
A Militia Company for Belfast. At a
us the will of the people is sovereign. It is suJ.
and
Orrin
quality of Santa Claus articles. Then
Dickey; trustees, Dr. Frank F.
meeting of the Belfast Branch of the Maine er,
in at the Ellis’ 10 cent store, where
preme and finds its expression through the vayou
League for National Defence last Friday even- Graves, Kempton B. Craig, C. L. Wright. The look
rious channels of government, State and Feding it was voted to take steps for organizing a representatives to the Grand Lodge will be j may be surprised at the goods offered in that
eral. The will of the people is expressed local
elected later. The degree was worked and line. LaFurley will furnish you with
fancy
company of militia, and a petition is now
there were several applications for member- groceries and confectionery; Goodhue & Co.
through officers and representatives chosen at the city clerk's cffice which when
signed
by
The installation will take place i:i Janwill show you quantities of fancy
directly by the people and it is in the discnarge 65 or 70 y oungmen between the
ship.
crockery,
ages of 18 and
of the duty of the ballot that a great respon- 35 will be
uary, when there will be a joint installation silverware, ornaments and cutlery; Ward Well
sent to the State organization. At
rests
each
one
with
the
officers
of
has
his
the
usual
Maiden
line
of
upon
Cliff
sibility
having
right present Maine's National Guard, as authorized
books, Christmas cards
Commandery
of sovereignty. The speaker then referred to
of Camden uDder the direction of Herbert F. and toys; Lambert displays dry goods, linen
by Congress, consists of one regiment of miliand
that
are
often
Me
neckwear of all kirds; Hupper, groceries;
heard regarding men tia and one of coast
complaints
Kenney of Portland, Grand Commander of
artillery, but it is hoped
who are chosen for office in all branches of
Maine. Maiden Cliff Commandery will be the i The Ames Co., groceries of all kinds and conthat Congress may be prevailed upon to ingovernment and when pressed for reasons these crease the allotment for Maine and allow it an- Kuests of Belfast Commandery Dec. 16th with fectionery in abundance; Sanborn, gents’ furmen would admit that they hadn’t attended
James C. Dexter chairman of the committee nishings, boots and shoes, groceries and conother regiment, in which Belfast could have a
a primurj and many times were careless about
jt arrangements; Mrs. Wallace Bickford of fectionery, while Mrs. J. E. Prescott will furAdjt. Gen. Preston of Farmington
company.
the banquet committee, Mr. and Mrs. Fred W.
nish whatever may be needed in the
attendance upon election day. He gave many
will be asked to come here soon to speak to
millinery
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Eaton, Mrs. line. Give her a call.
illustrations of this lack of practical interest the
petitioners and others in regard to the Brown,
in government and regretted the fact that men
A. A. Drury, Dr. F. F. Graves and Mr Orrin
matter and the State organization will be askJ. Dickey receiving committee.
who were so very quick to resent some
par- ed to convey to the Congressman of this district

ticular act of any administration would themselves refuse to allow their names to be used for
election to any office. Under such conditions

seats

The

Ttie entrance is in the rear, with broad,
easy
steps, and the former owner’s mom gram, “J.
J. G., on the door. With this he
bought a

January.

tne

Blues is

summer

gong

Bible lecture

free

a

church Dec. l3th under

lection.

colonists at Bar Harbor
a beautiful vehicle,
unique in these parts-a
handsome, private “bus” with woven cane
body and glass sides above, upholstered in
the finest of blue broadcloth, with
seating capacity for six and high box for driver in front,
WHO

appropriate for
Jesus, then

"Tirst

tne International bibie btuaents
tion, when A. ii. MacMillan of New York will
speak, on "The Kinguom of God, Wnat 18 it?
Lviuences that it is Near,” Al* arc welcome.

successful
one

sermons

12th,

of

town.

John

will be

There

were

guest of her
indefinite time. Many

of

Dec.

season:

Christ;” Dec. iy, "The Meaning of Christmas,” a sermon especially lor children; Dec.
20th, "Divine visitations.”

the

Emery,

House

Wilson, of the Unitarian church

A. L.

announces a senes

Universalist parsonage by Rev.
place
Tuesday evening,
A. Blair, It was a surprise to Stockton!
Dec. 21st. It is desired that there should be a A
food attendance at the meeting, when plans The community extends congratulations and
will be made for a public installation and other good wishes to the young couple, hoping that
the matrimonial voyage may be long
work in the coming year.
happy
and prosperous.
Mr. Hawes is the youngest
The charter of Tarratine Tribe of Red Men
son of Mr. Henry Hawes of
Cape Jellison, and
>f this city is draped fora period of thirty
days the bride is the older
daughter of Mr. and
is a tribute to the memory of Henry W. DunMrs. Roy Nickerson, Church street.
ion of Barrt, Vermont and Walter E. Heald of
Mrs. Charles H Emery, Maple street, by in[slesboro, members of the Tribe, who died recently. At the regular meeting iast Monday vitation of Mrs. Charles A. Gibson went to
evening plans were made for the first Past Bangor Dec. 1st to hear the famous Scotch
Sachem's night of the winter season next soloist. Harry Lander, and his
company, and
Monday evening, when a banquet will be ten- remained Dy invitation of her mother-in-law,
iered to Mathew W. Welch,senior Past Sachem.
Mrs. Lydia Emery, to see the
charming Ethel
There will be work in the Chiefs degree on one Barrymore in the
photo play, “The Final
Dr more candidates, after wmch the
banquet Judgment,” the following evening. She rewill be served. Ali Past Sachems are requested turned
briday afternoon, accompanied by
in Odd

Opera

next Bunday
evening at half past seven. There will be good
congregational singing and one of the local
pastors will preach. All are cordially invited.

Beulah Nickerson

Sunday evening

Gospel services

Berks of Union

a

will be held in the

Henry S. Moulton, Cross street, accompanied by her little granddaughter, Alice
Verrill, left Monday afternoon for Sandypoint
to spend the night with her sister, Mrs. Chas.
Hea ih, and took the river boat Tuesday morning for Northport, to remain a few days with
her daughter, Mrs. Harry Verrill, Mr. Verrill
having been suddenly called to Milford, Maine,
to attend the funeral of his father.
Mrs.

SECRET

most

The Churches.

established

newly

country’s

sau, where each season he meets with greater
than the previous one. His work is
attracting the most favorable attention of
the art critics, who pronounce him second to
no water color artist in America
today. His
scenes from Nassau’s
picturesque streets and
water front are
masterpieces of atmosphere
and coloring, and have met with
ready sales,
Mr Woodcock having
shipped his paintings all
over the world.—Bangor
Daily News.

train

time

of the

one

success

being the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn, East Main street, for
two weeks.
Partridge shooting and fox hunting were enjoyed to the fullest by these gentlemen, dear lovers of the chase.

early

Woodcock,

famous water color artists, was in
Bangor Bunday by automobile from his summer nome in
Belfast, accompanied oy Mrs. Woodcock aod
chaffeur. tor. WoodcocK leaves soon lor Nas-

Hichborn of Cam-

Saturday morning's

they will

Navy,

steamer

took

where

fla.,

lumps,

Capt. William Veazie Pratt of the U. S.
a membe
of the Panama Defence Commission, left last Baturday for New York and

mnnll,

of the

bridge, Mass.,

j

ior

enroute

spend the winter.

Perry (wile
captain of the
Millinocket) as her guest. During the
probably spend a few days with
nephew and family, Mr. George S. Staples
Mrs.

Hospital.

later.

come

for home after

but

Bridget Whalen

in

Mrs. Robert Holt of Limerick arrived
Friday
to make her home with her mother, Mrs. M.
W. Rich, and has taken a position in the box
factory ef Leonard & Barrows. Mr. Holt will

Hichborn, West Main street,

Dr. and Mrs. Herman G.

in-

lave

j

Unitarian church Wednesday evening, Dec.
1st, at the home of the president, IraM. Cobe,
Church street, Capt. William Veazie
Pratt,
U. S N., gave an informal and very interesting talk on The United States Navy. He de-

Dpp

with

P, Godfrey.

winter in the bisters

Mtb. Hattie C.
lf»ft

from a lew days’ visit
sister:). Mrs. W. L. West and Mrs-

of Liberty, who had
Belfast for several weeks, is now in
Waterville, where she has a position for the

been

street.

van

over

Dec. 15th for drill

various

holidays to spend the winter in
South, goinj; first to Miami, Fla.
Mrs. Mary Pierce Davis returned to Middle-

dentally

Winterport

company states will

)nly

/ou

Mr. Lufkin has employment in Holmes’ mill.
....Keith Brown, who had been
living with
George Daggett, has gone to Bangor to live
with his mother.

scribed the

leave after the
the

Littlefield, daughter of Mr. and
Littlefield, Church street, acci-

Mrs. Jason

visitor

recent business

was a

P P* Perry went to Boston last
Monday on
business and was accompanied by Mrs. Perry.
William A. and Miss Lou la A. Mason will

Ladies’ Aid of the Universalist church

Little Helen

prepared to meet the Christmas expenses
without embarrassment, The opening of the
1916 club is scheduled for December 27th but

of Sandypoint have moved onto the
Woodbury
farm, so-called, now owned by Irvin Wood.

meeting of the Men’s Club of the

John R. Dijnton
in Boston

this, Thursday, afternoon with Mrs,
F. A. Patterson, East Main street.

club has grown. As a result many to whom in
former years the unusual demands of this season
had been a burden now find themselves

missed here this winter_The Sunday

the

re-

weekly payments ranging from 5c to $2.60. The her
fact that over $2o,00C is about to be paid out to *
of Pittsfield.
the people of Belfast has a deeper significance
The friends of
Mrs. John McLaughlin,
than is at first apparent. In the first
it
place
School street, will be glad to hear that she has
means the releasing of a large amount cf cash
it a time when it will be of immense benefit to sufficiently recovered from a recent severe
the local merchants and, in the second place, sickness—serious chronic troubles, aggravated
a bad cold—to be up on
Monday afternoon,
t shows bow heartily the
people of this city by
although still very weak. We hope the imlave responded to the opportunity presented
provement may be permanent.
to them
the Waldo Trust

Morrill last Tuesday-Mr. and Mrs. Lufkin

At

are

vacation

a

Mrs. William Smalley is spending;* few days
Boston.

in

will meet

Those who joined in the beginning
ind realize what it has done for them have not

a

sermons

the town

through December, to
open the first of January.
The

creases.

held here by Rev. and Mrs.
Nathan Hunt closed last Sunday. They gave

wiil be

public schools, throughout

The

representpaid into the club during the

jvident that with each year its

The services

some

Mr. Will Clark, Maple Btreet, went to Milo
for an indefinite stay.

having

by
Company to save
their money by a method which is not irksome
ind yet produces real results. This week marks
the closing of the club’s second season and it is

The entertainment to have
Baptist society is given up,

the

PERSONAL.

Monday

to them checks

inese cnecks the

when it is

attention every-

A. R. Elections. Thomas R. Mar- naval fleet, told of their construction jd usee
shall Post and Circle, G. A. R., at their annual and the duties they are called
upon to perShipping Items. Capt. P. J. Knowlton, for- |
meetings last Tuesday afternoon elected officers form, of the personnel of the navy, the pracrnerly of the schooner B. I. Hazzard. has j for the
coming year, who with the appointed tical maneuvers and war games, of life in the
bought the schooner Cora A., at Rockland,lumofficers will be installed early in January, The navy, of the splendid education received
by
ber laden, from Bangor for New York.
Capt. Post elected Capt. J. W. Frguson, commander; the enlisted men, and the opportunities for
Strout of the schooner Harriet C. Whitehead
Capt. E. S. McDonald, senior vice commander; young men to advance even without Annapolis
bas taken the Hazzard..
The schooner Flora H. M
Bennett, junior vice commander; Capt. training. He touched in a cautious and very
L’ondon, which was run into and badly dam- Geo. f.
Osborne, chaplain, A. K Flelcter, sur- impersonal manner on the foreign war, and
aged by collision with the steamer Governor geon; Thomas
Gamon, adjutant; Daniel H. held the close attention throughout of his
Dingley in Portland harbor more than a month Strout, quartermaster; James H. Clark, officer hearers. Capt. Pratt, who is one of the
youngago and had since been laid up at Portland, is
of the day ; Fitz W. Patterson, officer of the est officers of the navy holding this rank, has
now
at Rocklaud undergoing the necessary
guard, L. C. Putnam, quartermaster General; won distinction as a navigator and in other
repairs... .The .Luckenbach barge Alexander, A. W
Rassan, sergeant major, I. A. Conant lines of duty, and his appointment as a memGibson, formerly the well known Thomaston
delegate, D. H. Strout and A. W. Hassan,alter- ber of the Panama Defence commission is a
of
the
same
struck
on
snip
name,
Five Fathom nates; D. H. Strout,
janitor. The Circle elected recognition of his abilities by the authorities
Bank Nov. 28th and became a total loss. CrewMrs. Lulie P. Nichols, president; Mrs. Mary at Washington.
saved.
Collins, senior vice president; Mrs. Drusilla P.
New Advertisements. Safety razor blades
An auction narty under the
auspices of F'risbee, junior vice president; Mrs. Julia G. sharpened by C. E. Sherman, 72 Main street..
John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R., was held at McKeen, treasurer; Mrs. Nettie M.
Merrithew, Storage for one car, low
price for winter, in a
the home of Miss Emeroy Ginn last
Friday chaplain; Mrs. Isa H. Ellis; conductor; Mrs dry and safe garage, 45 High street....C. B.
afternoon, the proceeds to be applied to the Susan Patterson guard. Both bodies extend
Norton & Co. are the Belfast agents for the
$10 the Chapter bad pledged to the Girls’ thanks to the public for their general patronDodge Bros’, motor car. rlhe Dodge Bros,
Home. Those in charge of the tables were age to the supper Tuesday as a benefit to the
themselves designed many of the wonderful
Miss Amy E. Stoddard, Mrs
Amos Clement, G. A. R,, monument fund. It was successful in
time-saving, labor-saving machines which
Mrs. E. S. and Mrs. 'lhomas E. Bowker, Mrs. every way and netted about $35.
makeB this car possible at the price
A sixBernes O. Norton,
Mrs. Clement W. Wescott
room cottage on Waldo avenue for sale at a
supplied at the table invited by Mrs. E. P.
of the Men’s Club of the North church was bargain, and and a six-room tenement, with
Frost and Mrs. John T. Davis at an extra ing
held at the church last Friday evening, with a modern improvements on Water street for
one invited by Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker.
The
attendance of members and guests. Sup- rent by the Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate Co.
hostess also had charge of a table. Tea and good
-Rest room, with lunches, at the Wayside
was served at 6 30, Mrs. John O, Black
wafers were served.
Mrs. Bowker and Miss per
and after supper Dr. W. L. West, Tea House.
Special lunches to order_Mrs.
Isabel Ginn sang a duet and Miss Ginn a solo, 1 catering,
president of the club, introduced H;>n. Fred- C. H. Howard, Mr. A. W. Cummings, Mr. (Jwith Miss Amy E. Stoddard accompanist.
A. Cummings, Sadie Cummings, Grace and
eric H. Parkhurst of Bangor, who delivered a
The Masonic Club enter- fine address on Civic
A Tournament.
Duty. In his opening re- William Patterson, publish a card of thanks,
-See statement of the condition of the Waled upon a tournament Monday to include bil- marks he spoke of the government of the
liards, pool, hearts, chess and checkers. In United States as the most remarkable form of do Trust Co., Belfast.... The city advertises
hearts any number of games may be played at government the world had ever seen and con- for sealed proposals for the removal of brownany time during the season and the individual trasted it with the form of absolutism exem- tail moths from the trees.

Buzzell and A. W. Miller, J. F. Sylvester and
L. A. Hammons, E. E Babcock and E. R, Cony years, and by two siBters, Mrs, F. H. Dan- ner, A. A. Blair and A. L. Curtis, F. E. BramI and Miss Lena Stimpson of Batavia, 111
hall and Ralph I. Morse, Horace Chenery and
■rmer had started on her
way east to see j George Gilchrest, Wm. H.Bray and
George H.
•r brother
but was taken ill before reaching Hart, O. S,
Vickery and Wm F. Jellison, M. L.
>ag0 and returned home.
Mr. Stimpson
Slugg and A, H, Patterson, C. E. Johnson and
a member of the
Improved Order of Red G. C. Trussell, T. F. Parker and B. D. Field,
6tl in
and
Lowell,
Tarratine Tribe of this N. A. Read and L. B.
Thompson, Henry Mudconducted the funeral, held at his late
gett and A. C. Tuttle, F. R. Keene and E. S.
,re
Monday, with Rev. Horace B. Sellers Webber, Arthur Ritchie and D. F.
Stephenson,
,-hodist, officiating.
Twenty-eight memescorted the remains to the cemetery and P. E. Greer and C. E. Read, C. M. Smalley ana
.ov 'iachems W. B
Ingersoll, John Frasier, M. R. Knowlton, Harold Tibbetts and Harry
Lenry B. Wescott and Rufus C. Barton were Dickey. F. B. Luce and A. B. Hatch,
Ralph H*
The remains were placed in the re:;*rer8. tomb
Howes and F. E. Ellis.
in Grove cemetery.
"ving
The billiard teams are
as follows: H. C.
Iveses G. Jones, selectman and proprietor I Buzzell, captain—Wilmer J.
Dorman, Ralph
Sanitarium
in
Union,died suddenly Dec.2nd H.
s’f 1
Darby, Luther A. Hammons, Ralph D.
aged 45 years. He is survived by
j apoplexy
ife and son.
Albert
Southworth,
W.
He was formerly superintenMiller, O. S. Vickery,
int the State Hospital at Westboro, Mass. L ynwood S. Jones, Elon B. Gilchrest; Frank B.
Was a Mason and an Odd Fellow.
Luc e, captain—Irving T. Dinsmore, Willis G.
funeral of Edith, infant daughter of H aseltine, J. Fred Sylvester, William H. Hall,
ard Addie Bateman Boynton, took
,"1'heir
place William;;F. Jellison, Austin W. Keating, Euhome Friday at 1 n. m Rev
gene R. Spear, Samuel H. Lord and George R.
Doak.
:a-r, for whom he

j

The G.

;

the

) ear.

where.

and it is necessary to obtain the records from
them.
While the conditions imposed are not

session, it is required that the Bible

Benjamin.

as

with her this winter, is quite
poorly.... A number from here attended the Pomona
Grange in

from the

on the
percentage
following have entered: T. Frank
Parker, Wm. F. Jellison, G. H. Hart, Maine
Hills, George Gilchrest, Horace Chenery, Wm.
H. Bray, F. E. Bramhall, E. E. Babcock, D. F.
Stephenson, N. H. Small, C. E. Read, Arthur
arieB of Somerville, Mass
and by one Ritchie, C. F. Shaw, B. D. Field, L. B. Thompther and one sister, Abiather of Waldoboro son, F. R. Keene, A. W. Miller, A. B. Hatch,
Mrs. Mary A. L. Cain of uhelsea, Mass., A. L. Curtis, H. C. Buzzell, Elon B. Gilchrest.
*■
E. R. Conner, L. S. .Jones, J, F. Sylvester, C.
are the last of a family of eleven chil-“n
The funeral took place at his late home E. Johnson, E. R, Spear, S. H. Lord, O. S.
Saturday afternoon at 1.30 o’clock, Rev Vickery, L. A, Hammons. R. D. Southworth,
"•r-rur A. Blair of the Belfast Universalist Harry Dickey, M. Barton, P. E. Greer, F. E.
h officiating.
The interment was in the Jellison, Wm. Holt, M. K. Knowlton.
The following teams will play three games
y lot in the Waldo Cemetery.
of Frencn pool between Dec. 6th and Dec. lith
Aa.ter W. Stimpson died Dec. 4th at his and
from the winners new teams will be drawn
No. 83 Congress street, aged 56 years, 7 to
play tbe following week and continue each
s
and 24 days. He was born in Newweek until the champion is determined: Wm.
the son of Samuel G. and the late Amanj G. Preston and Jerry E. Hayes, Ralph D.
A*ain Stimpson. He was a machinist and
| Southworth and W. G. Haseltine, L. S. Jones
four years ago was employed in
Lowell, * and S. H. Lord. S. S. L. Shute and E. B. GilHe is survived by his wife,
formerly chrest, I. T. Dinsmore and E. R.
H. C.

5lVir)g

ing

starting out for your holiday shopping, note
the many attractive window
displays, and rest
assured that you will find.prices right, goods

...

*it

members

aggregate
week—so many in fact that it is impossible to
call attention to each one.
Every page save
the first page, which has
always been devoted

school will probably close next Sunday_
Mrs. Herbert Stevens’ mother, who is
living

quite clear

Na-

Reconstruction and the Constitution- 1902. 973 Am-7
Paxson, frederic L.
The New Nation. 1915. 973.8 P 28
Schurz. Carl.
Reminiscences. Vol. 3. 1863 69. B-Sch S 3

early Sunday morning, Dec,
trouole, which had confined him

heart

photo-play,

“The

tury in the United Matts, 18701395. 2 vols.

street

ess

Belfast will hold

State, which is in charge of AlJohnson, is progressing slowly. Miss R.
T. Newell, who had been engaged on the work
lor nearly a month finds that
many of the older family Bibles are in other towns or States
fred

tion.”

History

home

his

He

Family Records. The work of looking up
the family records of Belfast of the vital statistics of the

Belfast Pree Lbr&ry. Special list No.
3,
Books concerning the Reconstruction
Period
of tne United Mates History,
suggested by in-

who in early childhood
"ied to guide our steps aright.
.t dear and cnerished motner
no always did her best,
entered into heaven,
A here we know she is at rest.

at

!

able to pay the fine and costs and was
com
Ginn has been janitor of the
Opera
House and roomed in the annex.

’’Mis. Interment was in the family lot at
:y Mountain.
'ay not that mother’s left ug,
>ne forever from our sight,

Grant died

Judge Maurice

mitted.

i

der S.

before

was

Jays during his good behavior.

relatives and

near

Ginn

default of payment 60 days additional. The
mitimus was suspended on the original 60

Tuesday and was largended by relatives and friends, Rev, J.
•mer officiating.
There was a profusion
from

L.

in

her late home

Mautiful flowers

nursuay

aner»

these

Lord of the

Municipal Court last Friday
morning on complaint of Deputy Sheriff J. A.
G. Beach, charged with having in his
possession 4 quarts of intoxicating
liquor with an intent to sell.
He pit ad guilty and was fined
$100 and costs. $7.58, and 60 days in jail, and

nville, Mrs, Abbie Greenlaw of Northand Mrs. Geo. E. Curtis of Belfast; by
..■others, Hon. John W. Lamb of Hartrd. Conn., and J. T. Lamb of Lincolnville,
by six grandchildren. The funeral took
at

miidiitt met

feature.

coons were

Teddy

life-long member of the
irtnodUt church, having been converted and
:ai:..:ed when a school girl. She was a devotw.feAnda loving mother, and is survived
was

interesting

an

uunaiiuu

always

H--'. Clark

will be made

nex

and there, the pink flesh beneath. We
have
long illness. She was boxn
ncolnville May 5, 1844, the daughter of ; looked up various authorities who say that the
coon is generally a
and Eliza (Donnell) Lamb.
vegetarian and is good eatNov. 15, 1864,
ing; that he is found in North America from
if; was married to Mr. Clark and they moved
to the topics, but not in
^tarsmont, where they have
lived. Canada
Europe.
j:8th after

North

a special meeting of the Board of Trade
per will be served and the laughable comedy,
Friday afternoon officers for the Food "Pa’s New Housekeeper,” will be presented
Fair, to be held in the Opera House Feb. 1-5, with the following cast:
Pa Jackson,
were elected, as follows:
Henry B. Ladd
President, Charles R.
Jimmie Jackson,
Everett S, Hatch
Coombs; vice president. Clyde R. Holmes; sec- Jack
Brown,
Victor I. Merriam
retary, Orrin J. Dickey; treasurer, Wilson El- Mattie Jackson,
Mrs. W. S. Hatch
lis; advertising committee.Irving T. Dinsmore; Mollie Holbrook,
Mrs H. B. Ladd
Admission
and
15
cents.
supper,
entertainment committee, Elbridge S. Pitcher;
decorating committee,Morris L. Slugg Booths
Holiday Announcements. In addition to

personal letter Miss Sabina C-

Pasadena, Calif.,

of

of

last

Trussell. where
they spent the evening. Other members
present were Mrs, Annie F. Thayer, Mrs.
Grace G. Tuttle and Miss Ida S. Burgess.

Morey

Aid

sale in the church

At

to the home of Mrs. Belle C.

today, Thursday, at 2
her pastor, Rev. Haraden S. Pearl, offi-

death

supper last

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
;

Mrs, Horace M. Griffin, Middle street, who
hanger. Billiards and pool were also played. has been suffering a severe cold for the past
Other guests were Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Dor- fortnight, is at this
writing—Monday—considman, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H
Howes, Mr. and erably improved, though still confined to the
Mrs. C. W. Wescott, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. house.
Keating, Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Parker.
The Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist parish
The Christmas Club. This is a busy week was entertained
Tuesday afternoon by Mrs
for the Walao Trust Company, and “there;s a Nicholas B. Ginn at the home of
her parents,
reason," It is closing its 1915 Chnstmas Club Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
N. Fletcher, West Main
and
preparing to gladden the hearts of its street.

hung up at Fogg’s market j neon, Dec. 2d, with Mrs. Thomas B. Dinsmore to
and after a brief business meeting Mrs. Dinsreading matter exclusively, carries anlast Saturday. They were
brought to town
j by Mr. Crockett of
more
read a paper entitled
“A Journey nouncements of interest to the shoppers in
Northport, who had dethe South,” in which she told of the town and those from out of town, and the
creased the coon family by six.
They were Through
visits of Mr. Dinsmore and herself to several goods advertised include everything—practinicely
we
should say undressed—perhaps
of Geo. H
of the most interesting cities of the South. As cal, useful, necessary and^ornamental. Read
Searsmont, dressed-layers^of white fat showing only herd
the advertisements in The Journal before
the writer of

at her late home

I he

picnic

the bank and let them explain to you their
method of encouraging thrift.

Thursday at 6 p. m at the
home of Mrs. Minnie Coombs,
adjourning later

street, where much of her
married life was spent. She was always most
.[ table and loyal to her friends. Her death
uired in the house built by Mr. Augustus
per'.' for his home, now owned by Rev. Ashley
Mr. Craig went to Calirm th of Bangor.
in 1849, returning home later tor a visit
r:
going to Nevada, where he died. Mrs.
is survived by her two sons, Edwin P
ra u
,-h of Washington. D. C., who is ill and un* come, and Charles M.
Craig of Belfast;
.'ao s sters and two brothers—Eliza, widthe late George'^Smith of Seareport;
*
a Mit
P., Miss Lucy A. E. and Joseph H.
on

use

-\T.MHEIt

The ladies of Mason Mills chapel will have a
Eugene R. Spear, local manager of the I
Miss Mildred I. Darby entertained the
masked social at the chapel to-morrow, Fri- Telephone office, is taking a two weeks’ vaca|
clerks of James H. Howes' dry goods store at
day, night. A 15-cent supper will be served. ! tion and is spending most of the time at his !
her home on Union street last
Friday evenimr.
new home on upper Miller street.
The public are invited.
A delicious picnic
supper was served at 6
Dr. Eugene L. Stevens of this city has been
Late reports from Marian Louise, the little !
o'clock,followed by an evening with cards and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Knight, who appointed examining surgeon on the pension
sewing, all remaining to a late hour. Those
was taken to the Infantile
Hospital in Boston board at Belfast in place of Dr. Samuel W. present were Mrs. Hiram
Hoffses, Mrs. Eva
for treatment for a stomach trouble, are
very Johnson, deceased.
Brown, Misses Emma M. Hichborn, Maud K.
Morris L Slugg has reconsidered and will
encouraging and she is gaining in weight.
Russell, Alice L. Aborn, Maud M. Matthews,
Advertised Letters The following let- i play the part of John Randblph. Jr., a Yale Charlotte M.
Tibbetts, Marie Sholes and Milters remained uncalled for in the Belfast
in
the
to
of
be
Btudent,
Luun,
play
Sally
given dred K. Randall.
post
office for the week ending Dec. 7th: Mrs. A. Dec 31st in the Colonial theater under the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury entertained
M. Gray, Mrs. Laura Robbins, Dr, E. Clear- auspices of the North church Guild.
at dinner last Friday at 6 30 in honor of Mr.
water, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Drischel, Roland
The Traveller’s Club will meet with Mrs. and Mrs. Ira M.
Cobe, who left Saturday
Dyer, Fred Gross, John W. Roberts, Captain Elbridge S. Pitcher, Tuesday, Dec. 14tb.
Pro- morning for a trip to New York, where ihey
Young.
gram: paper, “The Scottish Highlands and
will be guests at Hotel Walcott for a few
The story of a Thrift Club that saved $700,- Islands,”
by Mrs. John R. Dunton; reading, weeks. The place cards and table decorations
told
in
our advertising columns, is follow000,
“In Wild Galloway,” by Mrs. Edward J. Mori- were
deep red carnations, and the score cards
ed by an invitation to join the Holiday Sav- son;
reading, “The Peasantry of Scotland,” for auction that followed were also red. A.
ings Fund at The City National Bank of Bel- by Miss Nellie H. Hopkins.
W. Keating won the first prize, a picture, and
fast, which starts Monday, Dec. 27th. Call at
Wednesday evening, Dec. 15th, the Ladies’ 5. A. Parker the consolation, a folding coat
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Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The

Trench Horrors.

Republican Journal

The
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f

XMAS GOODS I

PIUSBURY.[Bu^^ger S

We

are once more

to show the finest line of

prepared

|

In advance, $2.00 a
Subscription Terms.
$1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three

•nonlhs.

opening paragraph of an
article in the Boston Sunday Herald of
}Jov. 28th, captioned “The Spendthrift
of Our Political System.” The Herald
This is

the

fortifies this statement with official facts
and

figures,

and says that on a conservative estimate the federal government is
costing now $10 per annum for every
mar.,

woman

republic,

and child in the continental

and that under the

the cost will be $12.
for the country at

new program
That is the amount

large;

home the cost is greater.

The Herald

one who supposes that this
$12 per capita in Massachusetts

small idea of the

a

eral burdens.
•or

nearer

“Any

says;
means

has

out

lodgment

It means

nearer

of fed-

$24 here,

perhaps $36.
lhe

Herald performs

a

public duty

in

thus calling attention to the extravagance and waste in the- national finances,
with the resultant increasing rate of fed-

taxation;

eral

but

we

and all other efforts to

believe that this

bring

about bet-

conditions will be of no avail. Those
tvho oppose National, State or municipal
extravagance are liable to be charged
ter

with

standing

in the way of needed improvements, etc., and are reminded that
this is a big country, and hence there

[The following letter wee written by ViaLouie de Sibour,Count deSihour’e oldest
son.
His mother died two deye before the
letter was received. He is only twenty years
old and in their last drive in the Champagne
was captured by the Germans.
He is the

I

BATH ROBES FROM $3.50 UP
Shirts, Ties, Gloves, Hosiery, Mack Coats,
Sweaters, Angora Coats and Vests,

!

or

anything to be found

at first-class

haberdashers

J

i

Finest Line of Umbrellas Ever Shown

in the

In Leather Goods- "Collar,

S

Shirt and Party Bags,
Travelling and Manicure Cases, Pocket Books, Writing Cases.

|

|

Brass Goods in Great Variety,
China, Pictures, Books and

|

man

ij

Come in and

j

j

see

for

yourself:

P.

Dwight

|

MASONIC

said that the Federal Government wasted $300,000,000 a year. The application
of common sense business methods in

Why Wilson

Lost

|
|

||

“What

Ben D. Field’s

a

great party leader, and the only
he

“Mistaw

was

ever

Speaker,

not be called

an

known to make

bject.

was

He could

economist, because it

did not matter what the

before the House.

Then

m

asure

some

was

member

would go to him and ask him to withdraw his objection and business would

proceed.
Proctor Knott, whose Duluth speech
made him famous, also deserves mention
among the economists. When the District of Columbia appropriation bill was
up he addressed the House in opposition;
saying.among other things,that he hoped

everybody in the District of Columbia had been given an office and a brownstone front to live in they wouldn’t come
to Congress for an appropriation for cast
iron niggers to put in front of their doors.

after

At that time there was in use as a hitching post a figure of a negro boy mounted
on a stone

base with one hand extended

to hold the reins or halter. Appropriately colored it was quite realistic. Proctor Knott was to have made a speech on
woman suffrage, but some months before his term expired he tucked his beloved fiddle under his arm and went to

nil IAMA

VAIMIIP

When your tongue is coated evenly, all
Over, with a whitish-yellow color and been spent in pleasure seeking—golfing,
your breath is bail the chances are that
you are bilious. If you also have indiges- I
tion, constipation, headache and a general ill feeling, there is scarcely a doubt
about it. Your liver needs attention.
Harsh cathartics which purge violently
and then produce a reaction only aggravate the trouble.
Gentle assistance ie
what nature needs to establish regular
habits of health and Pinklets, the little
pink laxative pills, free from harmful or
habit-forming drugs meet the requirement most admirably.
If your druggist does not sell Pinkleta
postpaid, on
they will be sent by mail, Dr.
Williams
receipt of 25 cents by the

Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y. Write
for booklet anyway.
Nominations

by

the

Governor.

Governor Curtis late Wednesday afternoon, Dec. 1st, announced the nomination
of Leon G. C. Brown of Milo to be commissioner of inland fisheries and game,
the appointment to take effect at the expiration of the term of office of Walter
I, Neal of Waldo, Feb, 6, 1916 or prior to
that time in the event of a vacancy in
the office. Dr. Walter E. Rowe of Bath
was named to be a member of the board
of dental examiners, appointment to
take effect at expiration of term of
office of Dr. I. E. Pendleton, Jan. 1,
1916. Other nominations made were:
Licensed detective, John J. Cassidy,

bis “old Kentucky home;” and, unlike
the cat, he never came back.
“A few years ago,” says the World’s
Hallowed; Inspector of fish at Verona,
Work, Senator Nelson W. Aldrich, the S. D. Bridges, Verona: Commissioner of
greatest business man in the Senate, wrecks, Frank McMullen, Tremont.

|

j

Church Street.

by his instruction. Then came the sud- I
den disclosure that much of his time had

We

Supplies {
f

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

j

|

S
•

{

§

of 12 and

25, and regular sizes.

CONFECTIONERY
In Bulk and in

handsomely Decorated Boxes

PEANUT8 A SPECIALTY.

D. F.

STEPHENSON,

Next Door to Windsor Hotel.

#

but the
are

affirm that the
from the Russian front.

prisoners

came

expecting

a

i

EDWARD SIBLEY,
Collector of Taxes.

v

They

will tell yeu to use E. FRANK COE
in the Best Equipped Factory in the

FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
Country at Belfast, Maine.

|
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*■

m

M

We

|

S*®

Such

Hj

If you

cordially

invite you to visit

XMAS

our store

and

see our

line of

1

GOODS

as Leather Bags, Hosiery, Handkerchiefs, Shell Goods, and a fine line of

Dolls from 25 cents to $2.00.

g§§

||

undecided what to buy for a Present just look
Novelties. You will surely find something to

are

our

over

please

vou.

w. h.

jj£
|H

mcintosh,

101 High Street,

/telfast. Me.

Christmas Goods
Fine

Confectioneryln FancL““BoKS

FINE BOIES OF CIGABS lor tto GENTLEMEN
at low

Fine

prices, call and

Line of

see

them.

Fancy Groceries

TEA, COFFEE. OLIVES, FANCY CHEESE, PICKLES. MIXED
NUTS AND CANDIES FOR CHRISTMAS.

CHARLES F. SWIFT,
Masonic

Temple,

BELFAST
Corrected

PRICt

Weekly for

Belfast, Maine.

HUMPHREYS’

Witch Hazel Oil
(COMPOUND)

Piles

or
Hemorrhoids,
Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching or Burning
One application brings relief
Two sizes, 25c. and $ 1.00, a.
all druggists or mailed.

External or

Butter,
Beef, sides,

28a30

Cheese,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
Duck.

22

10

Mutton,

18|Tallow,

20'Veal,
40 Wool, unwashed,
16! Wood, hard,

Eggs,
Fowl,
Geese,

18
PRICE.

Wood, soft,
RETAIL

Homeo. Medicine Co., 156 William

St., New York.

Sick Animals
The treatment

of diseases of

Horses,

Cattle, Sheep, Dogs and Fowls, is given in
Dr. Humphreys’ Veterinary Manual, mailed

Remedies,
^

Drug

gi

CornerDrugS'

MARKET
1 10
6
4

86 Onions,
Corn,
12al8
80 Oil, kerosene,
Cracked Corn,
7
80 Pollock,
Corn Meal.
13
22 Pork,
Cheese,
1.18
2
00i
Plaster,
CottonSeed,
4
Codfish, dry,
lOlRye Meal,
146
Cranberries,
10\Shorts,
47
Clover Seed,
ldiSugar,
40
6 50a8 76;Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
8 76 Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed,
3
141 Wheat -Meal,
Lard,

FOR FLETCHER’S

CAS TO

R I A

Store,

Poor’s DrugS:
H. H.
CoombJames H. Holland Carle & Jones

7.00
26a30
2
12al3
8
6.00
3.60

Children Cry

for sale at

06
76
8
52
76
10

8£al0 Oats, 32 lb.,
8 Potatoes,
Beef,forequarters,
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
Straw,
18,Turkey,

are

001a41

18 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat Meal,

Humphreys

j

Red Cross

PAID PRODUCER.

Apples,per t>bl,1.00n2,00j Hay,
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
3 75a4 00 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
3 75 Lamb Skins,
Beans, Y. E.,

RETAIL

Send Free Sample of Oil to

lURRNET.
Journal.

The

PRODUCE MARKET.

For

IS

19i7

LET your crops DECIDE

1867

S
$

France!

free. Humphreys’ Veterinary
156 William St.. New York.
*

taxes, and

Well, au revoir. Take very good care
of yourself.
Love to father and lots and
Vive la
lots to you.
Write soon.

a

{

tux,"

counter-attack.

|
•

VV’hen tne taxes were committed to me
July 1, 1915 the
commitment warrant commanded me to collect all
the
and make settlement before the 5th
day of March, 1916.
The law favors the collector in the collection of

over our

regiments

{ CIGARS in CHRISTMAS BOXES {

•

passing

ons,

...FOR...

•

|

heads. Ah! Ah! one
! says that the Germans have no more
them
come out here and
munitions! Let
see.
The troops in front of us are Sax;

|

{Smokers1

I

grow less with age, and the best way is to pay them at
once,
get them out of the way and out of your mind and let the
city
have your money which they need.
The city has two large obligations
maturing in December
as follows:
The State tax of over $15,000, and the
Countv
tax of over of $5,000.
or

a

it was ne wno wins would
ngnting.
live.
We are going to renew the attack,
but not us—there are none of us left.
“Now there is a little calm—a second
of peace. Oh, how many lives gone! Before me on the plain there is a whole
line of dead, with their faces to the
earth, gun in hand, literally cut down as
with a scythe; farther along grotesque
forms hanging on the|wire—one would say
they were suddenly frozen while butting
against death. A captain is suspended
with his arms in the air—a green faceopen eyes full of horror, he remained
stuck in the wire after being wounded
and could but look toward the white
A
trenches that belched forth death.
shell finished him. Farther along another
without a head— at least that one did not
suffer. Then, on the parapet, squatting
like a mummy, a young officer whom I
had known, so gallant, so chic and so full
of life—a ball through his heart.
“When one has seen all this, when out
of 15 officers of our battalion only two are
left, and when one is one of those twowell, it is only human to wish to live
and conquer. You see, dear mother, I
have been protected once more by Divine
Providence.
“These circumstances have occasioned
my being named commander of our company. My company consists now of 28
fighting men, and it is one of the
strongest of the battalion. For the moment we are waiting. 1 am well in the
sense that my nerves keep me going.
The moral tension is terrible. How we
long for better days!
“We will do our duty to the end; even
so few as we are now we will nevertheless hold, cost what it may. If the
troops on our flanks only hold we will
then be saved—what joy!
“One feels alone, lost; so small in
these holes, like mice which are hiding
from noises, and what a hurricane is

Christmas

a

eaten

ous

Groceries

A uiLIUUo lunuuc

not

oeen deluged with sand and dirt.
We have no plates, so we use our steel
helmets as soup plates, as meat plates,
as candlesticks, as bags and finally as a
bucket to catch water when it rains.
Well, all’s well that ends well!
“Now about the attack!
“At the fixed hour on the fixed day on
a vast iront all our troops attacked!
It
was magnificent, and the attack succeeded splendidly everywhere except in front
of our regiment, and it carried our troops
over the enemy’s lines, but for us it was
a disaster; more than 20 mitrailleuses received our rush, and in the wink of an
eye that which had been a splendid company was reduced to a tew straggling
units—my captain killed and the two
other lieutenants wounded; 9 sergeants
and two adjutants killed. I found myself alone with 16 men.
We were 220
when we started—what a killing! I immediately reassembled the scattered
men
and rallied them and reorganized
the company. On our right, during this
time our troops advanced rapidly.
They
were the Chasseurs and the
Zouaves!
on
our
flank
The Boches counter-attacked
and we were surrounded; had to fall back
a little—we lost heavily, the Chasseurs
remained 100 out of 650. We (2d Batallion, 210 out of 700) had on our left furi-

Fancy

the cares of government, This went on
with the President’s knowledge, if not

We have

dose of medicine, you look at it and make
up wry faces over it. but you have to take it, and the best
way
is to gulp it down at once.
So with taxes, they do not improve

having

ORDER YOUR

iawa—mai

life!

a

l axes are like a

the only way I can settle with the present
loaf of bread as old as Herod, and half a
City Government is
litre of ‘Gniole’per day.
We drink like to take
advantage of the law governing the collection of taxes,
banks of sand, but we do not eat.
Do
we sleep?
Never! The so-called sleep
All Real Estate Taxes must be paid on or before
December
that I get during the day is more of a
torture than a rest; bent up like a snail 20, 1915, and all other taxes on or before
1916
January
1,
in the bottom of a well, without being
able to move; it is worse than keeping
To those who have not paid their taxes,
my earnest request
awake! My back is almost broken. This
morning, Oh! a miracle! We had meat is that they assist the city by paying at once and avoid all
and soup which had been at one time hot
and the taste once good, much altered by trouble and expense.

American

cuaa

a

the

properly since the night of the 24th.
mean by properly eating, we have half

motoring, and other matters, to the exclusion of cabinet meetings, delay of di-

Prestige.

as

promoted, receiving

in action.
Since writing this
letter on September 28th he has been
taken prisoner by the Germans. The
letter follows:
“Dearest Mother—I am writing you
from the bottom of a subterranean passage, where we have found refuge from
the German bombardment. This is the
end of our fourth day of fighting and the
You
commencement of the fifth night.
cannot imagine what that means. Picture a repulsive being, unshaven, uncombed, whose face is black with powder and wearing a haggard appearance,
the cheeks sunken by hunger, eyes wide
open and staring like those of a nocturnal animal suddenly thrust into the light,
clothes torn, dirty and filthy. That is
And if you met me crawling
your son.
out of my black hole with my revolver in
my hand whenever the shells stop blowing up the earth above us, you would
tase me for one of those fabulous beintrs.

1

TEMPLE, BELFAST.

and was

gallantry

|

Palmer,

Philadel-

Cross of W ar and the Medal Militajre for

I j

Everything up-to-dato.

a

The writer entered the service

—

of

to his mother, who waB

phian.

1

Stationery

a

hardships and horrors of the fighting in
the trenches, was written by the young

§

City. I

-—

by

written

has been given to the Public Ledger.
The letter, which vididly describes the

|

speech

interesting letter,

young man, now an officer in the French
army and well known in Philadelphia,

private

i

bibour^

[Philadelphia Public Ledger, Nov. 9th ]
An

Washington, D. C., Dec. 6,1915. To plomatic correspondence and inattention
he added, would save the man who lends an attentive ear to to the public service.
finance,
should be big appropriations. Then there
Prior to this latest incident, the AmerHere in Belfast we talk upon the streets, in shops and at
a day.”
is not a general understanding of where $1,000,000
have an object lesson in the government country cross roads, it is manifest that ican people were wont to listen to all of
of
taxation fall. The poll
the burdens
the most serious blow President Wilson President Wilson’s utterances with
a
building more convincing than a volume
taxpayer is always in favor of big apof statistics as to the wastefulness of has suffered is not in the industrial de- marked degree of respect. If they difbecause
he
thinks
the
propriations
propexpenditures. It is quite pression of 1913-14,not in the mismanage- fered with him they did it courteously
erty owners and business men will have government
and with reluctance.
within bounds to say that the recent ad- ment of Mexican affairs, not in the exThey believed him
to pay the bills. But this is not the case.
of
his
sincere in his attitude. But one after
not
travagance
administration,
could
have
been
dition to this building
On this point the Herald says:
built by an individual in one half the in his violation of campaign pledges— another have come the little acts which
The man who uses sugar pays a tax of
time
and at one half the cost, and it has though all these were enough to break appeal to the minds of the common people
a cent a pound on it, even if it comes
and give them an intuitive
from Cuba under reciprocity.
He pays since been a constant bill of expense, the power of any ordinary occupant of a
understanding
his tax whenever he drops a lump of much of the work in and around the public office. In spite of all these faults of their fellow men.
in
his
coffee.
He
it
in
his
may pay
When Mr. Wilson finally announces his
sugar
and failings, the American people were
to be done over.
board bill, in his restaurant check, or in building having
behind President Wilson until they lost adherence to the single-term plank of the
But it is not Congress alone that is
his account as the head of a family at the
grocer’s; but whatever the form of in- wasteful of the people’s money. In the confidence in his sincerity. That cost him Baltimore platform, his utterance will
his prestige. That broke the strength be received with smiles of
direction the user of that sugar does the State
derision, for
legislatures the city governments,
it will have the sound of
paying. The same is true of countless and even in the
forced expresthat was said to be “greater than his
the
towns,
practically
sion
of
articles
other
rather than sincere advocacy of
everyday life. Even
those special taxes, like that on large in- same conditions exist. An article in a ! party.-’
principles.
1
which
are
levelled
His
the
comes,
against
recent issue of Leslies says that Hibbing,
advocacy of repeal of free tolls j
rich, to a much greater extent than the
Minnesota, is “the most prodigal munici- through the Panama canal after pledging I MANY CHILDREN HAVE
public realizes find ultimate lodgment
WORMS.
pality on earth.” With a population of himself in favor of free tolls, might be J Worms are a common childhood
elsewhere.
ailment.
The Herald is quite right in saying only 12,000 it spent more for running due to new information. His violation ! They make children irritable, nervous and
of
the
of
the
civil
law
could
service
than
did
the
of
last
State
spirit
expenses
year
that the “monumental extravagance”
restless, besides robbing the body and mind of
Delaware. It is an iron mining town be excused by some on the ground that proper nourishment. Watch your child. Exat the national capital “is true of all
amine the stools and at first signs of worms
parties and of all administrations, and and derives a large revenue—about $750,- political pressure was more than he could
of the representatives of all sections,” 000 per annum—from the taxation of withstand. His urgent support of a ship give your child a treatment of Kickapoo Worm
Killer. They kill the worms, act as a laxative
and it is thus accounted for:
mining corporations. Yet in two years it purchase plan which he was pledged to and
expel the worms and poisonous waste.
We have no representation of the gen- has, in addition to spending this amount, oppose, would be accounted for by others Tone the
system and help restore your child's
eral welfare except the President of the incurred a debt of nearly $2,000,000. In on the theory that he had been misled as
health and happy disposition. Only 25c. at
United States, and his only weapon
last the village council authorized to the results to be accomplished. These
your I'ruggist.
the veto power—is rendered' ineffective August
were large matters involving intricate
a tax levy—to be collected and spent iri
by his inability to veto the items of an
which
a
of
the
great majority
appropriation bill. In consequence every 1916—of $1,900,000. This of course is problems
general ippropriation act represents an an exceptional case, but in a minor de- people have no opportunity to study in
agreement among 96 senators, grouped
gree like conditions prevail in many mu- detail.
into 48 pairs, and of a controlling
major- nicipalities.
But mere nave been a tew minor inciin
the
House.
Even
ity
private pension
bills are apportioned by congressional
■Lit*^isiaiurea
may dents which the people could understand
quota. A member of the House can sometimes be classed as fool legisla- and which made an
imperishable impreshave a certain number of private bills in
tion—and then a commission is appoint- I sion upon their minds. For
instance,
each Congress for distribution in his
district, and it is virtually open to him ed to interpret and enforce these laws. there was his declination to deliver an
The commission consists of a chairman address at
to decide among the claimants for more
Arlington National Cemetery
generous treatment than the pension with a large salary, who is usually given on
Memorial Day, and his change of ;
office would apply.
the place without regard to fitness but mind after
Champ Clark had agreed to
We have had so-called pconornista in as a reward for
party services, associate speak on that occasion. No member of
Congress, but they do not stand analy- ! commissioners at lesser compensation, the G. A.
R., has forgotten that.
sis. The Herald mentions “Holman of and expenses, clerks,
stenographers,
Then there was his abrupt change from
who
had
an
Indiana,
extraordinary repu- etc. In New York State the proposed an avowed
policy of pitiless publicity to
tation in that line as recently as a quar- new constitution which “meant
every- a
of studied secrecy. The Amerpractice
ter of a century ago.”
As a matter of
thing to the taxpayer and the rentpayer, ican people will not
long trust any man
fact Holman acquired his undeserved by establishing
efficiency and economy who will not trust them.
FOR
reputation as an economist more than a in government, was the special target
For many months he resisted the*efthird of a century ago.
He simply of the sportsmen Decause it proposed to
objected to everything in the way of an wipe out over 150 loosely constructed, forts of the equal suffragists to learn his
appropriation, good, bad end indiffer- badly supervised and extravagantly attitude upon the question in which they
were interested and to which they were
ent—an obstructionist rather than an
managed commissions and departments
economist—but when a bill was before and to concentrate authority in the Gov- giving of their time and labor and money.
the House for the equalization of boun- ernor and seventeen department hands.” His belated announcement was received
with open expression of doubt as to its
ties that would take from fifty to sixty
But what’s the use? It may be well
A large variety and
million dollars from the treasury, Hol- for an enlightened press to register its sincerity.
But there is one other, and much less
man, who had many old soldiers in his protest against the wanton waste of the
finest quality at
district, was active in its behalf. But if public money, but the grafters, the important incident, which has had a more
the Court of Claims had decided that spoilsmen, the floaters and the unthink- wide-spread and lasting effect than any
For more than a year the
one or two hundred dollars was due a ing out-number and out-vote the men of of these.
claimant for property taken or destroy- substance, whose capital, energy and American people were given a picture of
President Wilson bowed with the weight
ed during the war, Mr. Holman was sure enterprise
j
supply the greater portion of
and worry of public duties,bearing a load J
to object to the appropriation.
the revenue to carry on the National,
of grief and devoting his entire time to j
There was another “objector” in Con- State and
Municipal governments.

gress, whose name it would be unkind to
mention. He was a very small man,
mentally and physically, the successor

File as

grandchild of the late Viscomtesse de
daughter of the Rev. Alfred Johnson.]

, !-sr:

In another week our law makers will
be gathering in Washington for the regular long session of the sixty-fourth
Congress, the last of the present administration. In the aggregate, as a working entity, they constitute the most extravagant body in the world. To their
tendencies in this direction the nation
should take notice before it is too late.

Unpalatable. Allies’ Rank and
Optimistic of Success as Ever.
comte

lor one square, one
.I’VERTisiNG Terms,
I ich length in column, 25 cents for. one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

WASTING THE PEOPLE’S MONEY.

Soldier of France Describes Conditions at
Front. Sleep Proves Torture and Food

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
In the District Court of the
the District of Maine.

United States f

In the matter of Millard
/ T
r>
In Bankrupt.)
H. Use, Bankrupt,
,
To the Creditors of Millard H. Lane of Prospect, in the County of Waldo and Distr;
aforesaid, a Bankrupt:
Notice is hereby given that on the 27th day
November, A.D. 1916, the said Millard H. 1 ■*
was

duly adjudicated Bankrupt;

and

that

the First Meeting of his Creditors will be he
at the office of Dunton & Morse, Savings Bars
Building, Belfast, Maine, on the 17th day
December, A. D„ 1915, at ten o’clock in t:.«
forenoon, at which time and place the
creditors may attend, prove their claims, ai
point a Trustee, examine the Bankrupt, an
transact such other business as may properly
come

before said

meeting.

JOHN R. MASON.
Referee in Bankruptcy
Bangor, Maine, December 8,1915.

j
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BOOK YOUR ORDERS NOW FOR YOUR

Christmas Dinner

ivious experience with the Canadian
Rockies. As it was we spent the da; on
the observation platform watching the
changing vegetation, while here and
there in the fields and on the hillsides
was a patch of
bright, orange-colored
flowers which we recognized as California poppies, by which token we realized that

New

WE ARE NOW READY FOR THE TRADE

Weighing from 5
Also

Native Waldo

to 7

County Geese, Turkeys, Ducks

visitor to every home and
usually
it comes quite unexpectedly. But
you are
prepared for every emergency if you keep a
small bottlte of Sloan’s Liniment
handy. It is
the greatest pain killer ever discovered.
Simply laid on the skin—no rubbing required—it
drives the pain away. It is really
wonderful.
Mervin H. Soister, Berkeley, Cal.,
writes; i

Saturday, after tramping
Panama Exposition with wet feet,

I

„et with us at Field

as

...

■■'weeded

twothe city. We had a beautiful
and
Jr5' drive through Stanley Park
excellent
the Marine Drive, over
seeing many beautiful residences
getting our first view of Puget
which if it was not the Pacific
to being so
ean itself was near enough

-,v

soon

The

which

be surrounded by
the principal of

Lake Washington on one side
and Puget Sound on the other, with caiation was far advanced audit was
was ! nals as links between them.
It is un,nt effort to remember that it
we
doubtedly a pretty city, and our usual
April. Here in Stanley Park
trees auto ride took us
through a hilly resi:r first sight of the eucalyptus
thrills of

:.use us
...■.

anticipation.

Seattle will

ment

navigable waterways,
are

a

|

in the west, characterized by i dential district into a beautiful and exand tensive system of parkways.
The elecas being the noisiest

.non

,:auffeur

immodest trees in the park, a joke
exis better understood when it is

|

d that the peculiarity of the eucais that it sheds its hark instead of
limbs are
ives, and its trunk and
We were
less bare.
more or
interested also in seeing for the

A
rr

°CMAINE

|

through
sected by

a

number of cable car lines as-

I*

;

istence

j

and

I

save

for its twenty odd saloons

perhaps a dozen inhabitants. The
; sun
kindly made his appearance as we
i went down the river valley, and we sucin getting a few pictures. Later
j ceeded
that evening, as we were
returning
from

cafe and cabaret we found our
first evidence that we were in the rose
a

country, buying at a corner flower store
a beautiful bunch of
little pink roses for
a

quarter.

The sight-seeing

auto

before did

new

Scotch broom,

great profusion, as
varieties of the dogwood,

ee roses, and other blossoms forOn
u our New England climate.
with
rip we exchanged experiences
fellow tourists who were reversing
jte: having come north from the

and

daughter,

whom

we

had

previ-

the last stage of our Canaand whose schedule, we
r- giad to find, coincided with ours as
•r as Seattle.
In Vancouver we realizthe first time our nearness to the ;
when we met Hindoos on the
.,-en on

I’acific

trip

cending

hills between

the

certainly
we

strange things

see
so

Puget

Sound

named,

many curios and
closely crowded toso

gether in a small space. The store was
literally packed with curios of Chinese,
Alaskan, Indian and unknown origin,
from coins and basket of all sizes and
shapes to implements of torture, a stuffed and very realistic octopus, and even
fleas, colored and dressed to represent
scenes

held
tem

a

to make

pole

m

Square

was

also of

Friday,

the

23d,

we

City.

were too early for the Rose
Carnival,
held there each year early in
June, but

the

roses

already beginning

wrere
us

a

to

faint idea of what

their

glory would be soon.
b p to the Heights above the citv our

--.v,

the

enjoyable enough
machine, and we

beautiful with the rose bushes along the
curbstones in fuli bloom, giving Portland its name of the Rose
We

carv-

took

the

miles of beautiful residential
streets,
destined in a few days to be still more

a

Pioneer

was

forget

saw

and crude colors.

On

the ride

us

stage. No museum ever
open, giving
similar collection. The Indian toon

great interest, with its grotesque

ing

However,

on

nvm,

lading

the hill at

hold our

a

me

curKscrew

■

■

Call

25c.

|

|
I

I*

speed which made

us

play for

to

j

you.

I

-PICTURE

J. L.

|

FRAMiNG-

Sleeper &

Co.

Street, Belfast.

State of Trade.

Activity General. Cool weather, holiday demand and full pay rolls help retail trade. Reorder business good with jobbers, Holiday demand large. Industries active. Metal lines
lead.
Building active. Domestic demand more
of a factor in trade activity. Commodity prices
higher. Wheat at best price in four months.
Stock exchanges quietest markets in country.
Export trade close to record. Clearings very
large. Failures fewer. Bradstreets, Dec. 4th.

CHRISTMAS CHEER

—

Complete

and invite inspection before the rush. We will lay away
goods selected by people
not wishing to take them before Xmas week.

You’ll find it here,
Things from far and
Nice, but not dear.

jj

Choice
and

I
i

Fancy Biscuits in great variety.
Christmas Candles and

The Gold Band Lenox & Pickard China,
Decorated China and Cut Glass.
A NEW

LINE OF

WATCHES, CLOCKS, SILVER and JEWELRY
BRACELET

|]

Tobacco and Smokers’ Articles.

|

Everything in Staple and Fancy

I

Watches, Lockets, Cuff Buttone t-nd Silver requiring engraving should
be selected early. We are ready and glad 10 show goods!

?

I

|

GROCERIES,

The largest and best assorted line of the

i

HE CITY.

DRUGS

MEDICINES.

«>$•<$ 4^?>^>I*.'li>*!*S>4'

|| For Christmas j
j| Famous Ever-Ready Electric Lamps f
AND SUPPLIES l\

THE MEMBERS OF THE

BELFAST WOMAN’S CLUB

i

ARE

MAKING AN UNUSUAL SHOWING OF

Arts and Crafts Goods
Suitable for the

Also

$

T

*

T

Rugs, Robes,

size

A. A. Howes&Co.
AND

-E-

regular

Groceries.

Inspector M. C. R.R.

v'*

and

Cigars

j

WATCHES.]

small

t

Pins and Pendants in Seed Pearls, very beautitul and
not too expensive.
Maine Tourmalines.

H. J, LOCKE & SON, Watch

in
boxes.

Holly.

Celery for the Christmas

Lettuce and
dinner.

t
t

in all sizes, both framed and unframed.

Confectionery in bulk, glass
fancy boxes.

Canned Goods and Goods in Glass.

X

Nutting Colored Photographs,

Landscapes, Quaint Interiors and Sea Views,

near,

|

Cried and Fresh Fruits.

J

WE HAVE THE FAMOUS

{ Steamer

$200.00

Upholstery Goods, Couch Covers,

72 Main

*•$

I

delighted

to

Drapery, Window Shades, Sleds,

Successor to F. L. Adams,
I. O. O. F. Block.

Their Xmas Stock
Wallace

We are

on us.

We also carry

\

GRADUATE OPTOMETRIST,

ANNOUNCE

THE READ GARAGE & MACHINE

LARS, CROCHETED SLIPPERS, BRIDGE JACKEI S,SHAWLS,
HANDWOVEN BASKETS, TRAY3 AND RUGS.

I

and many other articles that will list well with your

gifts,

CO.,

40 High S reet, Belfast.

Holidays

BEAUTIFUL HAND EMBROIDERED LINENS. LI NCH SETS,
DOYLIES, HANDKERCHIEFS, TABLE RUNNERS, BAGS, COL-

Foot Warmers, I

Auto Clocks, Horns,

turns

breath, until we came out in the
far above, where a splendid
park
panom American dress, but with narama lay spread out before us.
Mt.
to
our friends,the Blackmores,
and
that
and
found
goodbye
Japs
.eaddress,
Hood, Mt. Adams and Mt. St. Helens
amen
took the place of chamber- who were leaving as we arrived. The
rose in the distance like
giant ice cream
alls in
the hotels—a fact which em- Hotel Benson was our headquarters,and
cones, and near at hand two beautiful
■rrassed me c onsiderably until I became there we renewed our acquaintance with
bronze Indian statues aroused our adMrs. Abrens, our C. P. travelling comx -tomed to it.
miration. One, “The Coming of the
Next day, the 21st, at noon, found us panion, and met Mr. Abrens, who repreWhite Man,” particularly appealed to
star king for Seattle on the Princess sented the Cross leather goods in the
us—the old warrior chief Multnomah
with
of
Mrs.
we
steamer
West. Next day,
Abrens,
ielaide, a very elaborate
was represented
standing in calm digsped construction, with a glassed in started on a long-anticipated trip by
nity, his arms folded, gazing off impasrvation saloon. There was the us- steamer up the Columbia river. Alas
to the East, while his Indian runt! Redding couple on board, with the for
anticipations, our much vaunted sively
ner panting from his
journey was point“weather luck” deserted us and we had
sal supply of rice and confetti about
toward where the white pioneers
leir persons.
The sail across Puget not been long on the steamer when it be- ing
were making their way over the mounMnu was a beautiful one, reminding us
gan to rain, and continued to do so, in a
tains.
st;, forcibly of Casco bay on a June more or less desultory fashion, all day.
The flowers and shrubbery in the park
fernoon, with the addition of snow- The steamer bore the extraordinary
“Pped mountains in the distance in name of Bailey Gatzert and was of the were beautiful, as in the other cities we
;cry direction. The hour which the stern wheel type which seems to be the had visited. We went through the
tat schedule gave us at Victoria, B. C. 1 only thing practicable for Columbia river largest log cabin in the world, built out
is
by no means long enough, as the I navigation. We were greatly interested of Oregon timber for the forestry ext? was the most attractive one we had in a full-fledged prairie schooner of the hibit at the Lewis and Clark Exposition
-sen, almost tropical in its climate exact type pictured in our old histories at Seattle, and afterward brought back
profusion of flowers of every hue to illustrate the pioneers crossing the to Portland and preserved as a memorial.
After our sight-seeing trip we went
inscription, and we wished we had prairies. This one was occupied by a
We Btrolled ! man, his wife, three children and a dog, to lunch with some Western cousins
ed for a longer stay.
t'
ugh theParliament gardens and about to say nothing of all their household fur- whom we had never seen. It took only
I mpress Hotel, and made a brief niture, including the stove, and was a few minutes to get acquainted, howtaken aboard with much difficulty at ever, and we were soon delivering the
to the museum, where we were
a ti interested in the Indian relics.
<
Vancouver, Washington, lor transporta- many messages with which we had been
fi aned Hindoo in the incongruous oc- tion to the Dalles, whence its courage- charged by Eastern friends.
Home
ipation of driving a dump-cart smiling- ous occupants were bound for Idaho, cooking had so delicious a taste after a
wnsented to having his picture taken, over the mountains, "going homestead- long experience of hotel fare that I fear
i then all too soon it was time to deing.” An Indian squaw, apparently we gave our Western cousins a scandalft.
about a hundred years old, with two gen- ous idea of Eastern appetites. The af,Jur return to the U. S. A. at Seattle erations of her descendants, chinamen ternoon passed so pleasantly with music
18 heralded
by the now familiar cus- and half-breeds, were among the motley that we nearly forgot we were leaving
spection, and inquisitive questions crowd of passengers, together with the Portland on the 8.15 train, and when we
tout our early ancestors; having safely usual number of tourists. One of these did realize it there were hasty goodbyes,
Used the customs officers, Canadian latter, in coursejof a conversation with and a scramble to catch the trolley to
10 i'nited
States, and having finally es- Will, inquired from what part of the take us back to the Benson. Here our
:i- from the hords of clamotous taxicountry we came. "From the East,” trunk was soon packed and sent to the
"'ers and importunate hotel barkers, said my husband. "Ah,” responded the station, and we had time for a little chat
■finally, in desperation hailed a jitney tourist, “I’m from the East myself. I’m with Mr. and Mrs. Reist and Mr. and
* in
Mrs. Abrens, who came in to call and
fromlMinnesota”.
company with the Blackmores,
,,ve to the Hotel Washington, I might
We could not see Mt. Hood, owing to to Bay goodbye until San Francisco.
tthfally remark in parenthesis that the| misty weather, but Rooster Rock,
The trip over the Siskiyou Mountains
same jitney was the only thing we
Cape Horn and Castle Rock, which the next day on the Shasta Line took us
to'd discover in Seattle that was cheap! Indians used as an observation point,
through more spiral tunnels and over
■'“■xt morning we did a little necessary were plainly visible, end the steamer
heavy grades .that would have seemed
l0Pping and in the very first store I be- passed close to several waterfalls, the wonderful had it not been for our pre“ShaBta Limited” for Portland, Oregonj
which we reached just in time to bid

as new

by
modifiers,” “permanent needles.”

such as “tone

Victrolars and Columbia Machines from $ 15.00
Records 65c. to $7.00.
Needles 5c. per hundred,

GRAVES,

I H. J. LOCKE & SON

prettiest of

bloomed in

yellow

-itions they were on their way East
P. R. We met also Mr. G. A.
acKtnore of Lowville, N. Y., with his
!:e

south
running north and
the business district are inter-

good

Druggists,

FOR FLETCHER’S

the

the

me

it

lines

At

CASTOR1A

trip that we
took as usual next
day introduced us to
and Lake Washington. Particular points
the most uncomfortable machine it
was
of interest to us were Mt. Rainier in the
our fortune to find
distance, the 42-story L. C. Smith build- It carried about throughout our trip.
thirty passengers, and
ing and the Old Curiosity Shop. This rode as
though built without springs.
well
last is
for never

■■.-

j

tric

was as

Children Cry

|

expected.Hav-

we
found and remedied the difficulty
auto and
to find a sight-seeing

application I

March, 1915.

j

II.

Vancouver and Seattle.
concern
Arrived in Vancouver our first
which had failed to
ior our

baggage,

he second

which, Multnomah Fad, has
a
sheer drop of nearly eight hundred
stead of the big silver “cartwheels” and feet. Following closely the bank of the
gold pieces which comprise the western river we could see a splendid new road
currency. The clerk was politely re- in course of construction, the Columbia
gretful that there was no such thing as Highway, over which we hope to motor
a
“bill” in the store, and if we may I on our next trip to the West.
We pasjudge by that, and subsequent experi- sed through the Cascade Locks and up
ences,there are none in circulation in the I the river as far as Stevenson, where we
entire West. That is a decided incon- i disembarked to make the return
trip by
venience for tourists, but at least, as train. In the height of the tourist sea;
Will remarked, it has its advantages, | son excursion steamers are run all
the
too, for if a man’s pocket was picked he way up the river to The Dalles and ref
would instantly discover his loss, by turn, but we were too
early to be able
the
to
take
weight!
that trip. Stevenson is a town
missing
j
Through the activity of the govern- apparently without any excuse for ex-

Western Travels.

FRANK F.

around the !

I came home I
neck so stiff that I couldn't turn. I !
Sloan’s
applied
Liniment freely and went to i
bed.
To my surprise, next
morning the stiffness had almost
disappeared, four hours after

Pickles, Red Peppers. Small Beets, Cucumbers-the crisp kind-Mixed
Mustard Pickles and Catchups. All kinds of Jellies at the
“Wonder How” Prices. Order now tor Christmas.

my Eastern origin in innocently
for paper money in change in-

‘•accessories,'’
“attachments,” etc.

with my

Appetizing Curd Cheese-Small Sizes.

trryed
asking

mend

TO THE PUBLIC

a

“Last

how soon you feel its beneficial

I have installed an up-to-date grinding
plant and can now replace your broken
lenses while you do your shopping.
If fitted by Dr. Adams a complete record of the condition of your eyes as well
as the glasses you wear are on file here
for reference.
In any case the broken lense will bring
an exact duplicate, simply bring or send
the pieces.
Yours for quick and accurate service,

WAR UPON PAIN!
Pain is

a

WHEN

Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest store,
or write to-day for free sample.
“L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me.

Wild

*

salesman tries to make you believe that any
phonograph is
equal to the Victrola, DON’T LET HIM FOOL YOU. It is true
that Caruso, Farrar, Melba.
Scbumann-Heink, Tetrazzine. and
other great artists, have chosen the VICTOR and
VICTOR RECORDS
to carry their voiceB all over the
world, because it is the only instrument
that produces music in exact accord WITH THE ARTISTS’ INTERPRETA1ION.
Therefore, don’t be imposed upon
those who recom-

influence.

Mrs. White introduced Miss Ammidown’ who talked most interestingly of
the Maine Seacoast. mission. Refreshments were served.

Prepared by Mrs. J. W. Vaughan of City point.

Reminiscences of

note

Grafonola

or

WARNING

*

general conditioner which acts on
the stomach, liver and bowels, and by
putting these important organs in
order, improves the appetite, purifies
the blood, strengthens the nerves and
clears the head. Try a bottle and

Rose,” (MacDowell), “Gavotte” (Gossec).

Home Made Relishes

BELFAST,

a

A Victrola

the

a

but witty remarks, gave her reasons for
joining the club, and the pleasure she

Celery, Lettuce, Cranberries, Tomatoes
Red Cabbage for Salads
Home Made Mince Meat—The real thing.

JOHN A. FOGG,

York Maine Women’s Club.

had found in its meetings.
Miss Mugge than played “To

helping

FOR CHRISTMAS

Have you heard
general condition.
of “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine? It is
a very old home remedy, and entirely
reliable. You can take it with the
assurance that only good effects follow its use. It is not a “cure-all,” but

brose White was a charming hostess.
Flora Mugge, violinist, played
“Slumber Song,” (Weitzel) and “Meditation from Thais,” (Massenet). Miss
Campazze was accompanist.
Mrs. Ferguson gave an outline of the
history of the club, and closed by inviting all the guestB present to become
members. Miss Florence Smith, in brief

pounds,

the blood and

improving

entering California.
Helen M. Todd.

Miss

Boston Market

Attractive and

were

Teaching is wearing work, and only
those teachers who take good care of
their health can stand the daily strain
of the Class room. The dull eyes, pale
cheeks, weary head and unstrung
nerves of many teachers show the
need of building up the nerve-force,

:

The Maine Women’s club of New York,
held its annual guest day Saturday, November 20th, at the Waldorf. Mrs. Am-

good Supply of

a

we

SCHOOL TEACHERS

All out of town shoppers are cordially invited to make this room
their headquarters while in the city.
Dainty lunches and 25c. dinners served daily.

i

j

jj

Belfast Woman’s Club, No. 66 Church Street.

1

Kosice of foreclosure,

I

Fresh Food!

Willie

O. Mathews of Lincoln-

WHEREAS,
ville, in the County of

(

Waldo and State

Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the
seventh day of March, A. D. 1893, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 235, Page
184, conveyed to Fred M. Boardman of Natick,
in the County of Middlesex and Commonwealth
I of Massachusetts, one undivided haif part of
a certain lot or parcel of land, with the build! ings thereon, situated in said Lincolnville,
; bounded and described as follows, to wit: Lot
No. 17, Range E, in 6aid town; beginning at

j

EVERY DAY AT THE

of

1

Hogan
Bakery

[

I
Levi Mathews to land of Elizabeth K. MontI gomery; thence southerly by land of said Mont! gomery to land of F. E. Wiley; thence southwesterly by land of said W iley and line o' main
road, to land of William Moody; thence northwesterly by land of said Moody, to the place of
beginning; meaning to convey the premises
! occupied by said Mathews; said grantor to keep
i said buildings insured for the benefit of said
I grantee to the amount of five hundred dollars;
and whereas, the condition of said mortgage
j has
been broken, now therefsre, I, the under
1 signed, administrator of the estate of said Fred
J M. Boardman, now deceased, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
September 14, 191f.
! 3w49
FRED C, BOARDMAN, Admr

TRY THEIK

Everybody Wants Fresh, Hot
“Butter-Kist” Pop Corn
It’s real pop

corn at last! The best you
tasted. Nothing but the big, fluffy, white
flakes of the best corn grown;
crisp, crackling, clean.
ever

wonderful machine that
automatically removes all burnt grains
or “bachelors,” and that butters every
kernel just right All without a touch
of the hand. Come in and see it work.
Only best quality creamery butter used.
You'll like “Butter-Kist”—a big,
generous bag for 5c.

Popped

in

1

j

Whole Wheat Bread
DOUGHNUTS

1

|

FRIED IN LARD AND ONLY

10c. per doz.

H. BOYINGTON

j E.

I

!

Eye-Sight Specialist

a

—'

At

northwesterly corner of said lot at land
of^Otis Eugley’s; rhenrp north 66 degrees E. by
said Eugiey’s land, to land of James Mathews;
thence southeasterly by land of James and
the

Arey’s

0

Chocohte Store.

OF.THF

James H. Duncan. C. E,

BOYIISUTON OPTICAL CO.,
44

iSEARSPORT, MAINE,
Land

South Main Street, Winterport, Maine.
OFFICE DAYS.

Surveying,
Valuation, of Timberlands

Topographic and
Hydrographic Surveys
General Engineering Work.
lytll

FONDAYS AND 11FSDAY8

TO LET
|

Tenement of 7 rooms at 49 Cedar Street.
C tty water, flush closet, good cellar. W ood
and coal all under cover.

Inquire on the premises.
tf45

thomas gannon.

collection for a library of its size oj
books of permanent value, and a librarian who iB interested in bringing them tc
the attention of those to whom they wil
be both interesting and instructive.

Republican Journal

The

BELFAST, THURSDAY, DEC. 9, 1916,
PI BLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The

The recent

publication

CHARLES A. PILBBURY.

|

history ol
brings to mine

of a

the famous Gridiron Club

[

Mansger the fact that the writer was a membei
of an earlier club of Washington correspondents—a club that had no name or
i ach length in column,
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
officers—that entertained at its annnal
lUBSCRiFTlON Terms. In advance, $2.00 a dinners officials and
distinguished people,
for
three
50
cents
for
six
months;
$1.00
year;
The
as the Gridiron ciub does today.
months.
guests included members of the Cabinet,
There is no real war news—nothing Senate and House,
generally those whe
advertising

but

Terms.

For one square, one
25 cents for one week

conjecture.

Wonder if the
A ge is

equipped

new

editor of the New

with

a

saw

guests
on

Has the Wilson Administration for
gotten the Lusitania, or is it getting

ready

Livingstone,

The

dinners

and President

were

generally

his annual

at Willard’s, but the one at which
President Grant (and Tom Nast) was
present was at Welcker’s, the most

preparedness

for defence

noted restaurant of its

day,

but

Combination Set, garters and
Jewel
Boxes, Stamp Cases, etc.
Stationery,
Sewing Boxes,

Novelties. Smoking Sets,

P

Republicans

which,

where national party lines were drawn
in the elections in fourteen Massachusetts cities Dec. 7th.
The Portland municipal contest was
fought by Rounds, and in the last round
“time” was called on the Democratic

Wilford G. Chapman, Republican, carried six of the nine wards
and was elected mayor by a majority of
1,338 over William M. Ingraham, DemoThe city council on a joint ballot
crat.
will stand 24 Republicans and 12 Democandidate.

few—the wiser

crats.
The letter of Viscomte Louis de Sibour
of the French army gives the most vivid

—

as

paragraph last week on the Saturday Evening Post, that “tw7o million
as
a week” periodical was spoken of

Hood’s

and effectively removes scrofula, boils and
other blood diseases because it drives
out of the blood all the humors that
cause these diseases.
They cannot be
successfully treated in any other way.
External applications fur their removal have proven almost useless,
because they cannot drive out the
impurities that are in the blood.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes pure
rich blood, perfects the digestion, and
builds up the whole system. The skin
becomes smooth, clean and healthy.
This great blood remedy has stood the
test of forty years. Insist on having
Hood’s, for nothing else acts like it.
There is no real substitute. Get it
today. Sold by all druggists.

anything in that
A critique on
published.”

different from

•‘entirely

line before

literature

American

in

Atlantic

The

for December devotes consider-

Monthly

able space to The Saturday Evening
Post, and says,among other things, that
it is “a periodical sole and unique in the
of periodicals; a magazine which
enters the libraries of a larger proportion of homes of a people than was ever

history

dreamed of before.”

a

The month of November has long had
Half a century or
bad reputation.

Hood wrote these

ago Thomas

more

lines:
No warmth, no cheerfulness, no healthful ease,
No comfortable feel in any member—
No shade, no shine, no butterflies, no bees.
No fruits, no flowers, no leaves, no birds
November!
Hut only a professional fault-firder
could find fault w'ith November, 1915.
Many would consider the frosty nights

sunshiny days ideal

fall weather,
and the few storms, severe while they
lasted, were of short duration.
and

It appears that Maine has a law which
that when advert sing for help
to take the places of strikers the fact

specifies
must

be so

other

day

stated,

a

man

and over in Saco the
was taken into court

and fined $25 and costs for violating this
law, of which he was presumably in ig-

getting

It is

norance.

so

that

in

order

to do business of any magnitude it is
necessary to have a law library, extra
clerks to make out the various and numerous returns called for by the National and State governments, a notary public and a justice of the peace. Then there

EAT A

SQUaRE MEAL AND
NOT I EAR INDIGESTION

There are hundreds of people in Belfast who
not the least bit surprised when
they
read in The Journal that A. A. Howes &
were

Fair

given

is

out

tailing

men

out

of

the railroad

companies

that they have been unable to keep up
their equipment,'and there has been a
shortage of cars when needed to haul the

Silk

|
|

Mrs.

Mr. Phil Lamson
Knox to the village.

has

Miss

Hussey has returned homo from
has employment with Mrs.
F. E. Fortier.
Mrs.

was

the guest of

Fred Nichols picked from his garden Dea bouquet.of pansies.

cember 2nd

J. H. Say ward and Elmer Waning
the

Tyler is in
General hospital, Bangor,
Mrs. Bennie

telephone

are

in

Lida

Kenduskeag and

Miss Lena Plummer Nov. 25th.

on

entertained the Ladies
Hon. G. E, Bryant.

Florence v,ross was the guest of her
cousin, Winnifred Dodge, the past week.

moved his family from

Edwards from Brooks

Thorndike at work

Libby

Miss

Augusta.

her sister in

J. W.

Circle at the home of

Miss Myra Taylor passed Thanksgiving with

Clarence Johnson from Waterpassed Nov. 25th with Mr. Johnson’s
mother. Mrs. Fannie Johnson.

line.

for treatment.

Bryant has moved his family
Vassalboro to the village. He has rented
several rooms of his father, G. E. Bryant.
from

A Gift From This
Store is Sure to
be Appreciated
To reach the

right spot

with

a

♦

With natural wood handles in fine box wood, partridge, mission and malacca, in Prince of Wales or

♦

crook

!
♦
♦

j

Christmas

ago

ar.

♦

|

prices.

j

Shopping

mail or telephone.
An experienced person wi.:
attend to your orders. They will be shipped
prompt
Belfast
51
ly. Telephone
Ring 12.

-----—____

H. HOWES

•

|

to Christmas.

♦

1
4
A

«I

John William Miller died Nov. 23d at his
Lincolnville after a long illness ot
tubercular trouble, aged 57 years. All that
loving hands and medical attendance could do
life of one so near and
was done to prolong the
home in

|

the home and community in which he
had always lived. He leaves to mourn their
loss a loving wife; two sons, Nathan of Massadear to

|

S

I

S|

j

man

esteem in

which he

was

held.

_

been coming into market a
little more freely the past two or three days, j
the price ranging from $1.70 up to $1.85. It
would seem as if $1.85 were enough of a price
to induce people to haul their potatoes, at least;
The railroad men say
a
fair part of them.
that, unless the farmers take to hauling potanear
future, there iB sure
toes in earnest in the
to be a great shortage of cars later in the seaThere is, however, a general expectation
son.
that after New Year’s the price may increase
considerably so as to reach pretty good proportions.—Fort Fairfield Review, Dec, 1st.

in the Line of Neck-

Mufflers, Handkerchiefs, Hosiery,
Collars, Suspenders, Gloves, and Jewelry.
Special attention given to mail orders.
We pay all mail charges.
wear,

Telephone 67 2

Rest Rood

Street, Belfast, Maine,

Seal, New StyUs,
$3.00 and $4.00
The Best .Shaving Mirror lade,
$1.50
Parisian Ivory Travs
$1
75c,
25, $1.85
“
Buffers,
35c, 50c, 65c
Nail Files, etc.,
35c

|
3

| |

“

DRUG STORE j
M==i i=< ra
r^=H=-

«

Coffee, Cocoa,
Soups, Salads. Sandwiches,
Cake of all kinds and special

Of Hot Tea,

Lunches to order.
People visiting

Belfast during
are cordial-

the Holiday season
ly invited.

*

I Books
{

I

.....

and

...

Stationery j

FOR CHRISTMAS

$

WITH LUNCHES

our

in Pin

POOR’S

t

D. Southworth Co.,

Bags

have

1

Umbrellas 50c to $5.

Ladies

Vantines Perfumes and Toilet Waters.
Hudnuts and Roger & Gallets Goods.
Cigars in Boxes of Twelve and Twenty-five
And a Great Many Other Useful Articles.

Aroostook Potatoes.
Potatoes

For Christmas

“

|

Bags and Suitcases at all Prices.
Sweater Coats 50c to $6 50.
Shirts 50c to $2.50.

12 Main

purchased months

by

| JAMES

to Christmas.

were

marked much below the present

-—

j

Mackinaws $4 to $8.
Bathrobes $4 to $8.

Ralph

All our Linens

Rugs, Draperies, Portieres.

j

Linens, Napkins, Doilies, t

Luncheon Sets,Scarfs and Shams

Bhapes, Silver mounted with novelty handles.
Range of prices, $1,00 to $10.00.

Suits $5 to $25.
Overcoats $8 to $22.55

new

Table

and Lee of Lincolnville; one brother;
two daughters, Mrs. Willis McKinney and
Alice Miller; one granddaughter and many relatives. He was an honest and upright citizen, j
He was a member of Mt. Battie Lodge. I. O. j
O. F. of Camden and a member of Tranquility
held from ;
Grange. The funeral services were
the residence Nov. 26th. Rev. S. E. Frohock
The large attendance and the j
officiating.
testified to the j
many beautiful floral tributes

give him a present you must
something practical. Our
full of practical suggestions. ,&

And everything

Sweaters

reduced prices.
We call especial attention to
large collection of styles and colors.

A useful and most acceptable Christmas Gift.

Umbrellas

chusetts

when you
make it

Store is

many new

Blankets, Bed Puffs, Bed Quilts

J

|

Mr. and Mrs.

ville

Mr. Samuel

the Eastern Maine

at

our

Aprons in fine lawn and dotted Swisses.

|
f

Bags. A large variety showing
shapes, linings and fastenings.

in

Sweaters and Neckwear
Angora Finish, Worsted and Thread Silk

^

Aprons

♦
FREEDOM.

Hand
ideas

SILK PETTICOATS.

♦

t
♦

Leather Goods

Silk

hose made.

|

51 Main Street.

Telephone 102.

We specialize in Silk and
Crepe de Chine Waists
New and beautiful styles for Christmas.

Stockings made of pure silk
heel, sole and toe and an extra wide double top.
New Stripes and plaids, all
colors. The “Onyx” Hosiery is the best wearing

•

in several widths and all

Waists

thread with double

J

Nuts of all kinds
and Christmas Candies.

“Onyx”

;

Special fancy work ribbons
the wanted colorings.

Hosiery

We sell

*

Caps. }

Ribbons

sortment of Lined and Woolen Gloves.

$

Poultry

Sfc

Christmas two weeks from Satur-

1

day.

^

We are receiving new goods about
every day and have engaged extra
help, and have fully prepared for
the Rush Days from now until
Christmas Eve.

r

successfully.
sellers,’’(original price $1.2E
to $1.50) may be bought a few months
after publication in the original editions
for 50 cents; but the price of books ol
real value is advancing until it is prohibi
the “best

700 Latest copyright Books, 400 Different Titles at 50c
each, by mail 7c. extra.

J
J

Also the largest line of Stationery I have
from 25c. to $2.00 per box.

*

F.

G.

ever

carried

MIXER,

At Old Stand. 2 Doors from City National Bank.
THORNDIKE.

SMITHTON, (Freedom.)

Mrs. George Bragdon is spending
weeks with friends in Taunton, Mass.

a

Mrs. Jameson arrived
Dec. 2nd.

home from

!

Mrs. Perley Thurston is
in New Hampshire,

visiting

j

Miss Lottie Thompson is
Mrs. John Tavlor

few

j

C. E. Smith and wife, who went to Massachusetts lately to spend the winter, were
called to New Jersey and will probably remain
there for the winter.

j

low's poems set to music will be sung, and
dect readings from his works will be given
tigetner with a sketch of his life and work.

visiting

her
her

We hear that there is still

the meetings at
Preparations are being made for a “Long- j Sunday
evenings.
fellow's night” at the church, when Longfel- I
s

OPPOSITE PUBLIC LIBRARY.

For Christmas
Over 300 pairs Gordon Dyed Silk
Hose, 14 different colors—50c.

It has been our ambition to make
each Christmas better than the last
one in the way of new ideas in the
selection and arrangement of stock
and 1he quality of merchandise,
and we feel we have succeeded

tive to all but the millionaires, who hav<
little or no use for them. For example
“The Life and Letters of John Hay’

(2 vols.) $5; “Reminiscences by Lymai
Abbott, $3 50: “Julia Ward Howe, 1819
1910,” (2 vols.) $7.50; “The Life of Lori j
Strathcona and Mount Royal” (2 volsv
$6.50. The readers of instructive booxi
are people of moderate meanB, peopl *

better than
n

in nurr

bers and usefulness—are an inestimabl
boon, and Belfast is specially favored i i
having in its Free Library, in addition t

$1.00

the

a good in
Smithton schm

P’rs. Clara Whitcomb is teaching the
at Smithton and boards at Mr. Barth
M is8 Burnham from Beaver Hill is tin the Penney district and boards at h

WIV

PATTERSON’S
MUSIP SHOP,

—

not allowed to grow old on the shelves, the store that advertises and
goods
tells you what it has to offer and stands behind everything it sells.
Remember that our store is Christmas Headquarters for Gifis for Baby,
Little Sister, Bia Sister, Sweetheart, Mother and Grammy.
Again we invite you to make our store your waiting place, a place to leave
all your bundles and wraps, you are surely welcome.
are

((!)>

I
W

H. H. COOMBS
Masonic

COMPANY,

Temple, High Street, Belfast,

Maine.

:

Terms cash.

47 Main Straat,
MUSIC MDSE.
RENTING

J.

M

jj|

LEE

MEN

Ballast, Malm.
TEACHING
REPAIRING

PATTERSON, Proprietor.

WANTED-TO

BRING OR

MAIL

Razor Blades to me to be sharp,
ened better than new. Single edge, such as
Gems, 25c. Gillettes, 35c; Durham Duplex,
60c, per dozen. C. E. Sherman, 72 Main street,
tf
Belfast, Me.
tbeir

Safety

—

{CARLE
S

I China,

in color or size.

PARLE & JONES.

w

VW

$2.00.

i CHRISTMAS!

right
Exchanged
Very truly yours,

nrliAWA
vv

ana

if not

ever.

—.

V/ vlltv

||

\

advancement and make them more use
ful citizens. To all such the public li

unusually larg

♦

Boudior

Only 13 days remain and everyshould improve each one.

creased business would have worked out

an

£

Guimpes,

body

would have continued to pay dividends and
its plans for development and for in-

literature,

•

well arranged stock of
merchandise.
practical

transactions may have been questionable
there can be little doubt but that with
the men and the millions behind it it

current

Vestees, Dress Sets,
Stocks, Jabots, etc.

Complete assortment of gloves for the holidays.
Mocha Gloves, Glace Kid Gloves, Cape Gloves,
Washable Gloves, Real Kid Gloves. A large as-

T

t

Native Turkeys, Geese,Ducks,Chickens

from

record crops of 1915. One big New England railroad has been driven practically
into bankruptcy, and while some of its

braries—fortunately increasing

Neckwear

Gloves

♦

Already our store is being visited
by many Christmas shoppers who
are finding it easy to', select; gifts

so

who have to earn their daily bread, younj
men and women who are struggling t
gain an education that will ensure thei

£

{

For women, children and men.
Colored, Linen 4
Crepe de Chine, Hand Emb. Initials, Plain Hem- ♦
♦
stitched, Giove H’dk'fs.

in this store. Filled with practical things,
Useful Gifts for all the family and friends. We
shall make this an enjoyable store in which to do
your Christmas Shopping.

•

I The Practical Store for Christinas Shoppers f

employment, in curdepriving inves-

Handkerchiefs

Spirit

prevails

1|---§
THE PROGRESSIVE STORE I

semi-officially from

train service, in

crippling

Christmas

AT THE

tors in railroad securities of dividends,
and in

Yn

full line of--

a

Christmas

on a

worst case of indigestion, headache,
dizziness,
or the general played-out condition that afflicts every one suffering with stomach trouble.
Mi-o nadoes not simply relieve.it aims to cure.
A. A. Howes & Co. can tell you of
many well
known people in this city w*ho this
remedy has
restored to health, often after they have tried
many other methods of treatment with little
or no benefit.
No other dyspepsia
remedy has
made so large a percentage of cures as Mi-ona.
It is so larg*> that A. A. Howes & Co.
stand ready to refund the price to any customer whom it does not helo.
The best kind of advertising is the
praise of
a pleased customer, and there are hundreds in
Belfast today praising Mi o-na because it does
what it is advertised to do. A few month3
ago they could eat nothing without wondering
what the result would be. Since
using Mi-o-na
they eat what they want and when they wan*.
with
no
fear
of
with
suffering.

-—

Dealing

-gsisWill have

the money in cas& it

Washington that the administration is to
let up in its war upon the railroads, and
in view of what it has accomplished in
that line this would seem to be a wise
conclusion. This war upon the railroads
has resulted in throwing thousands of
railroad

selling Mi-o-na

A True

♦

Co.
guarantee to refund
did not relieve. This remarkable dyspepsia remedy will relieve the
are

is the “war tax’’ and the pure food law;
and all these things necessarily contribute materially to the high cost of living.

T°t

Sarsaparilla surely

|

I

Suggestions:

-AND-

PURE BLOOD MAKES
HEALTHY PEOPLE

a

A Few Useful

I;
t

The Store of Quality

structures, causing a loss estimated at $60,000.
effect; but when contrasted with the The losses are well covered by insurance. P.
letter on another page, a personal let- H. Longfellow, insurance agent, was among
there who suffered damage by water.
t er, written fiom personal experiences
in the trenches and on the battlefieldwritten from the heart, the work of the
other seems lifeless and mechanical.
In

—

----♦

—-

Dutch Brothers

realistic picture of life in the
trenches and of the terrible carnage of
iMduiidb nets* <1 j.iu,uuu nre.
modern warfare that we have yet read.
Me Dec. 2.
Fire originating toin
the
trained
Machias,
The professional writer,
night in the Allen building here destroyed that
a rt, builds up his word-painting of nouns
and badly damag d the Eastern Trust Ml Bankand adjectives to produce the desired ing Company building adjoining, both wooden
and

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

j

|

i

ESPECIALLY APPROPRIATE FOR

♦

it proved—declined. The banquet came off, and later,
in place of the column Buchu advertisement in the daily papers all over the
country, appeared a report of the affair
which included the names of all the newspaper men present. Then these correspondents heard from the editors of their
respective newspapers, and the Buchu
banquet left an unpleasant taste in their
If memory serves aright the
mouths.
club without a name gave no more dinners after that.
ones

bands,

Beltaat, Maine.

107 Main Street,

WE HAVE EVER MADE OF

j

ALLEN L. CURTIS

gist who had made a phenomenal success
in selling a patent medicine called Buchu,
and cut a great
came to Washington
dash. With a gayly caparisoned six in
hand and a gorgeous carriage he drove
up and down Pennsylvanian avenue, attracting as much attention as a circus
parade. Then he invited the Washington correspondents to a banquet at Willard’s, and many of them accepted. A

generally successful

were

arm

II

I Beautiful Things,Practical Things at Inexpensive Prices I

l

with Wormly’s, conducted by a colored
Bryan and his dove of peace are not in- caterer of that name,long since went out
cluded in the Ford menagerie that is to of existence. While this club was exbe exhibited to the crowned heads of tant H. T. Hembold, a New York drug-

Europe.

|J

Aprons

Ij

|
The Biggest Display !
|

If you

Holiday gifts in aprons, embroidery and lace trimmed,
lace insertions and edges, string and pocket, dotted and plain muslin.
Price 25c. to $1.25.

j

Twain, Stanley,

given
in

President Wilson says
message that
is imperative.

of Dr.

Grant.

Piace in holiday shoppers list.

Price 12 l-2c to $1.00.

you.

his return from Africa after his res-

cue

apologize?

to

recall Mark

we

have ^rst

Handkerchiefs

will look at our handkerchiefs you will find a bewildering assortment
We have not
of everything that is new as well as dainty and pretty.
the space to tell you all about them but will be pleased to show them to

had some connection with newspapers,
past or present, and among the noted

and scissors.

JAMES H. HOWES

& JONES

i

=

Glass, Lamps

Christmas Cards, Booklets, Hand Painted China, Cut Glass, Brass
Goods, Indian Baskets, Leather Goods, Silver Ware, Nlckle Ware.

!

Aluminum Ware, Sleds, Flexible Flyers, Books, Pictures,
Framing, Toys, Dolls, Ete.

ERECTOR,

The wonderful Educational Boys’ Toy. Write or call for Free Booklet.

complete Xmas line in town.
Yours truly,
see us.

The most

{and

<v

Picture

Edison Diamond Point Phonograph
and

t

Come in

CARLE & JONES.

|

2
2
Q
f

jj
$
®

f

{

The Best Gift of them all, the EDISON DIAMOND POINT PHONOGRAPH
Harold F. Moon and singing comedy company, presenting “On Broadway" with special scenery and electrical
effects,will be the attraction at the Colonial theater
Thursday,
Dec. 16th, for one night
only.
Twenty-six members of the Boy Scouts.accompanied by Scout Master Orrin J. Dickey,
hiked to Oak Hill last Saturday and took din-

President John J. Martin tells
of Usefulness of plan to
Members.

the

top of the hill at the quarry. The
boys played football and had a grand time
ner on

iog sum of $700,000, the proceeds of the savings of the 16,000 members of the Christmas
Saving Club of the bank, of which I have the
honor to be president.
‘Our plan is a simple one, and forms an attractive method of arranging for the next
year’s Christmas gifts, or for the payment of
taxes, or to4educe a mortgage note. It is surprising how a small sum paid in weekly grows

Thrift Club
Saves $700,000

in

generally.

The next meeting of Seaside
Chautauqua
Circle will be held Dec. 13th in the Peirce

school building.

The lesson is from chapters
17.
19 of the C. L. S. C. book, “Social
and Economic Forces in American
History."
Roll call, current events' from “The
Independent.”
Program, The influence of the fur
trade on western settlement, a book review of
“Astoria” by Washington Irving; paper, The
Lewis and Clark Expedition; sketch of Marcus
Whitman;paper, “Giles Carey of Salem Farm."
All interested are cordially invited to the C. L
S. C. meetings.
18

\

is

oaay

short,

Yesterday
Tomorrow may

is gone.
never come.

pie

buy

your Xmas Gifts TODAY.
Here’s a suggestion, if you want to

with the

Holeproof

Xmas list.

FOR PRACTICAL FATHER
No sir-ee,

to

no use

return father’s

|

hard earned cash to him with any
foolish presents. He demands some-

thing practical.

And what could be

downright sensible than a box
Holeproof non-mending hose. Six pairs of Men’s cost
the famous

$1.50

$2.00

to

a

box.

drudgery,

is

endless chain of

an

usually mother
to bear the brunt of it. How
would appreciate Freedom from
mending bag! Certainly the
Months without

idea would

hole

a

appeal

has
she
the

Six

Holeproof
Six pairs

to her.

of Women's cotton cost

pairs

of

$3.00

a

$2.00; 6
Women’s silk lisle cost

Fashionable brother and stylish sismust

ting’’ in
stockings

do their
silk hose.

“Turkey Trot*
Ordinary silk
you are putting

last while
them on —that is —if you only put
them on once. Holeproof silk stock-

ings

are

Guaranteed three

Three Months. Men’s
Women’s $3.00 a box.

I

LJ

pairs

cost

for

$2.00;

I

■ iwi

BY PARCEL POST

DELIVERED FREE.
Let Uncle Sam DO IT.

From

until after Xmas we will
deliver free by Parcel Post all
now

In ordering
Holeproof Hose.
please state color and size wanted.

Remember—Holeproof Xmas hose
is put up in a special package and is
to

be found at

now

presented the school with a
Hymn, America,together with a picture of its author. At Mrs.
Bridges’ request the children gave the flag
salute and sang America.... Mr. and Mrs.
Josiah L. Wood observed their golden wedding
Tuesday, Dec. 7th-The Ladies’ Aid will hold
their Christmas sale,
supper and entertainment

a

Wednesday evening,

Dec.

15th.

closing.

Dec. 15

we

shall pa? out in cash the astonish-

Belfast. Miss Viola Curtis was a
home of Geo. W. Young.Tuesday,
Nov. 30th....Mrs. Elva Jackson, called on
Mrs. Wight, and Mrs, William Preston Dec.1st
Mrs. Ada Curtis and Mrs. Abbie Greenlaw
spent last Saturday and Sunday at Moociy
Mountain, called there by the illness and death
of their mother Mrs. Manilla Clark.... Mrs.
Elva Jackson, and Mrs. Edwin Jenkins.called
on Mrs. Lucena Herrick at West View Farm
Dec. 2nd...Mrs. Josephine
Wight and Mr. and
Mrs. Alonzo Hart were
Sunday evening callers
at the home of Geo.
Young.. The Ladies Aid
Society of West Northport was pleasantly

expensive novelty for her husband’s Christmas present, will this year give him a suit of clothes or an overcoat, or
possibly a shirt, hat or gloves, and when they think of these things, they naturally think of this store. We can sel 1
you something to pleaBe your particular man or boy at a savin of 10 to 25 percent over the prices asked by
other stores in thiB city or in your own town.

lapse.

Special

of systematic inquiry shows that
majority of members joining have never

ity of

our

Christmas

Saving Club

was

j

year’s club,

now

1 50 Soft Hat

$6.00 and $7.00 Extra Heavy Jumbo Knit, all wool
Coat Sweaters, with Collars,
now.$4.95 and $5.95
$4 50 and $5.00 Sweaters
now...
g 9g
Special purchase of $1.00 Fancy Shirts.$ 89 3 00 and
$2
50
Sweaters
no
98
v.
2 29
$1.25 Shirts now.
2 00 and $1.50 Sweaters
now.. 69 and 129
$1.50 and $2.00 Shirts now.$1.29 and 1.69
1.00 and 75c Sweaters
now.. and
lg
Specials in Men’s Flannel Shirts, 89c, $1.00. $1.50, $1 69 and
Boys’ $1.50 and $1.00 Sweaters now. 1 29 and
and $2.00 values, from.$1.00 to 2 50
.89
Boys’ 50c Sweaters now..
New lot of Grey Outing Flannel Shirts, with the new style
g9
high collar.49
EVERY MAN CAN HAVE A SMOKING JACKET OR
NO FADE FOUR CUFF SHIRTS

i

Starts

—

J-—~~

New Line of

HAVE THE CHILDREN JOIN.
IT TEACHES THEM THRIFT

1,000

over

boxes

accounts.

50c.,

HATS AND CAPS

The Universalist Social Aid will meet toFriday, afternoon with Mrs. Eugene
L. Cook.

morrow,

Frank H.
the

in

rear

Hoag is building a small tenement
of his residence. No. 26 Bayview

street.

Over $30

were

netted at the rummage sale
auspices of the Meth-

held last week under the
odist

Epworth League.

Grace H. Hayes will
day for a month’s vacation
and vicinity and Miss Mary
will act as chief operator
office during her absence.

leave next Saturin Massachusetts
Abbott of Bangor
in the telephone

Miss

The

great Europeon

picture of six reels
which have been peeking the theaters all over
the United States will be shown at the Colonial Theater
Saturday, Dec. 18th, tor one
night only with a special matinee at 2.30.
These pictures are accompanied by a lecturer.
Addison F. Pendleton has bought the Allen
L. Curtis bakery, Hayford block, Church
street, and took possession Monday. Mr. Curtis and Miss Winnie Morris, who has been
clerking for him in the bakery, are now at his
dry goods store on Main street. Mrs. Pendleton will assist her husband in the
bakery. For
several yearB Mr. Pendleton was
employed in
war

the United laundry and for three years had
conducted it under a lease from S. A. Parker.
He will retain the present help in the

bakery.

of

Tuesday

afternoon

at

the president, Mrs. Abbie Ramsey.

A. E, Clark Camp, S. of V.. and their Auxili- i
time for composition, and so his advt. will not 1 I. Craig or Mrs. Charles A. Pilsbury. The
ary, elected officers at their annual meetings
appear until next week. This'is merely are- c nly income is from a bequest of $50— $2 a
last Monday evening and will
probably have a minder that he is now ready for the holiday 3 ear.
joint installation in January under charge of j
trade.
The annual sale and fair under the auspices
Past Commander Orrin J. Dickey. The Sons
At the meeting of the Reading Department j ( f the ladies of the Universalist
elected officers as follows: Commander, C. L.
church will
of the Woman’s Club Tuesday evening Miss
j, e held in Memorial hall Tuesday afternoon
Wright; senior vice, F. A. Seward; junior vice,
A. Cochran read a most entertaining
Z. D. Hartshorn; treasurer, Guy Marden; sec- Lucy
£ nd evening, Dec. 14th.
There will De a large
on Different Ways of Observing Christ£ ssortment of dainty hand made articles 6uitretary, D. A. Webber; camp council, A. T. paper
of this holiday is traced to a
The
mas.
origin
£ ble for Christmas gifts, a children's table and
Gay, A. L. Curtis and F. A. Seward. State
and the ideas of decoration, !
£ mystery table.
Home-made candy and food
Commander O. P. Ayer of Auburn was present pagan custom,
of gifts and expressions of i
colors,
exchanges
as a
^ rill
A chicken supper will be
be on sale,
guest of honor. Refreshments were
had
their
in
will,
etc.,
good
beginnings
legends
served.
The Auxiliary elected:
erved at 6 o’clock, followed by a Christmas
President, and
mythB.
Mrs. Eva M. Gordon; vice
ntertainment by 20 children, entitled “The
president, Miss
The Woman’s Club.
The December busi- < lift of all Nations.”
Bessie L. Hubbard; treasurer, Mrs. Nina D.
Cook; chaplain, Mrs. Thomas Gannon; guide, ness meeting of the Woman’s Club was held at
Peter Francis Welch observed his 80th birthMrs. Roswell; asst, guide, Mrs. Fowler; 1st their room Monday afternoon. Mrs. Amos
Clement, the president, reported that she had c ay Dec. 4th at his new home on Harbor
color guard, Mrs. Richards; 2nd color guard,
received one of the Ford telegrams, signed by
He was born in what is generally
e treet.
Mrs. Lillian F. Parsons; patriotic instructor, Jane Addams of Chicago for the Peace
League,
nown as the Worcester Parker house on High
Mrs. Goldie Curtis; inside guard, Mr6. Annie urging President Woodrow Wilson to use his
influence to further peace.
The Club voted s treet, the son of the late Peter and Ann
Flanders; outside guard, Mrs. Ora Hall; trus- to have on sale at their
room the new book,
3 Velch, and has always lived in Belfast. His
Gannon
Mrs.
and
Mrs.
ParsonB.Mrs.
Hall. “Maine History and Romance,” at $1.35 per
tees,
wo daughters—Miss Emma M. and Mrs. Anna
It
was
also
voted
to
have
an
Extension
copy.
home with him. He
The Marigold Quartet. The second en Course in
from * I. Smith—make their
Cooking by a
the

the Lyceum course will be
the Colonial theater Wednesday evening, Dec. 15th, by the Marigold Quartet. This
is a concert and entertainment company comprised of cultured young ladies. They give a
concert of musical sketches and songs with
action. There are special coBtumes for many
tertainment in

given

The

of Maine

singing and acting. In addition
part in the sketches and concerted
numbers, each has a specialty. All also play

both artistic

and

the accompaniment of
instruments to some of their lighter
songs lends further variety to the program. Am
attractive feature of the entertainment is a
musical sketch occupying about half an hour,
This sketch was written for this company by a
these

well
runs

riety

known composer. The entire
about two hours. It contains
than is

usually given

in

an

v

|

oi

a

yi

ice

mat

icpicocma

iuc

7.50 and

program
more

infor the

by

twice

It may be for Christmas gift
giving or for your own personaluse. It may be a strong
flower extract, a dainty sachet,
a nice bottle of Toilet Water, a
Favorite Toilet Soap or a FaWhatvorite Face Powder.
ever it is in the line of Toilet
have
we
it.
certainly
Goods,
and in ,arB:e assortments of the
various kinds of commodities,
Our prices are extremely low on
We 8ell all the
these goods,
popular advertised brands at
the lowest market prices.

WafprQ

I Wliei Q/\a mo
wOapS
0

OllcWing ooaps

j
j

FU« COATS

|

j

AUirlare
OWaerS

Groceries, Drugs

o

I

Is the

idea.

U
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product of the world’s

But mere mechanical reproduction of sound is not enough for the
real music lover. So Mr. Edison, after thirty years, again applied his
problem.
super-knowledge of chemistry and acoustics to the
And now the master inventor has produced an instrument that does
the
music without
Re-Creates
original
more than repioduce sound.
It
He called it “perfect”—the New
the slightest deviation in

quality.

Edison Diamond Disc Phonograph.
We will be glad to
Come in and hear the

2
n
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Discount
ON
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INSPECTION OF OUR
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Special Makes in Fancy Boxes.
CIGARS at all Prices in Boxes.
Complete Line of Smokers’ Supplies,

ICE CREAM for your

DARBY &

SHALES,
FORMERLY SHIRO’S.

J;

f
*

Reminder!y

-FROM-

n

I

for Girdles, Bags, Pin
Cushions and many
Christmas Novelties at

|
j<

fn

REASONABLE figure.

=!

Look

us over before
purchasing. If you want a picture
have the best, both framed and unframed. We do
framing also, AND DO I f RIGHT, but would request that
you bring your work in early.
we

o

0
0

Our stock of FANCY CHINA, BRIC-A-BRAC and CUT
GLASS is better than ever and it has always been the
best.
The best assortment of LEATHER and BRASS
GOODS,
BOOKS, BOX PAPERS, CHRISTMAS CARDS and a
thousand and one novelties, unique and different, not

L. H. Ferguson’s
< I

j

found elsewhere.

Goods bought from us bear the stamp of good taste.
Our customers can rest assured that thev have the best.
Join the good taste club. Come in.

J

M.

P. Woodcock
3

j

[j
p
fj

r§
in

U
O

& Son.
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Mrs. Charles A. Townsend, teacher in Grade
of the Peirce Memorial school, is out on account of the illness of her mother, Mrs. James
F. Fernald, and Miss Frances Abbott is subI

Miss Caroline Gilmore entertained the OctaClub last Thursday night at her home on
High street. Miss Grace A, Lord won the
first prize, a dainty handkerchief, and Mrs.
Austin W. Keating the consolation, a pack of
gon

sards.

^

There was a masquerade skating carnfv al in
the Arcade rink, itockland,;last week with
nearly 60 skaters in costume. Cash prizes
were given.
Manager Pierce is to have a
masquerade carnival in the Coliseum rink, Belfast, Dec. 15th, and Knox county patrons will
be

CHRISTMAS DINNER ;;

CAN BE ORDERED OF

U

|

stituting.

jl Christmas Goods !
| ALL KINDS OF CONFECTIONERY ^ulk j;

i

as

I bjW

and Medicines.

WE INVITE YOUR

Christinas

foc^'

Our stock is larger than ever, in fact as
long and broad
the store. If there were any more we should
have to
leave it outside. QUALITY and PRICE are the
two
things we have considered.
The BEST GOODS at a

fj

|

Ribbons

Millinery Parlors.
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j | M. P. Woodcock & £on |
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will be a business meeting of Emma
White Barker Tent, D. of V., next Wednesday

g
X

i

There

>

plav the New Edison (or you.
delightful new Christinas records.

JONES, Belfast,

f)U

“—

Half Price

°

the first sound reproyears ago Thomas A. Edison invented
instrument. Since then many have adapted his original

CARLE &

y

greatest inventor

f
ducing
THIRTY

rt]

FUR LINED COATS AT TTeRY LOW PRICE.
SPECIAL IN CORDUROY SHEEPSKIN LINED WORKING COAT
$3.95 AND $4.95

HATS

at 7 p.

NEEDLES TO CHANGE
UNBREAKABLE RECORDS

AND

Trimmed and
Untrimmed

|

I

Phonograph
NO

6.95

BARGAIN WEEK

Ic~-

A, A. HOWES & co.

jj

EDISON1

5.95 and

r

_

P
r

"

£

Sachets

q.
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BOYS’

We (lo not carry side lines of articles found in department stores,
but we do carry everything to be found in an

Toilet

FAMOUS KUPPENHEIMER AND OTHER WELL KNOWN
MAKES

9.00

Perfumes

va-

entert

Diamond Disc

(J

NEW LINE OF MACKINAWS FOR
ME'V, BOYS
AND WOMEN

We have quite a big lot of these odd Suits and Overcoats in Boys’, ages 10 to 16 in Suits, and 5 to 16 in Overcoats, one or two of a kind in fine patterns, and at prices that represent a big saving.
Double Breasted and Norfolk Style, $5.00, $6.00 and $7.00 Suits and Overcoats,
$3.95, $4.95 and $5 95
Special Lot ot Boys’ Overcoats at HALF PRICE, aae 14 to 18, some with velvet collars, some of the
long convertible style collar, $10 00 Overcoats $5.00, $8.00 Overcoats $4.00.

Surely this is the best place
to buy Toilet Goods

f

50c

n;95and

Brushes

Dj4^^'
Aft
d 1*^x1

Boxes.’.

$25.00, $22.50 and $20.00 Value Suits and Overcoats, fin these Special Lots) $16 95 and $18 95
.’
15.00 and $18.00
1395
..
.*
••
10 00 and $12.50
8.95 and
-9.95

1 as two sons, Francis H. of Hillsdale, Mich., !
His birthday was
nd William M. of Auburn.
jade pleasant with a family party which inc iuded his daughters, his only grandchild, Le1 oy
P, Smith, Miss Kuth C. Wiley and Mr.
He e joyed his birthday
Barton.
1 Lufus C
( ake and the many other good things provided
or the 6upper and received cards and other
1 ifts.

January.

■

|

Holiday

25c.

uaic toot.

SUITS AND OVERCOATS OF THE

UP-TO-DATE DRUG STORE

the number of aftists,
reason that each is able to do well more than
one thing.
Tickets, with reserved seats, for
the three remaining entertainments $1.25.
Single tickets 35 and 50 cents. On Bale at
theater, Tuesday, Dec. 14th,at 9 o'clock a. m.
ment

time in

vOlTiDS and

'tf'ff

35cTi.es,

........

Pretty, Practical, Useful and
Necessary Articles.

to her

a

ISP 3

line of 69c and 75c Ties in

19c.

50c

For All the Year Around

par
race;

:

$1 50

new

Ties,

50c

name was

suggested by
the beautiful costuming of the first part of
the program in the colors of the marigold
Each young lady has had two or more seasons’
experience, and has proven her ability to do

banjo-mandolins

some

C. J. Primm of Portsmouth, N. H., represent
ing the Chautauqua Entertainment Bureau,
addressed the Club in regard to a course in
Belfast next summer. The Club would be required to obligate themselves to sell 500 $2
course tickets.
The matter was left with a
committee and it has been decided not to unit.
Three
new membe~s were voted in.
dertake

in

of the numbers.

University

representative

m

n

Gentlemen...*1.60 to *5.00

are certainly the
Boys’ Rah, Rah Hats..$ 39 Mackinaw3
popular cold weather garment
and have come to stay. We have them in
all the popu39c and .25
Boys’ Winter Caps.
lar plaids
at.*4.95, *5 95, *7.60, *8.00 and *10 00
Boys’ and Girls’ Skating Toques.4&c and .39 working Mackinaws and Heavy Reefe-g
now.
393
$1.00 Boys’ Knee Pants, special.89 Corduroy Coats, Mackinaw linei— our price now......
'...*’3 00

William A. Clark, the enterprising Clark’s f The sewing school is doing a good work and
clothier, telephoned yesterday after- l ad an attendance one Saturday of 55. It is
i need of money and material, and contribunoon for advertising space in this week’s Journal, but we had reached the limit in space,Jand ; t ions will be thankfully received by Mrs. C.
Corner

the home

Hair ionics

The

1

..

1

News of Belfast.

25c

or

-j

j

The

Fine

6 pure Linen Handkerchiefs in Holiday
at.

box at

a

or

or

(Especially nice for Xmas presents)
Combination of Silk Hose and Tie in
Holiday Box, special at....50c
Elegant Braces in Holiday Boxes.25c, 50 and
79c

25 cents and 50 cents
6 in

Ladies

For

Fancy Arm Bands

IN ATTRACTIVE holiday boxes,

The City National Bank of Belfast
We expect

$5.00 and $6.00 value Smoking Coat

Bath Robe,
Now $3.95 and $4.95
$10.00 Finest Grade Bath Robe? with Bath
Great values....!.50c, $1.00 and $1.50
Slippers, in Holiday Boxes— our price.
Four pairs nice Silk Lisle Hose in Holiday Boxes.1 .00
$7 50
Boxes of Handkerchiefs make desirable presents for men.
BitHLEH 5 SUIT CASE UMBRELLAS

MEN’S NICE WARM DRIVING GLOVES

i

Monday, December Twenty-Seven.

....

A BATH ROBE AT THtSE PRICES

$1.50 grade, put up in Holiday Boxes—our price.1.29

—AT THIS BANK—

j

|

GREAT values in sweaters

2 29

now.

REM RKABLE SHIRT VALUES

already forming

^7""

now.98

3.00 Guyer Soft and Stiff Hats

tre-

will number 50,000 and I look for the distribution next December of nearly $2,000,000.”

j

Staple Furnishings—Our Leaders

YNoFbUYA NEvThAT—REDUCED

oendous
‘Next

in

One new case lot of Men’s Heavy 60c Fleeced Underwear.$ .39 Men’s Special Value in Conticook Blue and Grey 20c Wool
and .98
Hose now.j..
$1.00 and $1 25 Grey Wool Underwear, special.79c
j2jc
Men’s $1.00 Wright’s Health Underwear, special, per pair. 1 89 Boya’ and Ladies' Hose, extra value at.
I2.ic
Extra value in Men’s Heavy Fleeced Underwear now.49 Men’s Heavy Police Braces
49c
Men’s Si'k Hose, splendid
now.*5
Underwear
Fleeced
36c
values.;.. and 49c
Boys’
and
Men’s
.39
now.49c
Hose
and
Mittens
Wool
White,
Ked
aid
Blue Handkerchiefs.
Turkey
Men’s extra Heavy
3C
Men’s 26c and 36c Heavy Wool Hose...19c and .25 Men’s Flannelette 50c and 75c Night Robes now.39c and 49c
Men’s Flannelette $1.00
Night Robes now.
89c
PRICES
Men's Extra Fine Night Robes
WH
now.
98c
79 Men’s$1.50 Pajamas now.
9dc
$2.50 Derby or Soft hat n »w.$1
Men’s Extra Fine
1
Pajamas.. $1-50 and
qq
2.00 Soft Hat now.

Holiday Savings Fund !

are

So|fTH

the

particularly adapted

for useful Christmas presents. Present abnormal conditions have caused such money stringency in this
vicinity that
few luxuries are likely to be purchased this year. The wife who under ordinary circumstances would
purchase some

‘The result

—JOIN THE—

j

This

will be equal to former sales and all
invited to attend,

allowed to

most vital and important merchandise movement of the year is our great'December Sale previous to the
Most clothiers aim to get their biggest profits of the year at this tims, but not so with this store,
j
have
made some very advantageous purchases in clothing and furnishings that are

THEholidays.
recently

immediately

National

event

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.

few years ago in

‘Sixteen thousand members constituted the
Thrift Club of 1915. This year we made the
period 50 weeks instead of 47, and now, on

remarks

entertained

PBBAAr

• • wbkr

only

Mrs.

guest at the

box.

FOR FUSSY SISTER
ter

number of

Dora Bridges, who
inspecting committee of
the lsdies of the G. A. R., visited the Head of
Tide school Dec. Sd, and with a few
approour

volume.

vassed the

member of the

a

At the Main Street Clothiers

Holyoke. I can- before had a bank account, and it is a great
proposition from every angle, and satisfaction to the bank officials to know that
reached the conclusion that here was an op- they are promoting the habit of saving and
portunity to develop the idea on a great, big, thrift.
broad basis.
The results speak for them‘Think of what it means to the business of a
selves.
community like Boston to have one institution
•The Christmas Saving Club was started by like ours release to circulation among the
peothe Exchange Trust Company, Jan. 19, 1914,
ple on one day the great sum of three-quarand ran until Dec. 15, 1914, a period of 47 ters of a million dollars in the hands of 16,000
weeks.
The record of the first year astonishpotential purchasers of merchandise? That’s
ed me, and I was so impressed that I devoted what
my Thrift Club mean* to Boston. Mermuch personal attention to the organization of chants last
year told us that the increase in
my Thrift Club for the year 1916, which is just business
traceable to the maturnated

served at 6

were no

North Belfast.

is

facsimile of

and

menu was

for the games.

priate

FOR TIRED MOTHER
Housework

varied

tiny candles. By
presents. Those at the
supper were Mr. George T. Read of Belfast.
Mr. Arthur W. Head of Portland. Mr. and Mrs,
Norman A. Read of Belfast, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles H, Brown of Belmont. The evening
Mr. Wilbur
i was spent with pool and cards.
R. Blodgett joined the family in the evening

more

of

a

requisite

request there

—

a

supper with

j o'clock fiom a table decorated with red carna| tions and there was an elaborate birthday cake

remember your friends thoughtfully, gracefully and inexpensively
make out

proved a success far beyond our early I
hopes, and I look for great things in 1916 and
in the years to come. The club idea origihas

Mrs. Clarence E. Read entertained Mnndnv
I in honor of Mr. Read's birthday. A chicken

GET BUSY
and

and

& tones

Christmas Sale

Merry

*A club member arranges to pay a certain
specified sum, ranging from 50c. to $10.00 each
week for a period of 50 weeks, at the expiration of which a check for the entire amount
with interest will be mailed to him. In case
the depositor suspends payments entirely before the end of the year, he loses the interest
payment, but, of course, receives his entire
principal back at the end of the period specified. If deposits lapse for several week?, the
depositor may make up for this by bringing
his account up to date and by depositing in advance for as many weeks as payments were

| From the Boston Sunday Herald, Dec. 5,1915]
"Seven hundred thourand dollars will be paid
out in cash on Dec. 15 to the members of the
Thrift Club, of which John J. Martin is president.
Mr. Martin, who is also president of the Exchange Trust Company under the auspices of
which the Thrift Club operates, has an interesting story to tell of the accumulation and
distribution of this vast sum of savings.
‘The Christmas Saving Club,’ said Mr. Martin, as organized and carried out by our bank,

at’ Carle

eligible for prizes,

Christmas sale by the WoParish, Unitarian,
men's
this, Thursday, afternoon at Memorial hall.
All kinds of fancy and useful articles, home
sooking and home-made candy will be offered
for sale. Just the place to buy Christmas
gifts. Sale opens at 2 o'clock. Admission
free. Everybody welcome.
Remember the

|| The Wonderful Educational Boys’
ERECTOR

| —--TOY# Advertised in all the

#

leading publications
by

and sold in Belfast

f

CARLE & JONES.

Alliance of the First

AUTOMOBILE STORAGE-ROOM FOR
Low

car, dry and safe, always accessible.
price for winter. 45 High street. Tel.
Hie

tf

315-3.

Comet Grange. Swanville, will elect officers
the Monday night nearest the full moon in
December. The regular attendance is smaller
now, but the members are wide awake.

THE MURDER OF ARMENIANS.

Literary News and Notes.

THE

|

|

M

/

Block,

Colonial

Let William Tell

f

Christmas Jewelry Store

Don’t take our
word for the extra
goodness of the
bread, cake and pastry made from this
special flour, milled
from Ohio Red Winter Wheat. Order a
sack today and let it
do its own talking—
it’s the only way to
learn what your
baking will gain

Cordially invite you to inspect an elegant line of
pretty goods suitable for Christmas gifts.
We have WATCHES in great variety and

yl

very low

DOur

variety

some at

prices.

j=

of CLOCKS exceed

you in the

city and
Gold Beads from $8.00
$2.00 to $3.50.

anything

ever

shown

1

at

right prices.
Plated
to $20.00.

ones

Women and Children Subjected to TorFor December The Wide World Magatures.
zine offers thrill upon thrill, as well as
In a bulletin just issued, Rev. Dr. Corravel-lore and description, with advent1 ire
stories that grip. The number is nelius H. Patton,
secretary of the Amerme of the best yet, and contains
among ican Board, tells of atrocities
being comts most striking features Albert E.
smith’s “Retribution;” Donald Mackie’s j mitted in Armenia.
‘The Lost ‘Luck”'; “The Wonder Lake
“The orders for the deportation of the
f Trinidad,” by Victor PittKethley.who Armenian
population come from the
writes an absorbingly interesting article
Government officials in control,”
highest
bout
in
i
asphalt. "My Experiences
Jganda.” by Mrs. Hubert G. Knight, he says. “The first step of the progress
has been the elimination of all ableind numerous other articles and stories.
bodied men. This was done by
forcing
The December Strand Magazine con- all such to enroll in the
Army, though
zains a wide selection of excellent fiction,
they were not permitted to bear arms,
ncluding "The Rivals,” by Austin but were given all kinds of other serPhilips; “The Pavilion,” by E. Nesbit; vice, like roadmaking, and evidence has
‘The Missionary and His Mission,” by come that these have been
brutally killed
lames Barr; “The Man at Lakatu,” by by thousands.
P. Garland; “Was She Right?” by
“Following the torture and murder of
Rosamond Napier; “A Very Modern In- the men the
great body of the Armenian
itance,” by Mrs* Belloc Lowndes; and a people have been moved from their cities
/ery interesting story for children from and villages and driven in vast
throngs,
zhe Japanese, illustrated by W. Heath with endleBS details of
terrible suffering,
Robinson. This number of The Strand toward their death in
the deserts of the
s aiso replete with articles of special and
south. Gleanings from the reports of
timely interest, by si ch well-known au- missionaries, consuls and travelers who
thors as Sir Whitworth Wallis and Walter have seen
groups of refugees from
Emanuel, whose chat on "Among My centers of their via Dol rosa amplymany
conDrawings” is catchingly illustrated. firm all the reported horrors of the jour“Some Memories—Th atrical and Other- ney.
wise,” by Laurette Taylor, and the
“Women with little children in their
regular theatrical section of “Masks and arms were driven along under the whip
Faces,” by Wendell Phillips Dodge, help like cattle. Some women became so
to increase the attractiveness of the
completely w.orn out and hopeless that
Magazine along other :ines. This num- they left their infants beside the road.
ber also includes the ever popular pages
Many women and girls have been outi
3f “Perplexities” and “Curiosities.”
raged.
I
An*;
wuiai
anu
most
umma^inanie
Motes on me intelligence of Woman
horrors were reserved for us at the banks
the
title
of
the
is
challenging
opening of the Euphrates and in the Erzingian
article of the December Atlantic. It Plain. The multilated bodies of women,
and little children made
comes from the pen of W. L. George,the girls
everybody
At the Euphrates the bandsEnglish feminist, who goes at his subject shudder,
men
and gendarmes threw into the river
in a truly scientific fashion, and illustrates with a series of entertaining anec- all the remaining children under 15 years
old.
Those that could swim were shot
dotes and characteris ic fragments of conversation his unusal point of view, which down as they struggled in the water.
“A wealthy and influential Armenian
is bound to be the subject of lively discussion across many a dinner table this and his two sons, according to a reliable
winter. Two other papers in the maga- witness, were placed one behind the other
zine also attract special attention; John and shot through. Forty-five men and
Koren’s “Drink Reform in Europe” and women were taken a short distance from
village into a valley. The women
Henry Sydnor Harrison’s “Poor Amer- the
ica.” Mr
Koren, who is a recognized were turned over to the gendarmes to
authority on the liquor problem both at dispose ol. The men were all killed and
home ard abroad, reviews the temper- not a single person survived from the
ance legislation which the belligerent na- group of 45.”
tions of Europe have passed since the
war began, and finds it to have done lit11
tle good;5he especially shows the deplorFOR FLETCHER’S
able results of the vodka ban in Russia,
of which so many enthusiastic and misleading reports have reached this country. The best liquor legislation in Europe
THE FARMERS’ UNION
he finds in Sweden. Mr. Harrison, the
popular novelist, comes to the rescue of Votes to Retain Mr.
Embree’s Services as
the American
which is

n

Bracelets. Lorkets and Pendants. Cuff Links, Chains of all

n

description

and Fobs.

Toilet Sets, Chafing Dishes, Umbrellas, Silver and Plated
Ware, Cut Glass, China and Fountain Pens.

rj

WE ENGRAVE ALL OUR ARTICLES

5

FREE OF CHARGE.

J

W. M. THAYER. JEWELER

j
--

--

^ ^ ZZZ

■

SAWDYPOINT.

PROSPECT.
Mrs. F.

L. Ward spent Friday in Bangor.

Miss Bernice

Alley visited

Mrs.

John Boyd of

Frankfort last week.

Belfast,

I, M. Cummings were guests
of T. E. Cuddy and wife in Bangor last week.
Mr. and

Mrs.

employment.^
C. Partridge spent Thanksgivirg

Nash and daughter, Miss Louise Nash,
of Bangor, recently visited Mrs. Carrie Healey.

Franklin arrived on
Saturday night’s train, and began the Clark

last week

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Griffin spent two dajs
in Hampden with|kMr. and Mis.

Taylor and daughter, Miss Alice Taylor, spent seveialfcdays last week with J. W.
Styles and family.
Mrs.

The schools in town reopened Dec. 6th with
the same teachers as last term, except that
Miss Harding will go to the Point and Everett

|

Gross to the Ferry.

for

The ‘'Sixty-three Club”
tertained last

was pleasantly enTuesday evening by Mrs. Alice

Hopkins. There will be
until after Christmas.

no

more

to

more

by

*

of

The

weeks

with

her

visit

daughter, Mrs,

Miss Agnes Harriman, who spent the Thanksgiving recess with her parents here, returned
to Pittsfield Tuesday to resume her studies at
the M. C. Institute.

A. A. Howes & Co.

TRY.

in the

family lot in Maple Grove cemetery.
Sympathy is extended to the family.

not say and 1 will not say
That she is dead, she’s just away.
With a cheery smile and a wave of the
hand,
She has wandered into an unknown laud,
And left us dreaming how very fair
It needs must be since she lingers there.
And you—O you, who wildest yearn
For the old time step, and the glad
return,
Think of her faring on, as dear
In the love of there as the loVe of here.
Think of her still as the
same, I say,
Sherds not dead—she is just away.”
can

Groceries, Drugs and
Medicines.
1

United States Government by improper activities in connection with naval and military matters.
The Secretary acted with the full approval
of President Wilson, who is understood to have
determined that the United States shall be rid
of foreign officials who make themselves ob
noxious by activity harmful to the best interests of the nation.

APPLETON.
MisK

E'velyn Berry has relumed to Oak
Grcve Seminary.
3 he stables at the
Baptist church have been
repaired and painted.
Charles Griffin is the uw mail carrier on
route No. 1203, Seartmont to Union
via

THECaSTINE MUSICAL ASSOCIATION
Get

the

Most

Out

of

Your

Food.

The

digestive organs absolutely need the inpure blood for the proper performance of their functions.
Persons that sleep in
small, ill ventilated rooms complain of little or
no appetite in the
morning and of disagreeable
dryness of the mouth and throat. Why? Because, as a result of breathing air that is impure, their blood is impure and fails to give
their digestive organs the stimulus
they must
have for perfect work. It is necessary that
we should have
pure blood if we want to get all
the good out of what we eat that there is in it
and to get it comfortably. Hood’s
Sarsaparilla
is distinguished for
making pure, rich, vitalized
blood, perfecting the digestion and building up
the whole system. Get it today.

About twenty-five of the citizens of Castine
at the home of
Mr. E. P. Walker
Nov. 30th for the purpose of organizing a
musical association. The matter was presented
by Mrs. E. E. Prilbrook and after a long discussion it was voted to form an association and
the following officers were elected: President,
Dr. H. B. Webster; Vice President, Mr. William
Sargent; Secretary and Treasurer, Miss Mary
Bills; Musical Director, Dr, E. E. Philbrook;
board of directors to serve for two years: Mrs.
E. E. Philbrook and Mr. W. A. W'alker, to serve
for one year, Mrs. E. P. Walker and Mrs. F. W.
Vogell. Much enthusiasm was shown at this
meeting and plans were made for the association to form a Glee Club and to have several
community sings during the winter and phonograph concerts and many other evenings of
interest in the musical line.

gathered

fluence of

!

:

!

j

star

service

Appleton.

the

Mrs. Minnie Wentworth is ir Houlton with
daughter Mildred, who is a teacher in one
of the schools.

officiating

Mr. Frank Barker has closed his summer
me and with Mrs. Bai ker has
gone to Salem,
Mass., for the winter.
he

Dunton,

has gore to

Canton, Mass., where

MOTORCAR
Dodge Brothers have themselves
designed many of the wonderful
time-saving, labor-saving machines
which makes this car possible at
the price.

she

spend the winter

on

manufacturing detail is so
small that it escapes their scrutiny.
horsepower
The
The price of the Touring Car or Roadster, complete,
is $785 (f. o. b. Detroit)
motor is 30 35

C. B. NORTON & CO.
Belfast, Me-

lei. 307.

Monday,

1 p.

m., from

Be con d- u auc

goods of every description. Furnl
ture, bedding, car
pets, stoves, etc
Antique furnitur*
a specialty. If yoi
have anything t<
sell drop me

is doing ah extensive job of
repairing on the tuildirge recently vacated by
L. A. Morarg.
New floors have been laid in
the stores new windows put in, the woodwork

painted

and a change made in counters. Maynard M. brown has leased the store and tenement on the second floor and will remove
his gooes Jan. 1st from the Pease store he has
occupied for two years to the Johnson building, and as Mr. Brown is p.stmaeter the office
will also be removed. Mr. Johnson has also
put in a new foundation under the stable which
will be used by Mr. Brown.

Tranquility

at

Grange, Lincolnville,

at

1

Toilet

1.

^he

execu-

postal card

ai

Old Corner Drng Stors Co.
ROBERT F. DUNTON,
ATTORNEY

And Consellor at Law,
Savings Bank Building,
Belfast, Maine.
October 25. 1915-12w43

fORtCLOSUR

]

WHEREAS,

conveyed
or parcel

to one Bertha H.Sampson,a certain lot
of land, with the buildings thereon,
situated in Thorndike in the County of Waldo
and State of Maine, bounded and descrioed as

follows, to wit:—Beginning at a stone lying on
the northeast line of the railroad where it intersects the west line of the town road runnorth by William Barlow’s house, running
north from this said stone on the west line of
said town road to a stake and stone five and
one-half rods; thence westerly six and onefourth rod8 to northeast line of said railroad;
thence southeasterly on said railroad line
seven and seven-eighths rods to
place of be-

ning

ginning, containing twenty rods,
being the

its

Send for catalog.
tables, $14.50.
THORNDIKE MACHINE CO.
2m49
Portland, Maine.

meeting Dec. 4th elected officers for the ensuing year ar.d they will be installed Saturday
evening, Jan. 1st.

for
Castoria is

a

i

and

substitute for Castor Oil, Pare-

It is pleasant.
Soothing Syrups.
It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic substance.
It destroys Worms and allays Feverishness.
It
relieves Constipation, Wind Colic, all
It regulates the
Teething Troubles and Diarrhoea.
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
Tlie Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

j

furnish
for
need
your
you

THE FACT that

everything

|

we can

|

Christmas Dinner

I

IN THE GROCERY LINE

Fresh Stock of Figs,Dates, Confectionery,
;
Mixed Nuts and Table Raisins, Edam,
ii
Pineapple, Cream Cheeses, Etc.

::

i

I

Give

us

your orders

early

for

Celery

-t

******

1

|

|

and Lettucel

H. L. WHITTEN & CO.

fumiiimiri r

j|

—

j

tee'1

at the middle of the road

or

leading by what is known as the upper
grist mill, at a point in line with the northwest
corner of the stand of buildings known as the
Edmund A. Fuller stand and Elm Tree: thence
by said tree and the corner of said buildings
on a course west twenty-seven
degrees north
nine rods and six and one-half links; thence
west thirty-seven degrees north three rods
and eight links; thence north nineteen
degrees

Beginning

ledar stake in the south line of the late
John
ousins lot or
homestead; thence south

j

sixty-

degrees east (16) rods and seven linss to
highway road leading from Bandy point to
rrospect herry; thence southerly by said road
une

he

PRACTICALandOSEFUL
trimmed, ana the stockings filled, and old Kris
about to come down the chimney, why not play Santa
Claus to your TIRED and DESERVING WIFE?
is

just

GET HER A WONDERFUL

LITTLE

SWEEPER-VAC
At
It is

a

cleaner,

Greatly Reduced

Prices.

complete brush carpet sweeper with
and your wife will be delighted with it.

a

complete

vacuum

]

GUNN’S SECTIONAL BOOK CASES
A NICE LINE OF ROCKERS
COUCHES OF ALL KINDS

BEDS, S. RINGS AND MATTRESSES
CININ6, CENTES AND CARD TABLES
ANDIRONS, FIRE SITS AND SCREENS
LADIES DESKS, MIRRORS
Everything kept

in

a

well stocked Furniture Store.

H. E. MCDONALD,
75 Main

Street, Belfast.

wenty-eight rods to a stake in line of said road;
,hen?e south sixty-nine
degrees weBt nineteen
•ods ami seven links; thence north
twenty-one
legrees (21) east, twenty-eight and one-half
,^^5) rods to first named bound. Containing
ive hundred (5U0) square
rous, more or less,
.ogether with the buildings thereon, comprisng my homestead at the present time, being
;he land I bought of James H.
Staples, by his
leed recorded in Waldo County,
Registry, Book
151, Page 321. (It may be Book No. 257.)
Also another certain lot or parcel of land
lituated in said Stockton
Springs, Maine, and
lounued and described as follows, to wit; Beat a cedar stake in the west line of the
Jounty road leading from Sandypoint to Prospect ferry; thence north seventy-seven and
>ne-third degrees west fifty (50) rods to a cedar
itake in east bank of Beaver brook; thence
lortherly by said brook to a ditch on the east
ine of the TayLr meadow; thence
northerly
>y said ditch to a stake marked “1872”; thence
south sixty-nine degrees east
by land of John
Cousins’ heirs sixty-four rods to the
county
■oad; thence soulherly by said road to the drs
lamed bound. Containing thirteen and one
lalf acres, more or less, being the same lot
:onveyed by said Staples’ deed dated Januiry 7, 1903, Said real estate is subject to a
nortgage given by said Ella M. t rocker to
stockton Springs Trust Company of said Stockon Springs, recorded in Waldo
County iugisry of Deeds, Book 318, Page 120, on which is
laid to be due about four hundred dollars.
The above named execution is dateu October
19, 1915, issued on a judgment rendereu by the
Supreme Judicial Court tor the County of Hancock, at the term thereof begun and held on
he stcorid Tuesday ot October, to wit, on the
17th day ot October, 1916, in favor of W. J.
luswell, against George A. Crocker, otherwise
mown as Geo. A. Crocker, and Elia M. Crocker,
►oth of Stockton Springs, Waldo County,Maine,
or one hundred eight dollars, debt or damage,
,nd twelve dollars and six cents, cost of suit.
Dated at Stockton, Springs, Maine, this
wenty-second day of November, A. D. 1915.
FRANK A. CUSHMAN,
3w47
Sheriff.

ginning

After the tree is

I
f

wit:—Beginning

way

OOUNTY of WALDO, SS.
November 22, A. D. 19(5
laken on execution, wherein V\.
J. Buswcll
if Verona, Hancock
County, Maine, is plaintiff
inti Oeorge A. Crocker,
otherwise known as
jeo
A. Crocker, and Ella M.
Crocker, both of
itockton bprimes, Waldo
County, Maine are
iefendantB, and will be sold at public auction
>n the -3rd day of
December, A. L). 1915 at 11
clock a. m., at the office of the
sherilf at Bel.ast, said County, all the right in
equity which
laid Ceorge A. Crocker and Ella
M, Crocker of
laid btockton Springs, in Waldo
County, have
ind had on the lltn
day of rieptemoer," A b.
>915, at 1 30 p. tn to redeem tile following deicribed real estate, situated in Stockton
Springs
n said Waldo
County, tn wit:
at a

CHRISTMAS GIFTS.

j

less;

tive board of the Farmers’ Union of
Maine in a meeting held here today voted
to retain the services of C. E. Embree at
a salary of $2000 per annum.
It is understood that Mr. Embree will, under
this new arrangement, continue his service to the Farmers’ Union as manager
of the Union’s interests. Mr. Embree west four rods and nine links to corner of land
has heretofore been employed by the ! now owned by Woodman McDonald and the
State, receiving a salary of $25 per week corner of lot now occupied by The Lake House
and attached to the Depirtment of Agri- Hotel; thence west forty two and one-half degrees south eleven rods and eleven and oneculture.
half links; thence east thirty-two degrees
The 77th Legislature passed an approsouth sixteen rods and eighteen links to the
priation to defray the expenses of Mr. center of highway first mentioned; thence
by
Embree’s work, including his salary, the center of said
highway to the point of beand a large portion of his work was with ginning and containing one acre, more or less.
the Farmers’ Union of Maine. He was Being the same premises conveyed to Charles
recently summarily removed by Com- B. Sampson by Addie L. Fuller and Anna L
missioner Guptill, following a contro- Stephenson by their deed of warranty, dated
October 3. 1900, recorded in Waldo Registry of
versy over some contracts held by the Deeds, Book
261, Fage 213.
Farmer’s Union as their private properAnd whereas, the said Bertha H Sampson
ty and demanded by the commissioner. by her assignments, dated the fifteenth day f
Mr. Embree will hereafter serve as man- ! May, A L). 1914, and recorded in W aldo Regisager of the Farmers’ Union, which no try of Deeds, Book 297, Fage 110. assigned and.
longer has a connection with the Depart- transferred and conveyed the said mortgage
deed, and the note, debt and claim thereby
ment of Agriculture through the so-called Bureau of Marketing and Supplies of secured, to one William B Swan, and wher teaid William hi. Swan, by his assignment o..w*
which Mr. Embree was, until Nov. 24th, the thirtieth
day of November, A. D. 1‘Jlf
the director.
and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deed-.
The famous contracts have been pub- Book 297, Fage 112, assigned, transferred and
lished for the public, and the Union conveyed said murtgage deed and the ote,
assures the public of the honesty and in- debt and claim thereby secured, to the undertegrity of C. E. Embree and declares he signed, the City National Rank of Belfast, a
corporation duly organized under the laws of
is doing great work tor the farmers.
the United States, and having its principal
place of business at said Belfast; and whereas
the condition of said mortgage has been
broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof, the said Citv National Bank of Belfast claims a foreclosure <*f said
mortgage.
Dated this thirtieth day of November. A. 1>.
1915.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
OF BELFAST.
by C. W. Wescott, Cashier, duly authorized
D.
3w48

Infants and Children.

harmless

goric, Drops

Kringle

Do Not Overlook

more or

premises conveyed to Charles
Sampson by Thomas S. Keene, by his deed
warranty dated April 13, 1903, recorded in
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 267, Fage 440,
Also one other certain lot or parcel of land,
with the buildings thereon, situated in said
Freedom, bounded and described as follows, to
same

B.
of

Telephone 249-3

Uenuine Olontangy, guaranteed, 30 inch,
$6.25, smaller sizes in proportion. Tilting

NOTICE.

Charles B. Sampson of Freedom, in the County of Waldo, and State
of Maine, by hie mortgage deed dated the fifteenth day of May,A.D. 1914,and recorded in the
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 304, Fage 294

d you will iecpive a prompt call.
WALTER COOMBS,
64 Me in Street, Belfast.

Cord Wood Saws

I

and

***¥

Cry

Manager.
Waterville, Me., Dec.

Articles]

Perfumes.

Sheriff’s Sale.

The W. H. Glover Oo. of Rockland has begun work at Gilkey's Harbor, Islesboro, on the
foundation of a new cottage for J. Kearsley
Mitchell ol Philadelphia. It will cost $50,000
and in point of size and elegance, will have no
superior at Maine’s most exclusive summer
resort.
The Mitcbell cottige, which was designed by Stewards*, n & Page, Philadelphia,
will be located near the Dr. Parks cottage on
the western side of Islesboro, overlooking the
Charles Dana Gibson cottage on Seven Hundred
Acre Island. The Glover company will give
employment to 20 men in the construction of
the new cottage, which the contract says, must
be ready for occupancy not later than June 10,
1916. Charles L, Morton will be in charge of
the work.

Lyndon Johnson

Their idea ot manufacturing is
that the car should be so good
that it will practically sell itself.
No

Saturday

****

$50,000 COTTAGE AT ISLESbORO.

Mrs. Annie Williams began as teacher of
the Grammar school Monday, Dec. 6th, Miss
F annie Gushee, on account of illness, was unable to begin in the primary school, but will

I

held

Much
charge of the arrangements.
sympathy is extended to the bereaved family.

Leslie Butler, Freeman Carleton and “Bob”
Packard, killed three fat raccoons in the

resume next

was

had

David Esancy is adding an L to his house.
Elden Dyer is doing the work. Willard Sherman is building a barn near his mill.
Mrs. Rower,a Messer, who was called here
by the death of her mother, Mrs. iooseltha

Keating wocds” one night last week when
their way home from the village.

Dodge Brothers

Reading Public,

so

residence, Rev. S. E. Frohock of Camden

in his usual eloquent manner.
The
large attendance of neighbors and friends
testified to the esteem in which he was held in
the community. The
floral tributes were
abundant and beautiful.
Hon. J. S. Mullen

her

will

Christmas Cigars

CASTO R I A

often accused of lack of critical taste;
he claims that the average American
Mr. Ernest Mahoney of Somerville, Mass.,
likes good literature, and that the ablest
returned Saturday accompanied by his father, fiction of
our day usually stands among
Mr. David Mahoney, for a week’s visit.
the “six best-sellers.” His argument is
Tne Woman’s Alliance of the Unitarian so- fearless and spirited, and its content will
refresh many people who are weary of
ciety will hold their annual Christmas sale of the
conventional complaint that literary
useful and fancy article on Wednesday, Dec.
merit and popularity are mutually exclu16th. The sale to.continue from 2 p. m. to 9 at sive.
The Atlantic contains
aiso a
the old church. The prices of articles will be
well-balanced collection of war-articles:
“America’s Duty,” a plea for a protest
marked very low. An informal program will
be given and refreshments will be served dur- about the invasion of Belgium, by Baron
the veteran
ing the sale. No admission will be charged. d'Estournelles de Constant,
French diplomatist; “The Fight for the
The public is most cordially invited to attend.
Garden of Eden,” a study of the MesoA pleasant event on Saturday evening, Nov.
potan ian campaign, —with several first20th, was a surprise party at the home of Mr. hand accounts of the fighting,— by Lewis
and Mrs. William McCobb, when a party of R. Freeman; “A Scandinavian View of
some thirty friends assembled.
The evening the War,” by George Braudes; "What
is Worth Fighting for?” by Ralph Barton
was most enjoyably spent in
games, social
Perry; and “Some False Consolations of
chat, eic., and a picnic supper, with tea, coffee
War,” by William Austin Smith. Essays
and cocoa, was
serve^ by the hostess. The of distinction and cbartn are contributed
guest of honor was Mrs. Sarah McCobb of
by Robert Haven Schauffier, Charles F.
Boston. The party continued till a late hour
Palmar, Francis G. Peabody, and H. H.
1
and departed
to their
respective nomea Powers. The stories are by Meredith
pronouncing both host and hostess royal en- | Ntcho son and H. G. Dwight, the poems
by John Masefield and Sarah N.CIeghorn.
tertainers.
Jean K.
Mackenzie's graphic letters
»e
regret to announce me uealn, JNov
from her mission post in Africa continue;
24th, of John William Miller after a lingering and an unusual numbe- of pagp-i is devoted o ihe Contributors’ Cluo, the canillness ol tubercular trouble.
Mr. Miller was
dor and humor of which are an endlessly
a highly esteemed citizen, a charter member
varying but always dependable feature
of Trai quility Grange and a member of Mt.
of the Atlantic.
Battie Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., of Camden, and
leaves a large circle of friends and relatives
who deeply mourn their loss. The funeral

REQUESTED TO LEAVE THIS COUN-

Washington, Dec. 3. Immediate withdrawal
of Captain Karl Boy-Ed and Captain Franz
Von Papen, respectively naval and military
attaches of the German Embassy, has been
requested by the State Department, in making formal announcement of this action late
today Secretary Lansing said the attaches had
rendered themselves persona non grata to the

Childre

Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Miller and Mr. and Mrs.
Pottle were guests over Thanksgiving ol Mrs. H. J. Morton in Belfast.

7he long evenings are now
here and card playing is in
order, and to meet the demand we have a complete
stock in all the new styles.

daughter.

In her early life she became the wife of
Robert Killman and to them were born three
children—Ney, Hattie and Lee, all of whom
survive her. She was a woman of sterling
qualities, of more than ordinary mental attainments, a dutiful wife and mother, and will be
greatly missed in the community where she
lived for so many years. The interment was

a

Nathan Miller and Percy Cross of Boston
were called here last week to attend the funeral of J. W. Miller.

Two Packs for 25c

and Mrs. Hiram Eaton have returned
to their home in Brewer, having been called
here by the death of Mrs. James Eaton and

gan.

home Saturday from

in Boston.

Mrs. Helen Weiker of Medfield, Mass, who
visiting in town, has returned home.

Mr.

Prospect (nowT Stockton) April 14, 1832, and
was the daughter of the late Hon. S. S. Hea-

arrived

on

had been

Picket Cards

The sympathy of the entire community is
extended to cur neighbor and friend, James
Eaton, in the death of his wife and daughter.

services were

short business trip to

Gerald Coggins is at home from Belfast,
where he has had employment the past fall.

Cards

Fred Smith, in Rumford.

conducted by Rev. T. P. Humphrey of Hampden Highlands. Since the death of her husband last May Mrs.Killman had made her home
with her son Ney, who faithfully and tenderly
ministered to her wants. She was born in

“1

several

a

a

J. Claire

family.

L. Bates ha6 returned from

Mrs. P.

made

Mr. and Mrs, George Alexander left Saturday for a two weens’ visit in Boston.

Whist

the winter.

Clements and

Falls, Nov. 26th, was held from her late
here Nov. 28th and was largely attended

relatives and friends

spend

Norman Clement ar.d family of Noithcrn
Maine Junction were gutsts recently of John

The funeral of Mrs. Sarah (Heagan) Killman, widow of the late Capt. Rob’t Killman,
who died at the home of her son Ney in Liverhome

Cyrus Young

d

meetings

Gray

week’s visit

Mrs.
a

in

Dr. E, F. Gould was in Belfast last week
professional business.

Narrow

Edna Cousins has gone to Searspor
visit before going to Scmeiville, Mass.,

Harmond spent the week end

Boston last week.

Cards

Charles Barrows.

Monday.

Burton

Congress
Playing

Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe.

Belfast with

LINCOLNVILLE.

Belfast.

The Latest

in

Geo. Haley and Harvard Harriman, who have
employment in Derby, Ct., have returned
home.
Miss Hazel Clark of

Horace

where he has

Mrs. N.

had

school

Just Received

Orilla Shute has closed her house ar.d
|
gone to Camden for the winter.
| Wirfitd Luikin has moved his family to
Mis.

****

|

through

from

I

Jane Todd's

]

MXECUTOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber heregives not’ee that lie .has been dulj ap.
executor of the last will and testamen
►f
ALFRED E. NICKERSON, late of Swaavllle,

U
by
►0111 ted

All persons
n the County of Waldo, deceased.
laving demands against the estate of said debased are oesired to present the same for settlenent, and all indebted thereto are requested! to
nake payment immediately.
ALFRED EUGENE NICKERSON.
Portland, Maine. Nov. 9, 1915.

SINCE TAKING frERGNA

RECENT DEATHS.
Mrs. Angelia Tuttle, wife of Leonard
J. Luce, died Oct. 31st in Farmington at
the borne of her daughter, Mrs. A. B.
Ramsdell. MrB. Luce was born in Rockland 73 years ago. In 1868 she was
united in marriage with Leonard J.Luce,
who survives her. Three daughters were
born to them: the late Minnie Luce-Foster; Nettie, wife of H. J. Mosher, and
Lizzie, wife of A. B. Ramsdell. Mrs.
Luce was a woman of strong Christian
character a member of the Baptist
church. A women of whom it may be
truly said, “She was loved by all who
knew her.”

I can say my

bowels

much

are

\

regular.

more

My heart is
stronger.

The funeral of Henry Dearborn, a
Civil War veteran and one of the oldest
citizens of Waterville, took place Nov.
30th at the home on Oakland street. Rev.
Thomas J. Coolbroth of the Advent
Christian Church officiated, assisted by
Rev. Henry C. Turner of the Methodist
Church. Burial was in Fairfield. Mr.
Dearborn was 74 years old and was born
in Fairfield, a son of Joseph Dearborn.
Be came to Waterville 35 years ago. He
enlisted in 1861 in Co. B, 13th Maine Infantry, and served until the close of the
war.
He is survived by a wife, by two
sons, Eugene and William, by a daughMrs.
W. B. Berald, and by one sister,
ter, Mrs. Lorana Snell.

My appetite is
much better.

My throat is
much better.
Mrs. William H, Hinchliffe. 20 Myrtle St., Beverly, Mass
writes: “I have taken four bottles of Peruna, and I can say that
it has done me a great deal of good for catarrh of the head and
throat. I recommend Peruna to all sufferers with catarrh. I do
I am really surprised at the
not think I ever felt much better.
work I can do. I do not think too much praise can be said for

joo w. Ingraham, who died Nov. 30th
at his home in Rockport, was the son of
Job and Nancy Insrraham, pioneers in
the town of Camden.
His father was a
civil engineer, farmer and largely interPeruna.”
ested in real estate. Ingraham’s Corner,
Those who object to fluid medicines can now procure Peruna I now West Rockport, wls named for him,
as he was the most
progressive and largTablets.
est property owner in that locality,
lie
and his wife were charter members of
on the passengers anti es
cracking
jokes
the
Reminiscences of a
Rockport Baptist church, always atpecially on ex-editor Benj. Griffin. One tending when possible and contributing
Niner.
day Weeks was taking a snooze on the liberally towards its support. The deceased was one of the leading men of the
:T~
v»
deck when Griffin took the end
quarter
To the Editor of The Journal: 1
town of Camden and Rockport and his
of a halliard and fastened it to his feet services and advice were often
sought.
-ailed from "Belfast,'JMe., in the bark
and hoisted him so that he rested only He was a member of the board of select-uliote, Capt. Josiahi^Simpson, forjthe
men
ai d of the board of health for a
on his shoulders. “Oh, on, let me
down,’’ number
:olden Gate, Jan. 30, 1849, accompanied
of years; was lime inspector for
he cried.
“if you several
“Yes,”
Griffin,
says
years, and was a member of the
>y the foliowingjnamed passengers, viz.:
will promise not to play any more jokes board of selectmen when the iron
bridge
Thomas Farrow, Benj. Griffin, G. B.
onus.” He promised, but his promise was erected that crosses Goose river
Merrill, W. L. Torry, F. Patterson, L.
didn’t hold out and he kept at his old stream and, in fact, laid the foundation
and construction outside of the iron
S. Straw, Charles Webb, Elisha Webu,
tricks.
which was furnished by the Berlin Bridge
John Webb, P. L. Webb, G. C. C. Fitts,
Co.
He was vigorous and emphatic and
From Valparaiso we hau a very pleasJoseph Hanson, Wm. Short, S. S. Short,
ant time until we reached the Golden always conscientious, endeavoring to do
A. E. Raynes, R. B. Cram. Joseph Day,
right as he saw it. He was an honorary
where we arrived July 19, 1849, member of St. Paul’s
J. O. Pierce, Prince Thomas, C. W. Gate,
lodge, F. and A.
and anchored off the shore where the M., and of Keystone Royal Arch chapBartlett, W. B. Carr, John Pratt, R. L.
city now stands. There were no wharves ter of Camden. He was interested in
Hall, L. T. Peck, John Pollard, A. Kirkthen.
There were several American educational affairs. Four of his children
A.
B.
were successful school teachers. Mr. InDecrow,
patrick, S. Pettingill,
vessels at anchor loaded with lumber, graham was bor in what is now known
oseph Leavitt, G. T. Crabtree, J. P.
etc., whose crewe had skedaddled to the as West Rockport, then Ingraham’s CorDyer, F. H. Folansbee, James Casey, J. mines and left
them without any help to ner, in the town of Camden, June 15,
W.
Dudley, G. Dudley, S. C. Burnll,
1828, and is survived by four sons and
The officers of one three
discnarge
cargoes.
H. Weeks, B. Bradford, J. Shemm, A.
daughters, as follows; Mr. Edwin
vessel seeing so many on our deck came Ingraham, Townsend, Wash.; J. W. InJ. Hubbard, Wm. Griffin, J. H. Hall,
on board to see if they couldn’t hire par- graham, Jr., Camden; Enos E. IngraAndrew Bean, Luther Gunnel, A. H.
ties to assist in discharging.
When ham, Rockport; Ralph Ingraham, AnyJohnson, A. G. Brown, R. H. Brown, A.
British Columbia; Mrs. Nancy J.
asked “How much?” the answer was ox,
Samble.
Tribou, Rockport; Mrs. Sarah Buzzell,
$12 a day. Oh my, that souhded grand, Simonton; and Mrs. Annie Dean, RockThe most noted persons among the
as many of us had worked the fall beport, who has tenderly and carefully
of
were
W.
H.
Weeks
Unity,
jassengers
fore harvesting for 75 cents a day and in cared for him for several years. The
and
funeral services were held at his late
Benj.
county attorney of Waldo,
so many ports we
had spent home Dec. 2d.
Griffin of Belfast, ex-editor of The Re- visiting
most of our change and were dead broke.
publican Journal, who will be mentioned So
Capt. Howard H. Arey, who died Nov.
many of the passengers hired to
ater.
We had not been out more than
26th at his home, Elm Farm, in North
work at discharging.
36 hours, making fine headway, when it
Bucksport, aged 74 years, 4 months and
The town had begun to grow, was 18
days was the last one of a large family
was discovered that all of the water was
covered with tents, shacks, and quite a of 12 children, 11 of whom grew to manilthy excepting a few' hogsheads. This number of
hood
and womanhood.
He was born at
reputable buildings and busi
aused a great commotion among the
the Center on a farm now owned by
ness houses.
At that time when an artiFrank Curtis. He married Celia Daley of
passengers and the officers and a meetcle of merchandise was over plenty one
Bucksport, and they first resided near
ng was called to see whether we Bhould
could hardly give it away, and if scanty, Chiprnan’s Crossing. This home
was
turn about and go to Belfast to replenby lightning and burned,and Capt.
prices soared to the clouds. For instance, struck then
sh or be put on an allowance of one pint
Arey
bought Eim Farm in North
tobacco was a drug and I saw quite a
Der day until we could reach the nearest
Bucksport, where he lived until his death.
nice building underpinned with old fash- Capt. Arey was probably one of the best
port on our way. All were so anxious to ioned
kegs of tobacco. On the other known sea captains of his day and had
go ahead that everyone voted to be put
At
hand soda was scarce and was only to be hosts of friends on the sailing craft.
on the allowance of a pint a day.
the early age of 17 years he assumed
The
had at the expensive price of $16 per
command of the schooner Yankee; next
officers then steered for Porto Rico, where
pound. About where the center of the the schooner Martin, then the schooners
we arrived in good order.
We anchored
city now stands was a frog and rush Mexican, William Cobb and William E.
about 100 rods from the shore (no
He went a few seasons as pilot
of about 1 1-2 acres, where all the Leggett.
of sailing vessels on the southern coast
wharves then) and it took some four pond
rubbish was thrown. After 4 or 5 days and as
pilot with Capt. F. C. Homer and
'ays to replenish the water. (The
sojourn there most of us took passage in then as master of steamer Penobscot and
trouble with the water was that it had
steamer Katahdin of the B. & B. S. S.
a Dutch schooner, in which we had hardly
Deen put in oil barrels that had had lime
line.
His last command was as captain
standing room, (passage $25) fot Sacre- on the steamer
City of Bangor of the B.
put in to clean them and it had not been
mento, and then scattered to the four & B. S. S. Co. Capt. Arey gave excel:aken out, which made the water a com-

“It’s a Pleasure
to Bake with a

ONE damper movement

winds.

the pasThe surf ran

course

Reverting to the many incidents on
shipboard, there was one among the
One of
many that was tragic indeed.
the passengers was a perfect gentleman
ordinarilly but at every port we made

sengers would go ashore.
high small boats couldn’t land and the
.atives would wade out and take us on

so

their shoulders to the shore. One of
the passengers who weighed nearly 200
pounds got on the back of a slim native
and a roller upset them and doused them

he would get a bottle of booze and while
that lasted he was a devil incarnate, ripand

ping
making
singing

under water.
When the old fellow came
up he was swearing like a trooper. The
sky was blue with his oaths as he wadlied ashore.
We made sail in due

being

out

were

getting

for

short

in

good

and

we

headed for

replenish, arriving there

season.

light

fine speech and treated us to
When he sat
very nice wine.

and said

come on

speech

W.

“I

Weeks,

H.

though

arms as

he

was

going

to

dry

Macbeth, he who

This caused

tho Ssnlint'Ck’o

a

give

disappeared. I have never
by learned whether Benjamin Griffin, exThe hulk had

membered Governor Kent’s election

a rousing majority,
when some of the
Papers headed the election returns as
*
above.
We had a fine time in the city for
three days, going to theatres, etc., and

editor of The Journal, who

such great respect for him.
Mr. Griffin did not return to

When off tht Falkland Islands in a ter-

gale ann a pi ch
captain’s son, Edward,
old, and
was at

was

the

dark
who

was

in the"! ma'.-’-i

wheel)

came

on

night

cherish-

city,
long
had

Belfast.

“The History of rhe Press of Maine,”
edited by Joseph Griffin and published in
Brun=wiek, Me., in 1872, after mention

the

18 yesr3

of Mr Griffin’s departure for California
edited the Provisays: “He hae since
dence Daily Post and now conducts the
N. Y., Democrat. His edi-

watchfwho

deck, looked

the binnacle, slid down to the leeward
and pitched overboard. In the darkness

at

Syracuse,

torials in The Journal were distinguished
by vigor of thought and simplicity of
style.” Mr. Griffin died March 14, 1874,
in Fayetteville, N. Y.

and the raging storm nothing could be done to save him. He was
a nice
young man and his death caused a

night

shipboard. We continued on
Cape about 60 degrees
south. After doubling the Cape we had
fine weather until we reached Valparaiso,
where we spent four days looking over
the city and riding horseback out into
the country. There was an English and

was

ed by all on board, returned to your
but presume he did. I would go a
way to plant flowers on his grave, I

then set sail southward.
rible

note Mr. Dinamore says:
record of the voyage in a

late date. I stored the book in an old
dismantled hulk in a chest of tools and
clothing, and when I came to look for it
two years.later nothing was to be found.

hurrah

nucaorinroro

a

book which recorded many incidents of
the voyage that I cannot recall at this

Maine went hell-bent
For Governor Kent.

and sat down.

personal
kept a daily

In

something grand, and said

of the

For Heaven’s sake

Palermo, Me.

ex-county attorney, got up, threw out

rnm

cabin,
of the

a

down after his

(

our
one

says nay, dam thee. That sobered the
fellow, we had no more trouble with him.
Thomas Dinsmoke.

at

some

us

when

When another passenger grabbed
a dirk that he happened to have in his
berth, swinging it about in the lamp

that port. He was very gentlemanly to all of us. He called a meeting
of all the passengers at a large hall,

his

shouting,

provisions fight.

We met there Ex-Governor Kent of
was the United States con-

made

terrible racket in

and

was

passengers
up, when he bounced out of his berth
with fists doubled up as though he would

Maine, who
sul

tearing.

says:

and after

time fresh

some

Rio Janeiro to

time,

a

One night he

sadness on

and doubled the

We
an American man-of-war in port.
had among the passengers a Quartette
Club from Bangor, who hired a hall and
The men from
gave a rousing concert.
the naval vessels attended, while the citizens, who wanted to hear Yankee Doodle played by American Yankees, crowded the hall. The concert was a great
The aforesaid W. H. Weeks
success.
was a very lively person and always

can•Edward Kent of Bangor wan the Whig
1838-7-8 9didate for Governor in the yearn
1837
and
1840.
in
elected
wan
and

•40-“l.

COUGHS AND COLDS ARE

DAN-

GEROUS.
and
Few of un realize the danger of Coughn
and harmColda. We consider them common
ing ailments. However statistics tell ua every
third person dies of a lung ailment. DsngerI OUS Bronchial and Lung diseases follow a neglected cold. As your body struggles against
had than Dr.
cold germs, no better aid can be
has been
King’s New Discovery. Its merit
tested by old and young. In use over 46 years.
Get a bottle today. Avoid the rink of serious

[

Lung ailment.

Druggists.

UU TUU UHEAU THE UULUV
Borne people enjoy cold weather, take

!

pleasure in winter sports and the keen
air calls the pink to their cheeks and the
red to their lips.
Others shrink from
cold and turn blue at the least exposure
to frosty air.
The difference is in the blood. Rich,
red blood warms the body.
Every long
breath of pure cold air increases tlieoxyof
the
carries
to
it
pen
system.
everypart
Thin blood is unable to take up the lifesustainingoxygen. The body lacks nourishment and tiie sufferer is always cold,
takes a chill easily and is miserable all

FARMERS’ INSTITUTES.

One ot Interest to Our Readers.

Dec. 10th. 10.30 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.,
White Oak Grange hall, Warren.
Dec. 11th, 10.30 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Evening Star Grange hah, Washington.
The following program will be given
Pure Bred
at each of these meetings:
Stock, John F. Buker, Bowdoinham;
Corn Growing, E. E Additon, Greene;
Horse Breeding, R. G. Hynicka, Leba-

firmed after six years.
I. W. Cross, retired

Belfast,
from

in

for

a

/-uZc/Lc/H

BURNHAM,

■

Notary Public,

so.

or

and

they

cured the attack

just

as

quickly

REAL

Willing

—the

j

same

Petition for

In the matter of
Thomas O. Shields,

Discharge.

)
In

Bankruptcy.

the

foregoing petition,

it is

duly adjudicated Bankrupt:

and that

Referee
Bankruptcy.
Bangor, Maine, December 3,1916.
in

Belfast depart.
Citypoint.
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Cottages, Farms,

Waldo.
Brooks.
Knox.
Thorndike.

j

Corroboration.

Mimmer Homes and Unity.

Winneccok.
Burnham, arrive.
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I

Belfast, Me. \

Pythian Mock,
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Belfast, arrive6
* Flag station
Lim'ted tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5 25 from Belfast.
H. D. W ALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
G. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager. Portland Maine.

to

desiring
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MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
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LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

Searsport, Bucksport. Winterport
Bangor.
Returning: Leave India Wharf, Boston,Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays at 5.00
Leave Bangor, Mondays, Wednesdays,
p m.
Thursdays and Saturdays for Boston and in-

start

Water Powers

Unlimited Raw Material

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE

AND

STEAMSHIPS NORTH LAND AND NORTH
STAR.

Good Farming Land

REDUCED FARES IN EFFECT—$3.00 TO
NEW YORK.
REDUCED STATEROOM PRICES,
Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 6.00 p. m.
FRED

Farms,Sites

for Summer Hotels

ALL THE WAY BY WATER

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attentions

are

addressed to any agent* of
or to

when

W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

the

MAINE CENTRAL,

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

MAINE

The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics la

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

i

For Sale

—

the First Meeting of his Creditors will bi
Dunton
& Morse
held at the office of
Savings Bank Building, in Belfast, Maine, oi
the 17th day of December. A. D. 1916, at tei
o’clock in the forenoon, at which time anc
place the said Creditors may attend, provi
their claims, appoint a Trustee, examine th<
Bankrupt, and transact such other business ai
may properly come befi

Investigated

that Mr. Cross has twice

[astern

j

Bankrupt’s

ukLI-asti
AM

Titles

OVER SIX YEARS LATER, Mr, Cross said:
‘‘I stiji consider Doan’s Kidney Pills to be the
best kidney medicine to be had.
I confirm all
I have previously said in iheir praise.”
Price 60c at all dealers. Don't simply ask
for a kidney ren edy—get Doan's Kidney Pills

j

E S ATE

as

before.”

A

On and after Sept. 26. 1915, trains connecting
at Burrinam and Waterville wit:, through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, wil run as follows:

9

w

Chester A. Frost and Calvin Fox lefl
BANGOR LINE
Monday on a business trip to Harmony.
Turbine Steel Steamships Belfast and CamMrs. Ralph Baxter of Burnham is
spending the day (Thursday) with hei ! den.
j Leave Belfast Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursaunt, Mrs. Anna Stephenson.
and Saturdays at 2.00 p. m., for Camden,
Everett Hurd returned Sunday to U- ol ! days
i Rockland and Boston. Leave Belfast Tuesdays,
M.,after a visit in town with his mother 1 Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at 7.30 a.
Mrs. Maud Hurd.—Pittsfield Advertiser.
and
m., for

mon was

of

ORRIN J,DICKEY,! MAINE CENIRAL RAILROAD
BELFAST AND

working around my yard and probably
overdid myself, which brought on another
acute attack. I again used Doan’s Kidney Pilis

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.
As

Olivet Sulky Plows
AT THE

SPECIAL PRICE OF

$39.00
JACKSON & HALL'S

Odd Fellows block.

BIGGEST
tunity

BARGAIN IN MAINE.

BELFAST. MAINE.

In all

Courts.!

Probate

For
a

I am

L1BBT
DENTIST,

prepared

to do all kinds of

Furniture and piano moving

DR. ft C.

a

CHAS. M. H ILL,
Tel 306

prompt

attention.

Telephone

specialty.

connection.

W. W. BLAZO,

Belfast, M.e

126 Waldo
I

Avenue,{Belfast.

Sears port Ave.

NOTICE.

trucking,

Leave orders at the staoie. corner of Main
and Cross streets, and they will receive

.

Sale

Sand and travel delivered at
reasonable pi ice.

TRUCKING

practki
2tf

37 Main Street,

POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE
6 No. Michigan Avenue. CHICAGO

Oppor-

knocks only once; your great
chance for prosperity and satisfaction is to
BUY NOW the beautiful home known as the
Robbins-Frank Berry-Heagan farm.
Frank Grady, caretaker; no trespassing under penalty of law. Address
F. E. ELKINS, 131 Eureka street,
36tf
San Francisco, California.

Attorney at Law
specialty.

Shop Notes Department (HO Pages) contains
Practical Hints for Shop \\ ork and u-y wa;.s lor the
layman to do things around the li u:
Amateur Mechanics (17 Pages) for the Hoys rind
Girls who like* to make tilings 'ells howto m.koW'iris
less and Telegraph Outfits. Engines, Pouts. Snowshoes, Jewelry. Heed Furnitup*, etc. Co; tin- instructions for the Mechanic,(. umper and Sportsman.
The

Farm for Sale

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

a

[ Written So You Can Understand It

4 w48

Inquire of
RALPH H. HOWES.

Practice!

1/ HEP informed of the World’s Progress in
Engineering, Mechanics and Ir.vemion. E'or
Father and Son and All the Family. It appeals
to all classes—Old and Young- Men and W, men.
Itis the Favorite Magazine iu thousii; -in of
homes throughout the world. Our I-or* mil
Correspondents are constantly on th« u .i ii
for things new and interesting am! it is

iV-

$1.50 PER YEAR
SINGLE COPIES. 15c
Ordur from your nowodealer or dlroct from the publisher.
Sample copy will be sent on request.

-AT-

OFFICE
To let in

AAAGAZINB
300 ARTICLES-300 ILLUSTRATIONS
|

medicinal antiseptic for douehei
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lyd!a E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtin®
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority
Women who have been cured say
it is “worth its weight in gold.’’ At
druggists. 50c large box, or by mall
The Paxton Toilet Co.. Boston, Msa*
a

| lX [

Signature

day

j

j

1

was

PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.

Monday.

57 Miller street,
considerable trouble
aching hack. I had been
that way off and on for about a

So many people had
been cured of such troubles by Doan’s Kidney
Pills that I got a box. They acted like magic
and relieved my back in no time. Later on, I
work

prize

Mrs. Huldah Ramsey, who went tc
Belfast on Saturday, returned home or

a

farmer,

year and a half. Some of the attacks were so
severe that I was compelled to lay off from

non, Pa.; Poultry Raising, George V.
Smith, West Willington, Ct.; Honey
; Bees in the Orchard, O. B. Griffin, Carii bou.

of $5 will be given to any person from the audience who will give, in a
j ten-minute talk, the best method of til| lage for destroying witch-grass.
The public are cordially invited to attend.
R. G. Hynicka, who will talk on horse
i
breeding, is one of the best informed
men on his line of work, it is said, in the
! eastern part of the country. No person
interested in horse breeding can afford
1
to miss this opportunity to hear what he
will have to say. George B. Smith, who
will talk on poultry raising, is a very
able speaker. Those who have heard
him think he can give the most practical
talk on any phase of the poultry business of anyone in the country.
The three speakers from this State
are well
and favorably known, and all
who can should be present to hear theii
ralk on their special subjects.

Is situated on Washington street just oft Main street. I have single and
double hitches, bucbboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronage issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Iy28
U'. G. PRESTON, Proprietor.

had

says: *41
lame and

bothered

door.

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

and when it is

confirmed after a long lapse of time, even if
we hesitated to believe it at first hearing, we
feel secure in accepting its truth now. The
following experience of a Belfast man is con-

Dirigo Grange hall, Freedom.

A

repeating,

bears

news

oven

PRESTON’S

Yesterday,

Good

opening the

are

A TWICE-TOLD TALE

Dec. 8:h, at 10 a. m. and
1.30 p. m., a farmers’ institute was held
in Sebasticook Grange hall, Burnham.
Other institutes will be held as follows:
Dec. 9th, 10.30 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.,

or

equipped with gas ovens and gas
Magee Ranges
broilers, as well as open burners on top of the range.

r

Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be hac
lent service and was extremely trustupon the same on the 14th day of January
worthy and conscientious always. Hie A.
D 1916, before said Court at Portland, ir
surviving relatives are the widow; one said District, at ten o’clock in the forenoon
F.
Bennett
oi
daughter, Mrs. George
and that notice thereof be published in The
North Bucksport, anti two sons, Henry Republican Journal, a newaj aner printed ic
and
said District, and that all known creditors, anc
of
North
Herbert
Bicksport
Arey
may appear at the
Arey of Bucksport,and seven grandchil- other persons in interest,
and show cause, if any
dren.
Capt. Arey was a valued member said time and place,
the prayer of said petitionei
have,
why
they
of Floral grange and was always keenly
should not be granted.
interested in the welfare of the grange.
And it is further ordered by the Court, That
The funeral services we e held Sunday the Clerk shall send by mail to all known credafternoon from his late home and were ! itors copies of said petition and this order,
largely attended, Rev Henry Webb, addressed to them at their places of residence
pastor of the Congregational church oi as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
BuckRport, officiated. A. G. Ray and
of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
Miss Gladys Ray sang. The honorary Judge
at Portland, in said District, on the 4th day ol
bearers were Capt. Edward Rawley of
December, A. D. 1915.
the steamer Belfast of the B. & B. S. S.
of
the
Frank
Brown
and
JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
Capt.
Co.,
steamer Camden, and the bearers were
A true copy of petition and order thereon,
Capt. George Chipman, Capt. Merritt
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
Attest:
Smith, Capt. George C. Hopkins, Capt.
Sewell N. Crosby. There were many
beautiful floral offerings. Burial waB in
the family lot in Riverview cemetery in
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
North Bucksport. Among those from
In the District Court of the United Statef
out of town who attended the services
for the District of Maine.
Frank Brown and
were Capt. and Mrs
I
In the matter of Ray E.
Io Baokruptcy
of
Banand
Mrs.
Edward
Rawley
Capt.
j
Harmon, Bankrupt,
gor, Capt. and Mrs. A. A. Lowell and
of Ray-E. Harmon of Waldo
the
Creditors
To
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Lowell oi
in the County of Waldo and District aforeBucksport. Floral grange members essaid, a Bankrupt:
a
short
corted the body to the cemetery,
Notice is hereby given that on the 12th da]
distance from the
of June. A. D. 1916, the said Ray E. Harhome._

In Use For Over 30 Years

baking without stooping

roast or your

reading

For Infants and Children

it around five sides

of the oven. This means a hotter oven and saves your fueL
Magee glass oven doors make it possible to see the condition of your

Bankrupt, )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of th<
i District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine.
Thomas O. Shields of Winterport, in the
winter.
i County of Waldo and State of Maine, in saic
Thin blood fs largely the sufferer’s own District, respectfully represents, that on the
fault. It results from neglect, because | 30th day of October, last past, he was duly adthe blood can bebuiltup. Dr. Williams’ judged bankrupt under the Acts of Congrest
Pink Pills supply the elements that tho 1 relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly surren
and rights of property
blood needs to make it rich and red and dered all his property
and has fully complied with all the iequire
to enable it to carry more oxygen. Buildand
of the orders of Courl
Acts
said
ments of
ing up the red portion of the blood is touching his bankruptcy.
does
blood
not
but
because
thin
Wherefore he prays, That he may be desimple
call attention to itself it is often neglected. creed by the Court to have a full discharge
Have you seriously considered taking a from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy Acts, except such debt!
rourse of treatment with these bloodare excepted by law from such discharge.
making pills? If you are in doubt write as Dated
this 2nd day of December, A.D. 1915
for information.
THOMAS O. SHIELDS.
Your own druggist sells Dr. Williams’
Bankrupt.
Pink Pills and the Dr. Williams MediORDER uF NOTICE THEREON.
cine Co., Schenectady, N. Y., will send
you a booklet “Building Up the Blood” District of Maine, ss.
free on reyuest.
On this 4th day of December, A.D. 1915, on

CASTOR IA

throws the entire heat ihrough the

special Magee Sheet Flues, and sends

Forty-

Of

ff

Magee -7
Range” 7

-j

j

plete whitewash.)

flf

Guaranteed work In
ny

and Shan tooley.

Chiropody, Manicur*
Also

Facial Work.

Full line oi all kinds ol Pair Work at ay
parlors
32U

over

Shlro’s More, Phopolx Row.
MISS EVIE HOLMES.

MAIL YOUR CHRISTMAS PARCELS
EARLY.

SEARSPORT.

Give Furniture

11 Mrs. A. G. ClosBon left Saturday for New
York.

George Murphy left .Monday
to

Boston.

to

M. A. Clark|left last week
Bangor and Dexter.

on a

on a

business

Holiday Gift

No

Reflects Your Good Taste and

Patten.

JUDGMENT.

Stevens has resumed his position
the Eastern Steamship Co. pier

James D.
as

assistant at

Our store is a veritable Fazaar of Christmas GIFT-GIVING Suggestions. The
refined elegance and wide variety of these suggestions will surprise and delight you. But it is important that you make your selections as early as possible while assortments are at their best. All goods will be stored free of

for the winter.

Cunningham and family moved last
H., where they
Saturday to Rochester,
Omar

reside in the future.

will

Splendidly

so

Washington. Dec. 2. Draft of an adminisshipping bill to take the place of the

If SELECTIONS

sion

OR RESERVATIONS

WE WILL DELIVER ANY TIME YOU SAY.
--I

Mro

W

-I

MntthdVH

of

North

Mr.
cut

Light Your Home

Let Us

are

Exclusive

feeble.
Miss Carlon will be “at home” to the friends
of both societies in the Conference room from
3 to 5 p. m Saturday, Dec. 11th. A silver tea
will be served for the benefit of the Guild of
the Congregational church. All are cordially
invited to be present, with their f iends.
and Second Cong’l pulpits were
occupied last Sunday by Prof. Calvin M. Clark
of Bangor. While in town Prof Clark was the
guest of Mr. and J. H. Duncan. Next Sunday

Lamps

REED SEWING ROCKERS

LADIES DESK AND DESK CHAIR
LADIES £ EWING BASKETS

WATTING AND CEDAR CHESTS
SEWING MACHINES
RECORD CABINETS
DINNER SETS
OIL AND COAL HEATERS
BOOK RACKS AND BOOK CASES

Mrs. Angie M., wife of Capt. Charles H.
Gilkey, passed away Friday evening, Dec. 3d,
after a long illness of heart trouble. She * as
of

C. Gilkey of Nevada,
survives,
Mo. She was a most estimable woman and
leaves a large circle of friends to mourn their
loss. The funeral services were held at her
late home Monday, Rev. James Ainslee of the
but

The bearers were
M. E. church officiating.
Capt. J. P. Butman, Capt. Amos Nichols, Capt.

\CASE

|

SWANVILLE
The schools in town

etery.
by Mrs. Josepn u.
Sweetser at her home on Howard street was
the first of a number of these social occasions
Tea

Silver

given

members of the

planned by

Congregational

attractive parlors of
the Sweetser home.were well filled with guests.
Conversation, needlework and a delightful
Guild.

From 3 to 5 the

Edison

concert

were

Tea

enjoyed.

and

a

variety of fancy cakes were served in the
dining room, Mrs. Chester L. Bailey and Mrs.
Edson W. Fletcher, assisted by the Misses
Evelyn Young and Bernice McCaslin, presiding
Six dollars in
at the daintily appointed table.
silver resulted from the
noon.

Saturday

On

will entertain in
of

a

pleasantly spent

next

similar

Miss Oiilia
manner

vestry from
cordial invitation is extended,
room

is

the

after-

Carlon

in the Social

3

until 5.

A

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
Grange, Freedom, at its regular
meeting, Dec. 4th, elected the following officers for the ensuing year: Master, J. W. Libby; Overseer, Henry McCorrisor.; Lecturer,
Belle Penny; Steward, D. R. McGray; Assistant
Steward, E. W. Downer; Chaplain, Anne
Murch; Treasurer, J. H. Vose; Secretary, Annie Clement; Gate Keeper, George Nickiess;
Ceres, Annie Lioby; Pomona, Lizzie MeCorrison; Flora, Susie Downer;.L. A. A. Steward,

Dirigo

Stephen Clark,
L. Pinkbam and James Toby were chosen

sisters
H.

refreshments.

the

short recess
program.
the Grange was placed in the hands of the
lecturer: Reading, Alice Parmenter; question
for the sisters, “Name ten useful things needcommittee

ed in the

After

on

a

house," and

useful things

for the men, “Name ten
about the out-buildings."

the annual meeting of Seaside Grange
last Friday evening officers were elected as
follows: Worthy master, Miss Lucy A. Cochran; worthy overseer, George W. Miller;
worthy treasurer, J. Earl Braley; worthy sec-

a

The

CENTER.

How’s

This?

began Monday.

We offer Une Hundred Dollars Reward for
any cpse of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
vheir house.
Hall's Catarrh Cure has been taken by catarThe Industrial Clubs sale will be held Dec 14th; ; rh sufferers for the past thirty-five years, and
| has become known as the most reliable remedy
if stormy, the first fair night.
j for Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure acts thru
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Neally of Monroe ; the Blood on the Mucous surfaces, expelling
the Poison from the Blood and healing the
were Sunday guests of Mrs. SarahBriggs.

his family into

Abraham Curtis has moved

After you have taken Hall’s Catarrh Cure
for a short t’me you will see a great improvement in your general health. Start taking
Hall's Catarrh Cure at once and get rid of
Send for testimonials, free.
catarrh
F J. CHENEY & Co Toledo, Ohio
So’d by all Druggists 75c.

Mrs. Everett Nickerson of Belfast was in
Swanville and Monroe last week visiting relatives.
are extended to Mr. and
Harry Clements of Monroe, who were
married Nov. 24th.

Congratulations

and Mrs.

Quite
tended

a

goodly
play

the

number from this town

at-

!
I

removes

tbe

cause

by driving

out

Can you think of

|

|

self-get

an

easier way to provide money for Christmas presents?
Join yourjoin. Show this to your friendsand get them to join.

everyone else to

Everybody is welcome to join.
The Christmas Club opens Monday December 27th and you can join
til January 22nd. Call and let us tell you all about our plan.

now or any

time

un-

MAKE YOUR CHRISTMAS A MERRY ONE.

;

FARM BUILDINGS

BURNED IN UNITY.

Nation” in
well pleased with it.
“The Birth of

a

j
|

|

Somebody
Happy

I

I

f
J

I
|

We have a complete line
of Kodaks at prices to fit

I|*

any purse. Come and see
them or send for catalog.

Chase &

|

|I

f

I oak.

! ST
I

We have

a

Send
To

line

ui

wi

tie

ivuiy

is the largest ever shown
in Belfast. Start a set for
her.
They are all stock
patterns, you can add to£
it any time you wish.
Prices to suit your Pocketbook.

Thermos Bottles and Hot
Water Bottles, both rrtake
useful and sensible

!

gifts.

Don’t fail to see our 25
and 50c Tables, they are
full of good things.

vv e

We are better prepared to fill all wants
in all lints than ever before.

arorth.

Organized October 25,

j

1904.

Dress

Capital StocK. ..$ 50.000 00
Surplus.. 12.500 00
8.292 92
276.629 01
Demand Deposits. 201,255 09
Jertilicates of Deposit. 21.002 01
357 79
I'rust Department.
Jndivided Profits
savings Deposits

i

i

Flanders. In Northport, December 4, Miss
Izner F. Flr.nders, aged 65 years.
Grant. In Belfast, December 5, Wilder S.
Grant, aged 69 years.
Gilkey. In Searsport, December 3, Mrs.
Angeline M., wife of Capt. Charles H. Gilkey,
aged 59 years, 4 months and 11 days.
Harvey. In Rockland, ■'.ovember29, Robert
K. Harvey, a native of Stoniugton, aged 73
years, 1 month, and 9 ays.
Hadlock
In Boston, November 26, Mrs.
Alexeiie L, widow of Harvey D. riadlock,
Esq., aged 70 years, 6 months and 11 days.
Ingraham. In Rockport, November 30, Job
W.

RESOURCES.

Simpson, aged 1 year.
In Bucksport, November 24, Mrs.
Mary I£. Smith, aged 91 years, 1 month, 28
days.
In Seal Harbor, November 22,
Smallidge
Ruth C., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Smallidge, aged 9 years, 4 months, 22 days.

jOflnu on

)v.

cirafta.
'tocks and Bonds.
kus> Investments.
teal Estate Investment..
teal Estate Foreclosure.
J i’urnrcure and Fixtures.
< ’ash on Deposit.
< ’ash on Hand.
<

>

W.

Stimpson,

days.

In Belfast, December 4, Walter
aged 55 years, 7 months and 24

“H

Candies

71 J-2

162.039 90

Very Truly Yours,

357 79
27 442 07
23,989 84
2.000 00
22,<84 35
23,235 51

CARLE & JONES.
Red Cross *>eals for Sale Here.

$570‘036 82
I. E VERNON.
Bank Commissioner.

(Signed)

BLANKETS
BLANKETS

Established 1826.

!

BLANKETS ||
FOR CHRISTMAS QIFTS.
White, Qrey

and

Fancy.

Prices 69c. to

$5.00.

Carle & Jones.
CARD OF THANKS

It is with hearts full of gratitude and appreciation that we extend our thanks to the many
friends and neighbors who rendered us assistance

and

sympathy

in

our

recent bereavement

and for the beautiful display of flowers.
Mrs. C. H. Howard,
Mr. A. W. Cummings,
Mr. C. A. Cummings,
Sadie Cummings,
Grace and William Patterson.

Machinists wanted
First class

You are invited to inspect the stock of HIGH GRADE
GOODS which we have selected for the

I

Holiday Season
See the

new patterns in Watches.
Clocks, Cut Glass.
Sterling and Silver Plate, Fine Leather Goods.

f

Very truly yours,

Beatrice
Smith

Stimpson.

We urge you to “Come in and look around”
whether you are a purchaser or not.

and Discou nts.^
Mortgages of Real Estate. 53,737 3: I

_,oans

Ingraham

Jones In Union, December 1, Ulysses G.
Jones, a^ed 45 ye irs.
Miller. In Brookline, Mass., November 28.
Isabella Kimball, widow of Charles H, Miller,
formerly of Belfast, aged 89 years.
i arks. In PittefR-ld December 4. Llewellyn
Parks, aged 67 years; 2 months and 9 days.
Pendleton. In Islesboro, November 30,
Katherine Isabel, infant daughter, of Mr. and
Mrs. S D. Pendleton.
Simpson.
In Criehaven, November 24,

Patterns, Silk,

Silk and Wool, Wool, Silk Petticoats, Silk Sweaters, Silk, Lingerie and Crepe de
Chine Waists, Neckwear, Aprons, Boudoir
Caps, Bathrobes, Bath, obe Blankets, Travelling Cases for -Wen
and Women, Side Combs, Back Combs, Barettes,
Necklaces, Pendants, Bags, Leather and Metal, Baby
Blankets, Silk Hosiery, Wool Caps and Scarfs, etc.

LIABILITIES.

At

Store Full of Them

nave

an

exclusive line

of Xmas booklets, from lc
to 25c each that must be
seen to be appreciated. Sta-

tionery always makes

an

rp-

preciable gift.
We have an extensive line
from 25c to $1.50 a box,
put up in holiday packages.
All shapes, sizes and colors,
you are bound to find sometning that will please you.

City Drug
READ &

Store

HILLS, Props,

P. 0. SQUARE, BELFAST. ME,
Mail orders promptly attended to.

Greetings

Are you looking for Gifts both Practical and
Useful, WE HAVE THEM.

machinists and lathe finishinf

Apply
lathe hands.
Waterville Iron Works, Waterville, Maine

I

and

;

j

IWe
;

!

Everything
Goods, Traveling Cases,
Sewing Cases, Collar
Bags, Bridge Whist sets,
Card Cases, Pocketbooks
i

and

Bill

Folds.

We

bought one lot of leather
samples from a large jobbing house that we are
selling for less than wholesale prices.
Don’t fail to

see

our

and 50c Tables.
are

25c

They

full of good things.

shall be pleased to show you.

CHASE

&

Something

DOAK.

For

All

GLASSWARE

;

CHINA

|

CANDY

RIBBON
NECKWEAR

SWANVILLE.

TOILET ARTICLES
POST CARDS AND BOOKLETS, EITC.
ALSO LARGE ASSORTMENT OE

T. Nickerson was the week en(
guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. J, Nickerson in Bel
fast.
Mrs.

G.

USEFUL THINGS.

and Mrs. Albert Cunningham visitec
her mother, Mrs. Emery Marden, in Prospec
Mr.

L. J.

Sunday.
W, E. Damm and niece, Hazel Nicker'
guests of Mrs. D’s. sister, Mrs. S
Greeley and family, in Hampden Iasi

D.

5, 10 AND 25 CENT STORE,

were

week.

POTTLE’S

Successor to H. Davis’

Mrs.
son,

Church Street,

Mrs. Charles R. Nickerson and soi
Milton went to Portland last Friday, when
they will be guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. Eugeni

Hay ford Block,

Belfast, Maine.

Mr. and

For Sale

N ickerson for several days.
John Tripp, wife and baby from MassachU'
setts, are still guests of his parents, Mr. an<
Mrs. Augustus Tripp. Mr. and Mrs. Tripp ha(
all their children and grandchildren to eai
Thanksgiving dinner with them.
Miss Katherine Mertaugh, who had beei
boarding with Mrs, Luella Nickerson for thi
past 17 weeks, has so far recovered her healtl
as

^^^1^03t^nothIng^^toM<^rounc^anc^yo^^»r^^Jwayi^jjjreicome^^|

of all kinds.

NOVELTIES

Leather

n

Jewelry

PRICES THE VERY LOWEST

lw
v/ur

Christmas

Everybody and Offer Christmas Suggestions.

Executive Board:
James H. Howes, Orlando E. Frost, Ralph
L. Cooper, Wilmer J. Dorman, John R. Dunton,
William H. Hall, M. L Slugg, Ralph D. South-

|

--

XMAS GIFTS

Supplies

CARLE & JONES

Orlando E. Frost, Albert Pierce, Wilmer J.
Dorman, John R. Dunton, James H. Howes,
William H. Hall, Raiph L. Cooper, William
Farwell, A. K. Paul, Ralph D South worth, M.
L. Slugg, Wm. L. West, A. M. Shibles, H..N.
McDougall, S. M. R. Locke, A. E, Kilgore,
Amos W. Knowlton.

roy Fickett.

I
|

1915.

November 11,

)rlando E. Frost, President,
M. L. Slugg. Vice President,
Wilson Ellis, Treasurer,
T. Frank Parker, Asst. Treasurer.

$570,036 82

4

Will
Make

Knight-Jenkins. In Rockport, November
27, by R^v. D. P. Phlan, Herbert Knight and
Mrs Grace M. Jenkins, both of R. ckport.
In Belfast, December
Davis-Knowlton.
7. by Rev. Arthur E. Wilson, Mr. George
Winslow Davis of Los Angeles, Calif, and
&liss Louise Marian Knowlton of Belfast.

Castine, November 25, Mrs.
Margaret d. Brown, aged 72 years, 4 months,
15 days.
Chase. In West Winterport, November 29,
Wellington Chase, aged 78 years
Craig. In Belfast, December 7, Mrs. Susan
M. Craig, ageu 80 years and 3 months.
Cummings. In Waldo, December 1, Mr. Erastus G. Cummings, aged 81 years and 8 months.
Cunninghmam. In Searsport, December 1,
Mrs. Harriet A., widow of William Cunningham, aged 78 years and 5 months.
Fickett In Thorndike, November 26, Le-

_

!

I

Waldo Trust Company, Belfast.

Bennett-Cook. In Searsmont, November
23, by Rev. J. N. Palmer, Chester Bennett of
Searsmont and Miss Mabel Cook of Barre, Vt.
Daniels-Leach. In Union, December 1, by
Rev. W. H. Jackson, William U. Daniels of
Union and Miss Alice S. Leach of South Union.
Gray-Stubbs. In Brewer, November 24, by
Rev. J
A. Weed, Haskell I). Gray and Miss
Sarah C. Stubbs, both of Bucksport.
Hawes-Nickerson, In Belfast, December
5. by Rev. Arthur A. Blair, Harold D. Hawes
and Beulah E. Nickerson, both of Stockton

Brown.

1

| A Christmas Kodak

TRUST COMPANY

Statement of the Condition of the

DIED.

j
j

f

WALDO

Springs.

_

Fire destroyed th entire set of farm buildBelfast and were
| ings in Unity owned by Charles C Fowler
ab<
ut 1 o’clock last Saturday morning, with an
Sympathy is expressed for Miss Sadie Cum- estimated loss of $15,000
and insurance of only
mings in the death of her father as it leaves $4000. Mrs. Fowler discovered the fire in the
She has been a devoted daughter
barn
then
her alone.
which
had
evidently been
j
burning for sometime. She immediately
to her parents.
aroused the other members of the family who
e scaped safely, hut could save practically nothMr. and Mrs. H. P. White of Swanville, Mr.
ing as the fire quickly caught on the house.
and Mrs. Wm. Small, Mr. arid Mrs. Gilbert and
I The loss included 21 head of thoroughbred
daughter were gueste of Mr. and Mrs. Wilder cattle, five horses, a fleck of hens, several pigs,
I 3000 bushels of potatoes, 3,000 bushels of grain,
Parker of Monroe Dec. 3d.
many new up-to date farming implements.inMiss Margery Walker, who has been with cluding a gasoline engine, and all the household furnishings. The buildings were thorMrs. E, H. Littlefield is at home with her par.
oughly modern in every way, Mr. Fowler havents, Mr. and Mrs. George Walker of Monroe, ing made many
improvements during the prefor a week.
sent year.
The cause is unknown.

Is Your Rheumatism
a Weather Prophet?

trouble and

50c each week for 50 weeks and two weeks before Christmas

$25.25.

rRUSTEES:

diseased portions.

Many people suffer the tortures of
lame muscles and stiffened joints because
of impurities in the blood, and each succeeding attack seems more acute until
rheumatism has invaded the whole system.
To arrest rheumatism it is quite as important to improve your general health as
to purify your blocxVfand the cod liver oil
in Scott’s Emulsion is nature’s great blopdmaker, while its medicinal nourishment
strengthens the organs to expel the
impurities and upbuild your strength.
Scott's Emulsion is helping thousands
every day who could not find other relief.
Refuse the alcoholic substitutes.

the unnatural poisons. The use of one bottle
will convince you that further suffering from
rheumatism is needless.
,-r—-

amount each week you may do so

Payments must be made every week or may be made in advance
for any number of weeks.

MARRIED.

|

rheumatTsm ARRESTED

It is a sin to be a slave to the agonies of
rheumatism whenever the weather change*.
For 50 cents A. A. Howes & Co. or any druggist will sell you a bottle of Rheuma. Use as
directed and your pains will soon disappear.
Rheuma will put your kidneys and bowels in
perfect condition. It gets to the seat of all the

are

equal

mas you

of Hyomei will show an
short time there should
from catarrh
Its action

Shoe Situation.

Conservatism has practically disappeared in
the footwear markets, buyers being prompted
to operate on a larger scale by the high position of leather, which portends a further upturn in shoe values. Nearly all manufacturers
have sufficient business booked to insure full
working schedules for some time to come, the
chief obstacle being the small availabie4supplies
of certain grades of leather.—Dun’s Review
Dec. 4th.

so.

In Class 100, the payments are $1.00 each week for 50 weeks and two weeks before Christwill receive a check for $50.50.

i

lasting.

and

to pay an

In Class 50, the payments

Billings
In Stonington, November 21, to
Mr. and Mrs. Almon C. Billings, a daughter.
Bonzey. In Bucksport, November 23, to
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Bonzey, a son.
Coombs. In Stonington. November 23, to
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest E. Coombs, a daughter.
Robertson. In Vermont, November —, to
Mr. and Mrs. ’.Harry Robertsop, formerly of
Belfast a son—Richard Adams.
Smith. In Vinalhaven, November 30, to
Mr. and Mrs. W. Adelbert Smith, a daughter.
White. In Rockland, November 28, to Mr.
and Mrs. Leon J. White, a son —Leon, Jr.

™

CR IAS 1 PAYMENTS.

At

retary, Mrs. Lura H. Ritchie; worthy lecturer,
Mrs. Dora J. Bridges; worthy chaplain, Mrs.
Nettie M. Merrithew, worthy steward, Sumner Bridges; assistant steward, Harold McKeen; lady assistant steward, Mrs. Ida Aborn;
gate keeper, Roy E. Sholes; Ceres, Mrs. Clara
Lunt; Pomona, Mrs. George W. Miller; Flora,
Louisa Lynn. An interesting program has
been prepared for the meeting tomorrow, Friday, evening.

further trouble

prefer

you will receive a check for

You take no risk in buying Hyomei. A complete outfit is inexpensive, but if after using
you can say that it has not helped you A A.
Howes & Co. will return your money.
What
otder treatment for catarrh is sold under a
like
this?
guarantee

Gertrude Libby.
Branch Mills Grange, Palermo, at its regular
meeting Nov. 27th voted to have its meetings
hereafter on Thursday nights and to hold the
flection of officers at the next regular meeting. Voted to have gentlemen's night Dec.
9th, the brothers to furnish the program, and

no

rapid

the order of payment if you wish to do

BORN.

Wilfred V. Nichols and Mial Sargent. Interment was in the family lot in the Gordon cemThe

be

Robert

one

Should you

most convenient and most

The first day's use
improvement and in a

No better present for mother or wife than
HOOS1ER KITCHEN CABINET.

William and Florene (Gilkey)
was born in Islesboro, July 22,
1856. She married Capt. Gilkey 41 years ago
and three children were born to them.of whom

daughter
Kimball .and
the

pleasantest,

reverse

For instance, in Class 5, going up, the payments start with 5c and end with $2 50, If you
desire to do so, you may start with $2.50 the first week and pay 5c less each week until the
last payment will be 5c. You may do the same in Class 2.

scientific method for the treatment of catarrh
is Hyomei. Simply put a few drops of Hyomei
in the inhaler that comes with eve ry complete
package and then breathe its air for a few
minutes, four times a day.
It seems remarkable that so simple a way of
treating catarrh will effect such quick relief,
but the most important discoveries of science
have always been the simplest. By breathing
Hyomei in this way every particle of air that
enters the air passages of the throat and head
and goes into the lungs is charged with a healing balsam that bii:s the germs and batftlli of
catarrh and soothes and allays ail irritation.

ALL KINDS OF UPHOLSTERED ROCKERS

Boston,

You may

Breathe Hyomei Four Times a Day and
Watch Results. Gives Prompt Relief.

ROYAL PUSH BUTTCN MORRIS CHAIRS

held at her late home in Roxbury.Mass., Nov. 29th, and burial was in the
family lot in Bucksport Dec 1st. She is survived by a son and ^daughter; by one brother,
Capt. W. H, Goodell of Searsport,and one sister, Mrs. Susan B., wife of Dr. F. A. Davis of

In Class 2, pay 2c the 1st week, 4c the 2nd week, 6c the 3d week, and so on for 50
weeks and we will mail you a check two weeks before Christmas for $23.67.
Or in Class 5, pay 5c the 1st week, 10c the 2nd week, 15c the 3d week, and so on, and
we will mail you a check two weeks before Christmas for $64.18.

traffic, simi-

If You Have Catarrh
Read This

OTHER SUGGESTIONS

were

water

and out of Convrt>AS.

a

services

deep

an

The

student^of the Theological Seminary will
speak. The offering will be for Cong’l Sunday
school society.
Mrs. Alexene L., eldest daughter of the late
Capt. Daniel S. and Mary (Grant) Goodell of
Searsport, and widow of Harvey D. Hadlock,
Esq died in Boston Nov. 26th. The funeral

over

lar to that exercised by the Interstate Commerce commission over the railroads.
The
new
bill will not be introduced in Congress
until President Wilson has given his approval
after its revision by administration leaders in

exclusive line of electric and oil table lamps made of reed,
copper and brass, the shades are of reed
lined with silk and others hand painted.
If you wish the late t see our display.

showing

we are

First

The

jurisdiction

with

visiting in Massachusetts and
and Mrs. Robert Seeley are in Connecticaring for her aged father, who is quite

Searsport

Join Our Christmas Club which
Starts this Week

which failed of passage at the last sesof Congress waskin<the hands of the House
Merchant Marine committee Thursday. It was
prepared after conferences between Secretaries McAdoo and Redfield and would have
Congress appropriate $60,000,000 for merchant
ships that could be used as naval auxiliaries
The bill, too, would create a federal board

COME IN NOW AND MAKE

-manner.
on/4

AN EASY WAY TO QET IT
A SURE WAY TO HAVE IT

measure

Maurice S. Dolliver has decorated several
business houses in town for the Christmas holidays and the woik was done in a very artistic
HI

HERE IS

tration

sale

Money

FOR CHRISTMAS

THE ADMINISTRATION SHIPPING BILL.

charge until Christmas.

O. C. Atwocd announces a Christmas
of millinery and fancy goods, beginning
Saturday and continuing until Christmas.
Mrs.

You Will Need

The Poet Office Department at Washington
is forcibly calling the attention of all postmasters to the necessity of urging the public
to mail parcels early, wrap them securely, and
address them plainly.
The Parcel Post business at this season is
so great that unless the public generally cooperate with the Department and forward parcels for Christmas delivery well in advance of
the 26th in many cases it will be impossible to
accomplish the delivery on time.
In order to encourage patrons to send parcels
early the Department has issued instructiona
that same may be marked **Not to be opened
until Christmas” or with a similar direction.

business trip

Antonio Croce left Monday on a hunting
trip and will be be located at Gray's Camps in

|

to return to

accompanied by
for her

a

her home in Hartford, Conn,
a younger sister, who cam<

week ago.

CITY OF BELFAST.

cottage house on Waldo Ave.,
Sealed proposals will be received by the
and thr^e- fourths acre of land to be City Government for the removal of brownsold at a bargain. Six-room tenement with tail moths from trees which said city is obligmodern conveniences on Water street to rent. ed to clean as provided by law and also fror'
Apply to Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate Co. the Cemetery, City Park and other city property. All bids must be in the hands of the
Congress In Session.
City Clerk by seven o’clock Monday evening.
December 13, 1915. The city reserves the
Washington, Dec 6. Congress assembled
and organized today for the session, which is right to reject any or all bids.
CARLETON DOAK,
expected to be the greatest within the memory
I
lw
City Clerk.
of the present generation.
New

six-room

with shed

